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Abstract 

This qualitative study explored the interaction between transformative learning, 

sustainability education, and the Institute for Global Solutions (IGS) program.  Using narrative 

analysis research methods, the researcher studied the experiences of 12 IGS alumni from 

Claremont Secondary School in Saanich, British Columbia to determine whether participation in 

the program resulted in perspective transformation, and, if so, identify the distinct factors and 

approaches that supported this process.  Data was collected through open-ended questions via 

video-recorded interviews and analyzed according to the guidelines of narrative analysis to 

explore the degree to which the participants’ self-described experiences in IGS aligned with 

transformative learning theory.  Results indicate that seven participants experienced a shift in 

thinking that would align with Mezirow’s conception of perspective transformation, exhibiting 

adult-like capabilities of critical self-reflection, rational discourse, and reflective action.  The 

close-knit sense of community within the program, created and sustained by various structural 

and pedagogical factors, helped to foster social elements such as acceptance, acknowledgment, 

and appreciation by peers and teachers.  Participants described the cohesive nature of the 

community as pivotal in sparking and supporting the process of perspective change.  By offering 

insights into how social dynamics in the classroom might impact perspective transformation this 

study addresses a significant gap in the literature and serves as a reference point for other 

secondary school practitioners seeking to introduce elements of transformative learning into their 

design. 

Keywords: sustainability education; transformative learning; Institute for Global Solutions; 
narrative inquiry; secondary education 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

This century may well be one of relearning on a grand scale across society . . . 

necessitating a metamorphosis of many of our current education and learning constructs. 

(Williams, 2004, p. 4) 

 

The Background of the Study 

A number of recent international assessments have ranked British Columbia’s K-12 

education system among the top in the world.  According to 2013 data released by the 

Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), BC scored at or near the 

top for science, reading, and mathematics in the Programme for International Student 

Assessment (PISA), a highly regarded triennial test of 15-year-olds in 60 countries worldwide 

(BC Ministry of Education, 2013).  Even with this success, the province’s education system is in 

the midst of a large-scale transformation.  In 2010, the BC Ministry of Education began the 

process of consulting with stakeholders to redesign the system to better meet the needs of all 

learners (BC Ministry of Education, 2015).  The feedback to date has offered the Ministry clear 

directions: a more flexible curriculum that prescribes less and enables more, and a system 

focused on the core competencies that students need to succeed in the 21st century (BC Ministry 

of Education, 2015a).  Motivated by this feedback, the Ministry conducted reviews of trends in 

national and international jurisdictions, consulted with experts on curriculum and assessment, 

and commissioned research to summarize the latest literature in critical thinking and social 

responsibility (BC Ministry of Education, 2015b).  This research culminated in the release of the 
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BC Education Plan in 2012, a framework designed to promote more personalized learning 

opportunities for students across the province (BC Ministry of Education, 2015a).  

The rationale driving the BC Education Plan is two-fold.  First, Ministry policy makers 

contend that the skill sets required in today’s technology-driven economy are vastly different 

from those of the past century.  In order to bridge this divide, the plan calls for a shift from 

standard knowledge-based credentials to demonstrated competencies (BC Ministry of Education, 

2015a).  According to the framework, core competencies are “sets of intellectual, personal, and 

social and emotional proficiencies that all students need to develop to engage in deep learning 

and life-long learning” (BC Ministry of Education, 2015b, para. 4).  The consultation process 

identified three broad-based core competencies: communication, critical/creative thinking, and 

personal/social responsibility.  Updated curriculum and assessment strategies were released in 

mid-2016 to promote these competencies.  The redesigned curriculum affects all grades and 

focuses on a concept-based approach to learning where students are increasingly asked to apply 

their knowledge to authentic, real-world tasks.   

The Education Plan is also informed by a growing body of research into the factors that 

shape student academic achievement and draw heavily upon the meta-analyses of John Hattie 

(Hattie, 2009, 2012).  Hattie analyzed over 50,000 studies, representing the single largest study 

of evidence-based research ever undertaken into what actually works in schools to enhance 

learning.  The findings challenge many traditional assumptions and reveal that aspects such as 

class size and streaming by ability make little to no impact on whether students learn (Hattie, 

2009, 2012).  What matters, according to Hattie, is the quality of teaching.  The most powerful 

ways to improve school-time learning depend on what a teacher does in the classroom, with the 

type of feedback offered and the strength of student-teacher relationships amongst the most 
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important (Hattie, 2009, 2012; Hattie & Anderman, 2013).  As a result of the new direction taken 

by the Ministry of Education, educational practitioners across British Columbia are being 

compelled to confront their existing assumptions about teaching and learning.  Teachers and 

teacher training programs are now being asked to emphasize the capacity to adapt over the 

ability to repeat, to innovate rather than retain and recall, and to value collaboration over 

competition.  While this new educational paradigm will not supplant the existing model 

overnight, it is becoming increasingly evident that we have arrived at a critical juncture where 

the perpetuation of the status quo is no longer deemed acceptable.   

Coinciding with the Ministry’s transition to more personalized styles of learning is a 

province-wide movement calling for the inclusion of sustainability into curriculum across all 

subject areas (BC Ministry of Education, 1995, 2007, 2008;).  At the Earth Summit in Rio in 

1992, education was recognized as one of the principal means central to the processes of 

sustainability for the 21st century (Lafferty & Eckerberg, 2013).  In the near quarter-century 

since, there have been a number of institutional commitments reiterating the importance of 

environmental and sustainability education, from the Thessaloniki Declaration in 1997 to the 

Nagoya Declaration on Higher Education for Sustainable Development in 2015.  Since the 

United Nations declared 2005–2014 the Decade for Education for Sustainable Development 

(Huckle & Wals, 2015), there has been an upsurge in the number of locally developed courses in 

BC that revolve around sustainability initiatives (BC Ministry of Education, 2008).  In 2008, the 

Ministry of Education released a framework to promote the integration of sustainability topics 

throughout the K-12 curriculum (BC Ministry of Education, 2008).   

However, while the progress of sustainability education in BC has been impressive, it has 

been slowed by disagreements concerning nomenclature, content and learning outcomes, the 
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nature of the learning experience, and how to accelerate and catalyze change (Jickling, 1992; 

Sterling, 2010a; Sterling & Huckle, 2014; Summers & Cutting, 2016; Thomas, 2009).  These 

issues mirror the epistemological and pedagogical tensions which have come to characterize the 

larger sustainability education discourse and will be explored in more depth in the literature 

review.  The debate reflects a growing realization that current ways of thinking and teaching 

need to shift in response to emerging global challenges (Combes, 2005; Orr, 1992, 2004; 

Schumacher, 1997; Sterling, 2010a).   

It is within this context that the concept of transformative learning has come to the fore.  

Such an approach is “predicated on the idea that students are seriously challenged to assess their 

value system and worldview and are subsequently changed by the experience” (Quinnan, 1997, 

p. 42).  The term and evolving theory of transformative learning commonly associated with adult 

educationist Jack Mezirow (Mezirow, 1991, 2000; Taylor & Cranton, 2012) were not initially 

connected to the big challenges of sustainability mentioned above.  However, its primary 

objective of empowering individuals to change their frames of reference through reflection and 

critical thinking have scholars (Sipos, Battisti, & Grimm, 2008; Sterling, 2004; Sterling & 

Huckle, 2014) suggesting that transformative learning theory could be harnessed to increase the 

effectiveness of sustainability education.  The core elements that frame a transformative 

approach to teaching parallel the personalized learning objectives outlined by the BC Education 

Plan and new curriculum documents, stressing the promotion of critical reflection and 

collaborative dialogue, student-centred learning, an awareness of context, and the importance of 

building authentic relationships among learners and educators (Grider, 2011).   
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It is within this confluence of educational reform towards personalization and education 

for sustainability that the program at the heart of this research project, the Institute for Global 

Solutions, emerged. 

Problem Statement 

While the BC Ministry of Education “is taking a bold leap towards reimagining and 

restructuring the K-12 public education system to make it more reflective of today’s diverse 

educational needs” (Simon Fraser University, 2015), two unaddressed questions loom large: first, 

is the current model of secondary education, characterized by age-based grade levels, credit 

requirements and rigid subject areas, capable of facilitating the personalized learning objectives 

promoted by the Ed Plan?; second, can existing innovations in the BC secondary school system 

give guidance to practitioners on how to create strategic offerings that are conducive to 

transformation?   

Purpose of the Study 

The research study aims to examine the question “does the Institute for Global Solutions 

(IGS) program at Claremont Secondary School in Saanich, British Columbia, provide students 

with opportunities for transformative learning through its organization and pedagogical 

practices?” 

The objectives of this study were two-fold: 

1. To explore the experiences and personal views of alumni of the Institute for Global 

Solutions program, with a particular focus on the nature of the curriculum and 

pedagogical strategies that may have promoted transformative learning.  
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2. To develop a set of core concepts that may give guidance to practitioners on how to 

facilitate the creation of strategic offerings designed to promote transformational learning 

at the secondary school level in British Columbia. 

Context 

The volume of education has increased and continues to increase, yet so do pollution, 

exhaustion of resources, and the dangers of ecological catastrophe.  If still more 

education is to save us, it would have to be education of a different kind: an education 

that takes us into the depth of things. (Schumacher, 1997, p. 208) 

 

In the fall of 2007, I began to design a locally developed course entitled Sustainability 

11/12.  The course, which was developed at Stelly’s Secondary School in Saanich, BC, was 

created to increase awareness, commitment, and competence in students around sustainability 

principles and provide a platform to develop initiatives for meaningful change.  The course was 

designed to be a hands-on, participatory experience that gave learners an understanding of 

sustainability topics.  The impetus for this program was a realization that while we had certain 

courses that highlighted issues of sustainability in BC (Social Studies, Geography, Earth Science, 

Biology, Chemistry, Civics, Law, etc.), the content that was prescribed was often incomplete, 

fragmented by subject area, and emphasized challenges over solutions.  In short, I felt there was 

a niche for a cohesive solutions-based offering that focused on the practical skills and thinking 

required to address the ecological, economic, and social challenges of the 21st century.  The 

course was given school board approval and launched in September 2008, with 87 students 

taking part in the initial offering.  The curriculum was rooted in systems thinking, with the 

understanding that what happens in one part of a system affects every other part, and 
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incorporated aspects of the science-based frameworks from the Natural Step (Cook, 2004) and 

the Center for Ecoliteracy (Capra, 2005; Stone, 2009).  Initially, students explored eight 

overlapping modules examining consumption, energy, population, poverty and health, 

governance, food and water, climate change, and sustainable design.   

Sustainability 11/12 seemed to resonate with learners; by year two, 140 seniors (Grades 

11 and 12 students) at Stelly’s Secondary School in Saanich BC had taken part.  As a result, I 

was invited to help design the BC Ministry of Education’s Sustainability Framework in 2008 

(BC Ministry of Education, 2008) and promote professional development opportunities around 

sustainability education.  While Sustainability 11/12 proved popular among students at Stelly’s 

and was exciting to teach, I began to realize that as a stand-alone elective offering it was not 

accomplishing two fundamental objectives.  First, the course was still only accessing 25% of 

enrolled senior students.  Second, the interdisciplinary scope of the content was limited—both in 

terms of instruction time and by my own area of expertise.  After conducting a qualitative review 

of the program (Mitchell, 2011), I was convinced that to maximize its efficacy, the curriculum 

needed to be delivered not as an isolated course, but as part of a comprehensive, cross-curricular 

model.  

A growing body of research reveals that students taking part in interdisciplinary programs 

have a better chance of acquiring integrated perspectives compared to those learning content-

specific knowledge from a stand alone offerings (Klein, 2008; Newell, 2001; Repko, 2008; Stehr 

& Weingart, 2000).  Rhoten, Boix-Mansilla, Chun, and Klein (2006) define interdisciplinary 

education as:  

a mode of curriculum design and instruction in which individual faculty or teams 

identify, evaluate, and integrate information, data, techniques, tools, perspectives, 
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concepts, or theories from two or more disciplines or bodies of knowledge to advance 

students’ capacity to understand issues, address problems, and create new approaches and 

solutions that extend beyond the scope of a single discipline or area of instruction. (p. 3) 

While colleges and universities across North America increasingly offer interdisciplinary 

programs as indicators of their ability to prepare twenty-first century learners (Knight, Lattuca, 

Kimball, & Reason, 2013), there are very few models which connect learning outcomes in an 

interdisciplinary manner at the secondary school level.  Motivated by the idea of transforming 

Sustainability 11/12 into a truly interdisciplinary offering capable of reaching a greater 

percentage of students, I joined three colleagues at another school in our district, Claremont 

Secondary, to investigate how such a model could exist within the rigid, subject-bound confines 

of the traditional four-block timetable.1  Our goal was to build on the popular Global Studies 

course that had been inspiring Claremont students for nearly a decade.  After months of 

planning, we approached our administration with our vision—the Institute for Global Solutions 

(IGS).  We proposed moving forward with a project-based curriculum designed to equip students 

with tools and experiences to address the unprecedented environmental and humanitarian 

challenges of the 21st century.  We argued that since the complex issues at the heart of the 

program would transcend traditional disciplines like science, math, and social studies, the 

educational platform of the IGS needed to bring previously distinct subjects together.  

                                                 
1 The vast majority of secondary schools in British Columbia are timetabled into single 

discipline blocks.  Thus, for the IGS model to be successful and replicable, we needed to find a 

way for it to co-exist within this current framework.  
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Fortunately, our team was given the full support of our school administration, superintendent, 

and later the school board to proceed. 

From the outset, we set about designing the Institute for Global Solutions with the 

objective of fostering transformative learning.  Transformative learning is “learning that 

transforms problematic frames of reference—sets of fixed assumptions and expectations (habits 

of mind, meaning perspectives, mindsets)—to make them more inclusive, discriminating, open, 

reflective, and emotionally able to change” (Mezirow, 2003).  The design of IGS stemmed from 

a collective belief that achieving sustainability is a matter of transformation, requiring 

fundamental changes in perspectives and behaviour, and was based on two overarching ideas.  

The first is that the places where our students study, play, and work are the centres of their 

experiences.  These experiences, in turn, help to inform as to how the world works and where 

they fit within it (Gruenewald, 2003).  As such, we felt the need to design the program 

purposively to expose students to sustainability education inside the classroom and outside in the 

local community.  The second idea is that all curriculum is loaded or embedded with values 

(Posner George, 2004; Schubert, 1986).  In the face of critical environmental and social justice 

challenges, our IGS team felt that it was incumbent upon educators to take an active role in 

encouraging and imparting values that contribute to a more sustainable present and future.  In 

short, we aligned with the following quotation from Mary Clark’s (1989) book Ariadne’s 

Thread: The Search for New Modes of Thinking: 

Education can never be apolitical, “objective” or “value neutral”: it is—and ever must 

be—a political endeavour.  It either moulds the young to fit in with traditional beliefs, or 

it critiques those beliefs and helps to create new ones. (p. 234) 
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This stance, while supported by most of our school community, did receive some push-

back by those who questioned whether this approach bordered on indoctrination.  The critiques, 

which seemed mainly concerned about IGS staff proselytizing on behalf of the attitudes they 

held towards sustainability, are echoed in the relevant literature (Bonnett, 1999; Jickling, 2001; 

Jickling & Spork, 1998).  From the outset, our team was cognizant of the ethical implications 

associated with promoting a delivery model that prompted learners to re-examine their 

commonly held perspectives and value systems.  The risk of indoctrination, or at least the optics 

of it, was a common point of discussion during our early planning and design phases.  We 

concluded, however, that even the “neutral” educator, who purposely avoids contentious subject 

matter, is taking a stand that favours the maintenance of the status quo.  Our team agreed that the 

essence of our program was to help our learners become more aware and critical of the 

presuppositions which shaped their beliefs.  Our goal was to present strategies and criteria for 

judging situations, policies, and ideas.  As Mezirow (1991) asserts, this approach is “not the 

same thing as prescribing a preferred action to be taken” (p. 361).  Ultimately, we concluded that 

providing a framework to evaluate information and make more informed judgments is vastly 

different from trying to manipulate learners to act in accordance with the perspectives of their 

teachers.  We aligned with a practical method put forth by Fien (2007) that encourages “the 

promotion of values in an ethic of care but does not dictate how students should respond to 

particular issues” (p. 208).   

To put this into practice, we continually endeavoured to plan learning experiences that 

promoted values that align with those enshrined in the Earth Charter.  Developed by the 

International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN), the World Wildlife Foundation (WWF) 

and the United Nations Environment Program (UNEP) for the 1992 Rio Summit and known as 
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the World Ethic of Sustainability (Fien, 2003), these eight values—interdependence, 

biodiversity, living lightly on the earth, interspecies equity, inter-generational equity, basic 

human needs, participation, and human rights—are related to humanity’s collective 

responsibility to care for one another and for nature. We actively encouraged learners to reflect 

on these values throughout the course and required that they make explicit links to them in all 

major assignments and presentations.  For example, in relation to teaching about climate change 

and the role that transportation plays in contributing to the emissions of greenhouse gasses, we 

try to have students evaluate the issue according to principles such as living lightly on the earth, 

inter-generational equity, and ecological interdependence.  These values are used as a lens 

through which students critically analyze and debate different scenarios.  They also provide a 

jumping-off point for learners to think about how their individual actions contribute to the issue.   

We spent half a year combing through the literature in an attempt to discover a unifying 

framework which could incorporate sustainability education and transformative learning 

theories, and we landed on an innovative approach to developing eco-literacy created by Orr 

(1992) and later further developed by Sipos, Battisti, and Grimm (2008), known as 

Transformative Sustainability Learning (TSL).  TSL is an umbrella pedagogical concept that 

draws heavily from Mezirow’s Transformative Learning theory, incorporating the core 

theoretical elements of critical thinking, collaborative dialogue, student-centred learning, and 

relationship building (Grider, 2011) into a practical framework which emphasizes experiential, 

problem-based and place-based learning.  The organizing principle underpinning TSL is “head, 

hands, and heart”—integrating cross-curricular subjects (head), practical skill development 

(hands), and the translation of passion and values into behaviour (heart).  The concept of TSL 

emerged from a series of three initiatives undertaken at the University of British Columbia in 
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2003 and 2004 designed to explore and expand sustainability education at the post-secondary 

level (Sipos et al., 2008).  

To facilitate a learning environment that would align with the head, hands, and heart 

approach and encourage the promotion and enactment of sustainability principles, we decided to 

build our IGS framework around a model of situated learning developed by Lave and Wenger 

(1991).  Their approach proposes that learning involves a process of engagement in a community 

of practice.  Wenger and Wenger-Trayner (2015) define communities of practice as “groups of 

people who share a concern or passion for something they do and learn how to do it better as 

they interact regularly.”  Moving away from the assumption that learning “has a beginning and 

an end; that it is best separated from the rest of our activities; and that it is the result of teaching” 

(Wenger, 1998, p. 3), we decided to broaden our net and push beyond Claremont’s walls.   

Program Design 

We started from the core belief that our primary job was to create the conditions to bring 

people together and organize a point of contact that would allow for the curriculum to come to 

life and take on relevance.  Given the cross-curricular nature of sustainability education, our IGS 

team decided that in addition to bringing teachers from distinct subject areas together within the 

building, we needed to reach out to experts around the province of BC.  Wenger and Wenger-

Trayner (2011) characterize communities of practice as a combination of elements that include 

“the domain—members are brought together by a learning need they share; the community—

their collective learning becomes a bond among them over time; and the practice—their 

interactions produce resources that affect their practice” (para. 1).  In the case of the Institute for 

Global Solutions, the domain is a shared interest in sustainability education.  The practitioners 

are the teachers, students, and community leaders (professors, politicians, entrepreneurs, 
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activists, farmers, etc.) who have come to “develop a shared repertoire of resources: experiences, 

stories, tools, ways of addressing recurring problems” (Wenger, 2011, p. 2).  The community 

refers to the shared space in which members regularly “interact and learn together” (p. 2).  While 

this space often constitutes the physical classroom in Claremont Secondary, it also varies widely 

depending on grade and time of year, with farms, boardrooms, university lecture halls, and local 

businesses all serving the purpose. 

Community of teachers and blocks of time. 

Our first step was to develop an interdisciplinary community of teachers within the 

school who were willing to take part in cross-curricular offerings from Grades 9 to 12.  After 

meeting with educational practitioners from both secondary and post-secondary institutions as 

well as the Ministry of Education, we settled on a framework that would allow us to run the 

offering within the confines of our school’s daily four-block timetable.  At the senior levels, we 

combined the prescribed learning outcomes from four distinct Grade 11 and 12 semester-long 

courses: Social Studies 11 and Global Studies 11 in the fall, and Sustainability 12 and Geography 

12 (now Environmental Science 12) in the spring.  These senior-level offerings combined the 80-

minute classes before and after lunch (giving us nearly three hours of time each day when the 40-

minute lunch break was included).  At the Grade 9 and 10 levels, we combined Social Studies 

and Science into year-long linear offerings. Our model began in 2012 with four instructors (and 

has since grown to six), each with their own area of expertise ranging from the humanities to the 

sciences.  To justify having two educators from different subject areas team-teach the curriculum 

in the same class at the same time, our board required that we double the number of students in 

each offering.  As a result, we typically run Grade 9 classes of 50 and Grade 10–12 classes of 50-

55.   
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We pushed hard to have our senior learners for nearly three hours each day in order to be 

able to build connections between our students and the larger community.  This prolonged class 

time gave us time to take part in a number of projects around our region and also provided the 

opportunity for guest speakers to come and give in-depth presentations to our learners.   

Speaker series and community engagement. 

From the outset, we have complemented classroom learning with seminars from 

distinguished individuals who share their progressive ideas.  This interactive format is known as 

the IGS Speaker Series and was designed to stimulate cognitive engagement around 

sustainability principles.  Since its inception in 2013, the IGS Speaker Series has given students 

the opportunity to engage with many of our some of Canada’s most prominent leaders and 

innovators, from academics and politicians to entrepreneurs and activists.  Over the past four 

years we have put our learners in front of over fifty prominent speakers, including Prime 

Minister Justin Trudeau, environmentalist Dr. David Suzuki, Green Party Leader Elizabeth May, 

CBC Massey Lecturer Ronald Wright, journalist Gwynne Dyer, climate change scientist and 

politician Dr. Andrew Weaver (Member of the BC Legislative Assembly), indigenous activist 

Wab Kinew, education expert John Abbott, and systems scholar Dr. Thomas Homer-Dixon.   

In addition to our speaker series, we were fortunate enough to develop a number of 

rewarding community partnerships with organizations from around the region.  The program 

heads at the University of Victoria’s Faculty of Education and the School of Environment and 

Sustainability at Royal Roads University were invaluable in helping us develop and refine our 

model.  Our relationship with UVic’s Faculty of Education led to a number of pre-service 

teachers co-teaching IGS cohorts as part of their final 12-week practicums.  Our IGS team has 

also collaborated with two non-profit organizations whose mandates revolve around the 
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promotion of innovative educational programs that seek to address societal challenges.  These 

partners have helped us raise funds for our program and have connected our students to a wide 

range of philanthropic initiatives.   

However, it is our connection with Haliburton Farm, a small organic cooperative, which 

has arguably evolved to be our most rewarding community connection.  Once a week, students 

from both junior and senior level IGS cohorts walk over to the farm and work with a group of 

farmers on a number of different tasks, from seed propagation to composting.  Our students 

affectionately refer to the arrangement with the farmers as “Labour for Learning.”  The students 

also work collaboratively with university scientists to help restore a previously degraded wetland 

on the property.  This has been a powerful, hands-on educational experience as our students have 

helped return the area to a functioning vernal pond suitable for native species of amphibians.  

The work on the farm has also prompted our learners to undertake an ambitious permaculture 

project based on the ideas of water, food, energy, and waste on our campus.  We are currently in 

the midst of transforming an underused courtyard into a space that will produce food for our 

cafeteria and provide an inviting outdoor learning space which can be used year-round. 

Going beyond the community. 

While most of our attempts to cultivate a robust community of practice involved reaching 

out to people around the region, we began broadening our scope with our first “Rails to 

Relevance” trip in 2012.  To engage our students with Canada’s structure of government and 

democratic institutions (key learning outcomes for Social Studies 11), our teaching team came up 

with the idea of taking our Grade 11 cohort on a cross-Canada train trip.  On our inaugural 

voyage, 40 students were given two central questions to explore: 1. What does it mean to be a 

citizen of Canada?; 2. What is Canada’s responsibility to the world?  Along the way, students 
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interviewed Canadians of all stripes and were tasked with creating documentaries to showcase 

their findings.  Our Member of the Legislative Assembly, Lana Popham, and Member of 

Parliament, Elizabeth May, accompanied us along the way and taught classes on governance and 

civic engagement as we sped along in our moving classroom.  By the time we reached Ottawa, 

word of our unique field trip had spread, and we were granted access to politicians and leaders 

from all the major parties.  Since 2012, “Rails to Relevance” has become a mainstay of our 

Grade 11 offering and inspired a Grade 12 excursion which takes students to Haida Gwaii (Rails 

to Resilience).  As a result of the annual senior-level trips, our community of practice has 

expanded to include individuals from all walks of life, from an energetic Quebecois tour guide to 

a world-renowned Hermetic code scholar.  These individuals have come to resonate with our 

learners year after year and now have a vested interest in the future success of our program. 

Capstone projects. 

The final piece of the puzzle, connecting the translation of passion and values into 

behaviour (heart) within the TSL framework and with our IGS community of practice, revolved 

around student capstone projects.  In our model, student capstone projects (known as “Do Good” 

projects in the junior grades) are multifaceted assignments that serve as the culminating 

academic experience for IGS learners in Grades 10–12.  The purpose of the capstone project is to 

give each student the chance to explore a topic of deep personal interest and connect their 

learning to important challenges.  The guiding assumptions for the capstone project were derived 

from Kuh, O’Donnell, and Reed (2013) and Brownell and Swaner (2009) on high impact 

educational practices.  Their research suggests that curricular projects based on real-world needs 

can serve as the basis for an engaging and memorable educational experience.  Our students are 

asked to select a social/ecological challenge that interests them, conduct research on the topic, 
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plan and implement a solution, and showcase their final outcome.  Most are semester-long 

investigative projects that culminate with a creative articulation of the learning that is shared 

with classmates and a panel of teachers and community members who collectively evaluate the 

final products.  So while the course content, guest presenters, and field studies previously 

discussed are primarily meant to encourage cognitive and skill-based development (head and 

hands), the capstone projects were intentionally designed to stimulate student agency (heart).   

In short, we hoped that the capstone projects would provide a channel for learners to 

convert their passions into tangible actions.  Some of the more memorable projects include the 

installation of solar panels on the school, the construction of an outdoor classroom, fundraising 

for micro-credit institutions, and annual education campaigns around climate change and 

watershed restoration for elementary students. 

Cognitive research and solutions-oriented approach. 

Over the past two decades, the field of cognitive research has demonstrated that how 

individuals “frame” an issue—i.e., how they organize their thoughts and what they share in 

discussions with others—has a significant impact on how they understand the nature of the 

challenge, who or what they see as being responsible for the issue, and what steps they believe 

should be taken to address it (Barr & Gilg, 2006; Gamson, Croteau, Hoynes, & Sasson, 1992; 

Maibach, Nisbet, Baldwin, Akerlof, & Diao, 2010; Nisbet, 2009).  A growing body of social 

science research suggests that by presenting or framing issues such as climate change in the 

context of the risks and potential threats it poses, politicians, environmentalists, and scientists 

may inadvertently be triggering feelings of skepticism, apathy, and fear among large segments of 

the general population.  Because scientists agree that large-scale action will be required to 

counteract the effects of complex sustainability issues, environmental advocates often take part 
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in public appeals which are intended to encourage pro-environmental behaviours and support for 

initiatives designed to mitigate existing challenges (Feinberg & Willer, 2011).  Traditionally, 

these appeals have tended to emphasize the severity of potential consequences, employing 

messages that focus primarily on the risks associated with inaction.   

O’Neill & Nicholson-Cole (2009) explored the limitations of using fear appeals to engage 

the public on climate change and highlighted three reasons why emphasizing potential risks and 

consequences might be counterproductive.  First, the authors posited that individuals are likely to 

be desensitized to similar messages over time.  This means that even the most shocking and 

dramatic images of storms, floods, fires, and melting ice caps become less powerful if observed 

on a consistent basis.  Second, sensationalizing issues like climate change by consistently 

publicizing extreme impacts leads some to question the motives of the messenger, whether it be 

environmentalists, policy-makers or the media.  Lastly, and perhaps most significant, when 

individuals are confronted with messages that present risks which are perceived to be beyond 

their control, they may use mechanisms of self-denial to cope.  For some, this sense of denial 

becomes fatalistic or apathetic, with individuals convincing themselves that there is no hope and 

that nothing can be done to address the issue (O’Neill & Nicholson-Cole, 2009).  They conclude: 

Although shocking, catastrophic, and large-scale representations of the impacts of climate 

change may well act as an initial hook for people’s attention and concern, they clearly do 

not motivate a sense of personal engagement with the issue and indeed may act to trigger 

barriers to engagement such as denial and others...  The results demonstrate that 

communications approaches that take account of individuals’ personal points of reference 

(e.g., based on an understanding and appreciation of their values, attitudes, beliefs, local 
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environment, and experiences) are more likely to meaningfully engage individuals with 

climate change. (O’Neill & Nicholson-Cole, 2009, p. 375) 

Since this article was published, there have been increasing calls for researchers, 

specifically psychologists, to become more actively involved in the study of how solution-

oriented appeals impact environmental behaviours (Feinberg & Willer, 2011; Feygina, Jost, & 

Goldsmith, 2010).  Yet despite the growing body of evidence regarding the limits of traditional 

framing approaches that highlight consequences and risks (Feinberg & Willer, 2011; O’Neill & 

Nicholson-Cole, 2009), and studies that suggest that providing novel, solutions-oriented frames 

may be potentially useful in enhancing public engagement (Hackmann, Moser, & Clair, 2014; 

Maibach et al., 2010), there remain gaps in the literature.  What is clear is that making the 

transition from our current state to a future that is in line with planet’s natural limits is going to be 

arduous and, likely, fraught with failure.  It appears unlikely that such a shift will require just one 

narrative.  The diversity and complicated nature of humanity is presumably going to need a 

collection of stories, messages, and frames to alter perceptions and trigger action, spanning the 

spectrum from fear and consequence to hope and wonder.   

Since conventional appeals designed to increase rates of pro-environmental behaviour 

appear ineffective, or worse still, counterproductive, IGS teachers made a conscious decision from 

the outset to move away from a focus on fear and loss and toward a focus on policy solutions, 

student values, and best practices.  We started from the premise that promoting a fundamental 

care for the natural world requires forming emotional attachment.  The initial team of IGS 

teachers focused on designing an offering that would help students see how their behaviours 

affected the physical world around them and in turn how environmental changes impacted the 

things they valued.  Our goal was to strike a balance between the long-standing tradition in 
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environmental education which focuses largely on information-based appeals with a values-

based approach that tailored targeted messaging which we hoped would align with the attitudes, 

beliefs, sense of place, and prior experiences of our learners.  Designing our solutions-based 

approach was also impacted by a growing area of environmental psychology that focused on 

social influence and social norms, or how people are inclined to conform to the behaviours of 

those around them (Cialdini, 2003; Schultz, Nolan, Cialdini, Goldstein, & Griskevicius, 2007).   

A vast body of evidence demonstrates that social norms impact a wide range of 

behaviours, including conservation activities, charitable donations, alcohol consumption, 

and diet and exercise habits. . . . It appears that what other people do and think matters a 

great deal to individuals, and moreover, that social norm dynamics can have important 

implications for societal outcomes. (Farrow, Grolleau, & Ibanez, 2017, p. 1) 

Social norms are characterized as beliefs or perceptions about common or accepted 

behaviours that occur within a group.  Over the past decade, a number of studies have 

demonstrated that employing normative messaging that emphasize pro-environmental social 

norms can produce positive environmental behaviour change (Gifford & Nilsson, 2014; 

Goldstein, Cialdini, & Griskevicius, 2008).  With this in mind, we attempted to leverage the 

power of social norms by purposely exposing our IGS students to content, situations, and guest 

speakers where pro-environmental values were consistently highlighted.  

In an attempt to implement our solutions-based approach, we employed a two-pronged 

strategy.  The first component revolved around making a conscious effort to highlight solutions 

at work around the world, from renewable energy megaprojects in China to small-scale solar 

panels on the roof of the IGS classroom.  Students quickly began referring to this approach as a 

“Geography of Hope” (based on the title of Chris Turner’s 2007 book).  The second component 
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involved employing a planning methodology known as “backcasting.”  Backcasting is a way of 

planning in which a successful outcome is imagined in the future, followed by the question 

“What do we need to do today to achieve this vision?”  It is particularly useful when challenges 

are complex and when present trends are part of the problems (Holmberg & Robèrt, 2000).  The 

IGS model encourages learners to “backcast” using four sustainability principles that hold that to 

achieve a sustainable society humans must eliminate contributions to:  

1) the systemic increase of concentrations of substances extracted from the Earth’s crust 

(i.e., heavy metals, fossil fuels); 

2) the systemic increase of concentrations of substances produced by society (i.e., 

plastics, dioxins, PCBs, and DDT); 

3) the systemic physical degradation of nature and natural processes (i.e., over-harvesting 

forests, destroying habitat, overfishing); and 

4) conditions that systematically undermine people’s capacity to meet their basic human 

needs (i.e., unsafe working conditions, not enough pay to live on) (Holmberg & Robèrt, 2000). 

Backcasting provides a strategic process for individuals to follow to help them determine 

which sequence of actions might best lead to outcomes favourable to specific businesses, 

communities, or regions, without violating the system conditions of sustainability.   

Significance of the Study 

The purpose of this doctoral research is to critically examine the IGS program in terms of 

its ability to promote transformative learning.  The significance of this study is threefold.  First, 

the findings from the narrative interviews have the potential to inform program evaluation.  

Knowing how and for whom the program is effective, and ways it can be strengthened, are 

essential to improve outcomes for future IGS students and staff.  Second, this study may provide 

feedback for Ministry policymakers working on the evolving BC Education Plan.  This case 

study should bring research to bear on current problems in practice.  While the Ministry 
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continues to promote research that enables and supports increasingly personalized learning, this 

study may reveal whether the IGS model, tailored around transformative learning and ecological 

principles, achieves these objectives in practice.  Third, this study will offer recommendations 

that have the potential to guide practitioners looking to develop and implement curriculum 

capable of fostering transformative learning at the secondary level.   

By outlining the challenges of taking a learning theory and putting it into practice, 

providing an opportunity for alumni to share their voices, and putting forth tangible strategies to 

expand personalized learning environments around the province of British Columbia, this study 

has the potential to make an important contribution to fields of both transformative learning and 

sustainability education.   

Researcher Positionality 

It is critical to pay attention to positionality reflexivity, the production of knowledge and 

the power relations that are inherent in research processes in order to undertake ethical 

research. (Sultana, 2007, p. 380) 

Over the past two decades, there has been a dramatic increase in practitioner research in 

education (McKernan, 2013; Mercer, 2007; Zeni, 1998).  Increasingly, practitioners are turning 

to small-scale research projects that focus on their own schools, classrooms, and students in an 

attempt to improve their practice and the effectiveness of their institutions.  My positionality as a 

practitioner and researcher is a key aspect of my dissertation study; my experiences and identity 

have had a significant impact on my notion of the world (ontology) and my perspective 

concerning the nature of knowledge (epistemology).  These experiences have also led me to my 

research questions, informed my methodology, and affected the way in which the data were 
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collected and analyzed.  As a result, it is important that I am explicit about them to validate my 

findings.   

In recognition of the success of the IGS program, which has grown from 23 students to 

nearly 200 in four years, I was chosen to help lead the District’s Innovation Team and co-teach 

the University of Victoria’s Secondary Field Experience Seminar.  These positive experiences 

encouraged me to enrol in the Master of Arts in Environmental Education and Communication 

program at Royal Roads University to further develop my competencies.  My time at RRU 

helped me further develop an ecological worldview that regards education as an instrument 

capable of catalyzing positive change and moving us beyond our growing environmental 

challenges.  These lived experiences have shaped the lens through which I approached this study 

and have inspired me to evaluate my practices and continue promoting sustainability initiatives 

that have the potential to foster transformative learning.   

Social scientists have long debated the impact of researcher positionality on research 

validity and reliability (Blythe, Wilkes, Jackson, & Halcomb, 2013; Brannick & Coghlan, 2007; 

Griffith, 1998).  Merton (1972) summarized two opposing views as the Outsider Doctrine and 

the Insider Doctrine.  Proponents of the Outsider Doctrine traditionally place higher value on 

research conducted by individuals who are separate from the communities they study, 

contending that this approach fosters greater objectivity.  Conversely, the Insider Doctrine holds 

that researchers who are part of the group and have experienced it firsthand are better qualified to 

understand its complexity and nuances compared to those looking in from the outside.  

According to Griffith (1998), the “insider is someone whose biography (gender, race, class, 

sexual orientation and so on) gives her a lived familiarity with the group being researched” while 

the outsider is “a researcher who does not have any intimate knowledge of the group being 
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researched, prior to entry into the group” (p. 361).  Rather than subscribing to the insider-

outsider dichotomy, I align with the work of McNess, Arthur, and Crossley (2015b), Mercer 

(2007) and Milligan (2016) who contend that the insider/outsider separation is a continuum that 

is comprised of multiple dimensions.  They posit that researchers shift “back and forth along a 

number of axes, depending upon time, location, participants, and topic” (Mercer, 2007, p. 1).  

Rather than regarding one stance as superior to the other, this perspective recognizes that 

elements of the insider and outsider are present in all qualitative research (Blythe et al., 2013).  

While the literature pertaining to educational action research is substantial, there remains 

a gap with regards to “the unique epistemological, methodological, political, and ethical 

dilemmas” (Anderson & Jones, 2000, p. 430) that face practitioners researching within their own 

schools.  Mercer (2007) contends that “traditional textbooks on research methodology, in 

education generally, and in educational leadership, more specifically, tend to gloss over the 

intricacies of insider research conducted at one’s place of work” (p. 2).  

For this study, I had taught or co-taught all of my interviewees, some of them for three 

years in a row.  Mercer’s (2007) analogy, which compares conducting insider research in 

education to wielding a double-edged sword, resonated with me from the start.  To be successful, 

I would need to build upon the closeness I had developed with the IGS program and its alumni 

while at the same time creating a distance from both to see things critically.  The scholarly 

literature identifies numerous advantages of insider research in educational settings.  For 

example, Griffith (1998), Mercer (2007), and Dwyer and Buckle (2009) suggest that as a result 

of their proximity and established community connections, insider researchers may have easier 

access to a study population.  After teaching at my school for six years, I was already privy to an 

intimate knowledge of Claremont Secondary and the culture of the Global Solutions program.  
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During this time, I had developed an understanding of the school’s everyday life—its political 

dynamics and power structures, rules and norms, and evolving values and taboos.  My position 

within the school afforded me advantages with regards to access, as I had the ability to pull up 

electronic records and contact participants directly through our IGS social media page.   

It has also been suggested (O’Connor, 2004) that as a member of the community, the 

insider researcher is often able to develop a greater rapport with participants, which can promote 

more open dialogue and produce richer data than would be gained by an outsider (Dwyer & 

Buckle, 2009).  Having developed relationships with the participants as students beforehand, I 

felt as if I already possessed a frame of shared reference to collect and interpret data compared to 

someone from the outside looking in.  While I was not able to finalize interviews with all of the 

alumni I contacted (due to geographical, technological, and time constraints), each of the sixteen 

selected individuals replied to my invitation and expressed an interest in taking part.   

However, while my insider status afforded me ease of access and a degree of familiarity, 

it also brought up concerns relating to impartiality, insider bias, and validity.  With this in mind, 

I began by researching the key methodological challenges associated with insider research in 

educational settings and mapping out practical strategies to overcome them.  The relevant 

literature reveals three interconnected issues that can impact practitioners conducting insider 

research in schools: assumed understanding, analytic objectivity, and role duality.  These 

challenges are acknowledged in the limitations of the study in the Methodology chapter. 

Methodology 

Case study was used as a methodological framework to examine the experiences of 

students who graduated from the Institute for Global Solutions program between 2013 and 2016.  

This approach was employed to present a detailed contextual analysis of the IGS environment 
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and its participants.  A qualitative design using narrative inquiry was employed to generate and 

analyze the data collected from 12 randomly sampled IGS alumni.  The aim was to solicit 

accounts from IGS alumni about events, moments, people, curriculum, and organization, which 

collectively shaped their experience in the program.  The analysis involved the identification and 

interpretation of the dominant themes in each participant’s biography.  More detail is available in 

the Methodology chapter.   

Summary 

This preliminary chapter introduces the research topic with a brief background on the 

educational reforms taking place in British Columbia around personalized styles of learning and 

sustainability education.  The aim and objectives of the research—examining whether the IGS 

program provides students with opportunities for transformative learning through its organization 

and pedagogy—are introduced, and their rationale presented.  The IGS program is described, 

providing a foundation for interpreting, discussing, and understanding the findings within a 

specific context.  Specifically, there is an emphasis on how the model was built upon principles 

of transformative learning using elements of the TSL framework and the development of a 

community of practice.  The significance of the study is discussed, outlining its potential to help 

inform program evaluation and the evolving provincial Education Plan.  Researcher positionality 

is explored, and the advantages and disadvantages of practitioner research are introduced.  

Lastly, the methodology and approach to research are briefly described.  
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 

This chapter is divided into three sections.  The first section includes an overview of 

Gregory Bateson’s learning levels framework and its implications for transformative learning 

theory.  The second section examines transformative learning theory as it currently exists within 

the literature, exploring its inception, critiques, and evolving nature.  Three conceptions of 

transformative learning theory—the rational, extra-rational, and planetary approaches—are 

examined in detail.  The second section lays the groundwork for my approach to the student 

interviews that follow and aims to provide a rationale for a transformative approach to 

sustainability education.  This is followed by an examination of the literature that relates to how 

young people, whose brains are still developing, undergo changes in perspective and whether 

this aligns with Mezirow’s adult-centred interpretation of transformative learning.  Logan’s 

(2013) study, which explores “the confluence between transformative learning, education for 

sustainability, and Expeditionary Learning” (p. vii) and relates closely to my own research, is 

then examined.  The third section includes my critical reflection on the theory and practice of 

transformative learning and culminates with an analysis of the construct of transformative 

experience. 

Learning Levels Framework 

More of the same kind of education will only compound our problems.  This is not an 

argument for ignorance, but rather a statement that the worth of education must now be 

measured against the standards of decency and human survival—the issues now looming 

so large before us. . . . It is not education that will save us, but education of a certain kind. 

(Orr, 2004, p. 8) 
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Since educator David Orr wrote these words there has been a dramatic rise in 

sustainability education at the secondary and post-secondary levels, both within Canada and 

internationally (McFarlane & Ogazon, 2011; Sterling & Huckle, 2014).  Over the same period, 

temperature levels, global population and resource extraction rates have also risen, while the 

productivity of the earth’s natural support systems has continued to decline (Assadourian, 

Mastny, & Worldwatch Institute, 2017; Brown, 2008; Reason, 2007; Tietenberg & Lewis, 2016).  

To make things worse, humanity has created a series of positive feedback loops that are serving 

to accelerate the damage.  Education alone will not reverse these feedback loops or address the 

conditions which have degraded our ecological systems, but it may play a crucial role in enabling 

society to endure the challenging times ahead and to help further the necessary transition.  

However, while schools across the globe are introducing courses that expose students of all ages 

to sustainability principles, most of these offerings are regarded as “add-ons” which do not 

adequately prepare learners to become leaders in the coming transition or to navigate the 

disrupted future ahead.  So while society becomes increasingly complex and interdependent, the 

way it is perceived, understood and taught remains fragmented and limited.  For education to 

play a central role, many prominent ecological thinkers (Bowers, 2010; Capra, 2004; Meadows 

& Wright, 2008; Orr, 2002; Sterling & Huckle, 2014) are calling for a rapid redesign of 

education so that it emphasizes thinking in terms of whole systems and aligns with geophysical 

limits governing our planet.  Sterling (2010a) posits that if we want a chance for a sustainable 

future, we need to start thinking relationally and transition away from our self-referential 

constructions, which are rooted in an outdated and maladaptive worldview.  Such a redesign 

would have to involve virtually every aspect of the school experience, from course lectures to 

field studies, school menus to infrastructure.   
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In his influential book Steps to an Ecology of Mind, the late theorist Gregory Bateson 

wrote that “most of us are governed by epistemologies we know to be wrong” (Bateson, 1972, p. 

493).  To better examine the dissonance between knowledge and action, Bateson developed a 

framework of learning levels that he first outlined in The Logical Categories of Learning and 

Communication in 1964.  Bateson describes his framework as an attempt to highlight “the 

barriers of misunderstanding which divide the various species of behavioural scientists . . . by an 

application of Russell’s Theory of Logical Types to the concept of ‘learning’” (Bateson, 1972, 

pp. 250 as cited in Tosey, 2006).   

Whitehead and Russell first outlined the Theory of Logical Types in Principia 

Mathematica in 1910 (Charlton, 2008).  Russell’s original theory was developed to resolve a 

paradox (which came to be known as Russell’s paradox) in foundational mathematics.  In 1901, 

Russell revealed an inconsistency in German mathematician Gottlob Frege’s axiomatic system of 

set theory by discovering paradox within it.  He noticed that scholars were “confusing a 

description of sets of numbers with a description of sets of sets of numbers” (“Russell’s 

Paradox,” 2016).  To address this challenge, Russell introduced the concept of a hierarchy of 

objects: numbers, sets of numbers, sets of sets of numbers, etc., stating that a class is a logical 

type higher than its members and that “a definition of a set could never invoke that set” 

(Hofstadter, 2008, p. 61).  The following is an example from Scientific American (Baldwin & 

Lessmann, 2017, para. 1) which translates his mathematical concept into a relatable scenario: 

Consider a group of barbers who shave only those men who do not shave themselves.  

Suppose there is a barber in this collection who does not shave himself; then by the 

definition of the collection, he must shave himself.  But no barber in the collection can 

shave himself. (If so, he would be a man who does shave men who shave themselves.) 
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Bateson (1972) condensed Russell’s Theory of Types into the following set of 

propositions: 

Proposition One: No class can be a member of itself. 

Proposition Two: A class of classes cannot be one of the classes which are its members. 

Proposition Three: A name is not the thing named. 

Proposition Four: If these simple rules of discourse are contravened, paradox will be 

generated and discourse vitiated. (Bateson, 1972, pp. 284–285).  

Bateson saw learning as occurring in all mental processes but wrote that not all learning 

is the same.  He “sees learning processes as conforming to a hierarchy of nested scales or levels 

of sophistication . . . classified as ‘zero learning,’ Learning I, Learning II, Learning III, and 

Learning IV” (Charlton, 2008, p. 53).  These levels correspond to increases in learning capacity 

and have been interpreted “as a set of nesting systems where each provides a context for the 

other levels nested within it” (Bawden & Packham, 1998, p. 408).  Building on Russell’s ideas, 

Bateson regards the types of learning as being separated into classes, with successive levels 

delineated by the notion of context of learning (Charlton, 2008). 
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Figure 1. Diagrammatic representation of Bateson’s (1972, p. 293) framework. 

Zero learning is characterized by a learner who responds to stimuli, but who makes no 

further changes based on their experience or information (Sterling, 2003).  According to 

Charlton (2008), zero learning represents Bateson’s “perception of the fact that even the simple 

receipt of an item of information is an instance of learning” (p. 54). 

Learning I (LI) involves small-scale adjustments within specific boundaries.  In essence, 

LI is rote learning (McWhinney & Markos, 2003).  At this level, learning is about receiving 

information and usually occurs without any active examination or challenging of assumptions 

(Sterling, 2003).  So while the content taught may result in change in LI (e.g., learning about 

sustainability), the fundamental internal process of learning within the student does not change.  

Sterling (2003) and Tosey (2006) contend that most learning that occurs within formal education 

settings (e.g., content-led material delivered through a transmissive approach within an accepted 

framework of values) falls within this first-order learning.  At this level, neither the process of 

education nor the paradigm underlying it is questioned by learners or teachers.  While LI is 
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appropriate in many teaching situations, it does not appear to be the “education of a certain kind” 

that Orr and others argue is necessary to put us on a more sustainable path.   

According to Bateson, Learning II (LII) focuses on learning about the context in which 

the “activity” takes place, challenges existing assumptions/values, and may (or may not) result in 

a discernible change in thinking (Bateson, 1972; Charlton, 2008).  This order is regarded as more 

challenging since it requires the learner to reflect critically on what they had previously learned 

at LI and often pushes them outside of their comfort zone to grapple with more subjective, value-

laden concepts and principles.  This shift from LI to LII often involves resistance on the part of 

the learner, for it “it poses a significant challenge to existing beliefs and ideas, reconstruction of 

meaning, discomfort and difficulty” (Wals, 2007, p. 72).  Put another way, Sterling characterizes 

LI as “doing things better” and primarily concerned with “efficiency and effectiveness” (2011).  

On the other hand, LII revolves around “doing better things” and compels learners to question 

the purpose and underlying values of the given activity, policy, or strategy.  As Sterling (2011) 

puts it, it asks “efficiency and effectiveness in the service of what?  Or to what end?”  This shift 

from passively receiving information to actively questioning it takes the learner from the 

sidelines to the field, compelling them to put their ethics and values into play.  So while LII is 

characterized by learners embracing new frameworks and processing the content taught at LI 

through new lenses, it does not involve questioning the possible alternatives themselves.   

The pinnacle of Bateson’s model, Learning III (LIII), is defined as “change in the process 

of Learning II and produces corrective change in the system of sets of alternatives” (Bateson, 

1972, p. 293).  LIII involves a shift of epistemology, which he defines as “a branch of science 

combined with a branch of philosophy.  As science, epistemology is the study of how particular 

organisms or aggregates of organisms know, think, and decide.  As philosophy, epistemology is 
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the study of the necessary limits and other characteristics of the processes of knowing, thinking 

and deciding” (Bateson, 2002, p. 242).  The overarching characteristic of LIII is that everything 

is to be questioned, from content (LI) and values (LII) to the way one thinks.   

Bateson referred to the transition from LII to LIII being driven by “‘contraries’ generated 

at level II” (1972, p. 305) and that, at least in terms of logic, an individual who had achieved LIII 

could learn about the learning contexts of LII.  Bateson explained LIII as a mindset that allowed 

an individual to hold and work with contradictions and ultimately resolve them.  According to 

McWhinney and Markos (2003), if a person is able to free him or herself from “dichotomized 

thinking, assumptions about assumptions, ideologies, and reality” (p. 19), they might be able to 

explore the very nature of paradigms themselves.   

Bateson’s relatively brief overview of LIII and the vague language used to describe it has 

caused significant speculation among scholars looking to interpret his framework.  Most 

commentators fall into one of two camps.  The first interpret Learning III in a spiritual sense and 

liken it to a religious awakening that would correspond to the Eastern notion of enlightenment.  

Bateson’s writing suggests that he regarded LIII as a rare phenomenon: “something of the sort 

does, from time to time, occur in psychotherapy, religious conversion, and in other sequences in 

which there is a profound reorganization of character” (1972, p. 301).  This notion of a 

“reorganization of character” appears to align with the “refreezing” aspect of Lewin’s (1951) 

three-stage theory of planned change.  According to Lewin, the process of change necessitates a 

recognition that change is required (unfreezing), then proceeding toward the new, desired level 

of behaviour (changing), and lastly, reinforcing the new behaviour as the norm (refreezing). 

The other interpretation, outlined by Hawkins (1991) and Bawden and Packham (1998) 

takes a more practical and achievable view of Learning III.  This interpretation also aligns with 
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the research of Kitchener (1983) and Salner (1986), which makes a distinction between three 

levels of understanding—cognition (the mental process of acquiring knowledge and 

understanding through thought, experience, and the senses [Cognition, 2017]), metacognition (an 

awareness and understanding of one's own thought processes [Metacognition, 2017]), and 

epistemic cognition.  For those who align with Hawkins (1991) and equate LIII with epistemic 

cognition (Bowers, 2010; Laszlo, 1996; Sterling, 2011), the shift to third order learning seems 

achievable for some segments of society.  

Over the past 50 years, Bateson’s framework has been interpreted in different ways 

across a variety of fields (Sterling, 2011).  His ideas have helped shape theories in the field of 

schizophrenia, cybernetics, and systems thinking (Hawkins, 2004; Tosey, 2006). More recently, 

Bateson’s ideas have captured the imagination of education scholars like Bowers (2010), Sterling 

(Sterling, 2010b; Sterling & Huckle, 2014), and Blake (Blake et al., 2013) who suggest that his 

conceptual framework provides insights into the kind of higher-order learning experiences 

necessary to bridge the gap between theory and practice in sustainability education.  Over the 

past two decades, Sterling (Sterling, 2003, 2010a, 2011; Sterling & Huckle, 2014) has elaborated 

on Bateson’s four-level framework (and derivative models of staged learning) and applied it 

specifically to sustainability education (See Figure 2). 
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Figure 2. Diagrammatic representation of Sterling’s (2001) interpretation of Bateson’s (1972) framework. 

 

Sterling has written prolifically on what he sees as the limited success of environmental 

and sustainability education to date.  His objective is to promote the adoption of a more effective, 

ecologically oriented educational paradigm.  Underpinning his published work are two central 

questions: a) “What is the nature of the change of consciousness that appears necessary to the 

achievement of a more ecologically sustainable society?” (Sterling, 2003, p. 7); b) “What 

changes may be required in the way we view and practise education and learning if they are to 

contribute fundamentally to such a change of consciousness?” (Sterling, 2003, p. 7).  Sterling 

maintains that the application of the same level of learning that created the current conditions of 

unsustainability is likely to continue to aggravate the situation moving forward.  He suggests that 

one way to escape from the circular trap of self-reference is through metacognition, or thinking 

about one’s thinking, and beyond this, epistemic learning.  He equates Bateson’s Learning III 

with epistemic learning and writes that this level of learning requires that individuals first 

recognize the nature of their dominant cultural paradigm and then consciously decide to move 
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towards an expanded alternative.  Sterling (2003) defines a cultural paradigm as “a story about 

the way the world works” (p. 120) and explains that it “is both a projection and reflection of how 

the world is seen” (p. 33).   

While Sterling acknowledges that progressing to a level of epistemic learning (LIII) is a 

challenging undertaking, he does not follow Bateson’s view that it is highly unlikely.  For 

Sterling, a critically important part of metacognition (LII) and epistemic learning (LIII) comes 

down to being aware of and acknowledging the roots of our dominant cultural paradigm.  While 

Sterling maintains that making these roots and assumptions explicit appears relatively 

straightforward, he contends that the real challenge revolves around perception.  Sterling posits 

that generally, people living in contemporary technologically advanced societies appear unaware, 

or only partly aware, that their perception of the world around them does not align with the 

planet’s geophysical limits.  As a result, from the individual to the international level, humanity 

continues to apply inappropriate solutions to perceived problems.  For Sterling (Sterling, 2003, 

2010a), Bateson (1972) and Lazslo (1996) (and others), this comes down to an issue of self-

reference and habituated thought patterns.  In other words, according to Sterling (2003), our 

current way of thinking contains its own circularity, the nature of which was succinctly 

articulated by Bohm (2004): “The reason we don’t see the source of our problems is that the 

means by which we try to solve them are the source” (as cited in Sterling, 2003, p. 123).  This 

parallels the logic of Einstein’s statement that challenges cannot be solved using the same type of 

thinking that created them, and that instead what is required is a change in perception.   

Many commentators (Clark, 1989; Fazey, 2010; Sterling, 2002) suggest that the “source” 

of the problem lies in a perception of and enduring belief in separateness.  That is, at its core, the 

modern Western paradigm continues to be largely defined by the dualistic thinking first outlined 
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by French philosopher Rene Descartes (1596–1650), which separated subject/object, mind/body, 

and people/nature.  This dualistic thinking was complemented in part by elements of the 

philosophy of mechanism, espoused by thinkers like Isaac Newton, which holds that the universe 

is reducible to completely mechanical principles, a mindset that helped spawn the emergence of 

reductive thinking, where problems were broken down into component parts.  The 

complementary nature of the two approaches, combined with the emergence of new tools for 

investigation, helped undermine the geocentric views that had dominated since Ancient Greece 

and ushered in what came to be known as the Scientific Revolution.  In 1959, Koestler wrote that 

“if one had to sum up the history of scientific ideas about the universe in a sentence, one could 

say only that up to the seventeenth century our vision was Aristotelian, after that Newtonian” 

(Koestler, 2017, p. 497 as cited in Sterling, 2003, p. 142). 

Many scholars, writing from a broadly ecological perspective (Bateson, 1972; Capra, 

2004; Clark, 1989; Laszlo, 1996; O’Sullivan, 1999; Orr, 1992; Sterling, 2002), have asserted that 

while the Newtonian-Cartesian beliefs which emerged in the seventeenth century sparked 

scientific breakthroughs which continue to revolutionize virtually every aspect of human 

existence, the level to which they have become entrenched and largely accepted in Western life 

is problematic.  Norgaard (2006, p. 56) wrote that the beliefs underpinning our modern paradigm 

have become “embedded in our public discourse to the exclusion of other epistemological 

premises which are more appropriate for understanding the complexities of environmental 

systems and which are more supportive of cultural pluralism.”  Sterling maintains that to achieve 

epistemic learning requires a genuine shift of consciousness and perception from the industrial 

paradigm that informs modernist thought, rooted in reductionist thinking, to an ecological one 

built on relational and integrative understandings.  On the one hand, the industrial paradigm is 
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characterized by elements such as analysis, reductionism, and closed cause-effect, where issues 

are examined in an atomistic manner and where thinking is often underpinned by a belief in 

dualism and rationalism.  The ecological paradigm, on the other hand, is distinguished by its 

emphasis on synthesis and holism, where challenges are generally evaluated in an integrative 

fashion (Sterling, 2009).  This perspective is rooted in a belief that not all natural phenomena can 

be fully explained by a single theory or fully examined using a single approach.  The seemingly 

divergent nature of the industrial and ecological paradigms brings to mind Kuhn’s (1962) thesis 

that if there are two theories that are incommensurable, the community of scholars has to decide 

which one is going to be used as they both cannot stand together. 

While “most writers about paradigm change follow Kuhn’s view of the 

incommensurability of paradigms,” Sterling chooses to follow Wilber’s (2007) approach which 

subscribes “to an evolutionary view of paradigm change whereby new paradigms are ‘more 

adequate’ than those they seek to replace” (as quoted in Sterling, 2007, p. 75).  Sterling 

maintains that it is not a matter of abandoning the industrial paradigm, even if this were possible.  

Rather, he argues that it involves “stepping out” of this thinking and recognizing it for what it is 

and what it is not.  Sterling (2002) points to the work of Tarnas (1996) who highlights the 

overarching ideas that have influenced the Western worldview since ancient Greece in his 

comprehensive book The Passion of the Western Mind.  Tarnas (1996) writes that “although the 

Cartesian-Kantian epistemological position has been the dominant paradigm of the modern mind, 

it has not been the only one” (as quoted in Sterling, 2002, p. 8) and that the works of Goethe, 

Schiller, Schelling, Hegel, Coleridge, Emerson, Spinoza, and Steiner present a diverse, but 

consistent alternative epistemology.  According to Tarnas, this alternative approach is 

underpinned by the “fundamental conviction that the relationship of the human mind to the 
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natural world was ultimately not dualistic but participatory” (as quoted in Sterling, 2002, p. 8).  

The key for Sterling is that this alternative way of knowing did not dispute the dominant 

epistemology, but subsumed and transcended it.   

Sterling (2002) points to Clark (1989) who wrote that in the “last 2500 years, there have 

been two major periods of conscious social change, when societies deliberately ‘critiqued’ 

themselves and created new worldviews” (p. 235).  These occurred during the Classical Period in 

Greece (500–300 BC) and during the European Enlightenment (1715–1789).  Whether we are 

capable of transcending the dominant paradigm for a third time remains to be seen.  Nonetheless, 

according to Gough and Scott (2003), a “considerable literature exists to advance the case that 

human society is now either: (i) undergoing a ‘paradigm shift,’ or (ii) needing to undergo such a 

shift” (p. 50).  Sterling (2002, 2011) posits that we may well be living in historic times, where 

the stirrings of an emergent ecological perspective are beginning to take shape.  He points to the 

growth in separate but complementary areas such as corporate and social responsibility, 

industrial ecology, renewable energy, emission mitigation strategies, ecological economics, 

sustainable agriculture, adaptive management, local food movements, ethical investing, 

international climate accords, and education for sustainability (among others) as evidence that 

such a transition may be taking shape.  For Sterling, ensuring that this paradigm shift does come 

to pass depends largely on our whether our education systems can respond adequately and in a 

timely manner.  Such a response implies a dramatic shift in our view of education and learning 

and the organization of learning institutions.   

This brings us back to the notion of epistemic learning.  Sterling (2007) maintains that the 

urgent challenges of sustainability require fundamental questioning and re-ordering of 

assumptions (LII) and posits that it will likely require that a small minority expand their 
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consciousness and move to a level where they see the world around them in more relational or 

ecological ways.  Put another way, Hawkins (1991), in the context of organizational change, 

wrote: “An organisation needs not only its doers and operatives (Learning I); its strategists and 

thinkers (Learning II); but also its men and women of wisdom (Learning III)” (p. 178).  Sterling 

(2003) suggests that epistemic learning (LIII) might only be possible for a minority of learners, 

but even this might be enough to create a trickle-down effect and generate wider LII learning.  

Arguably, if epistemic learning were able to reach a critical mass, less demanding learning might 

be able to disseminate sustainability education effectively on a larger level.   

The second key characteristic that distinguishes Sterling’s framework from its original 

conception in Bateson’s thinking is his fusion of epistemic learning with transformative learning, 

a pedagogic approach that seeks to facilitate deeper levels of knowing and meaning (Blake et al., 

2013).  Moore (2005), Mezirow and Taylor (2011), Wals (2006), O’Sullivan (2004), and Sipos, 

Battisti, and Grimm (2008) all regard transformative learning as an approach with the potential 

to transcend the value-action gap (the disparity between the reportedly high level of concern that 

people tend to place on the natural environment and the relatively low level of action taken by 

individuals to address environmental issues) that continues to confound sustainability educators.  

While transformative learning theory has been widely studied, critiqued, and applied to a number 

of different fields over the past four decades, including environmental and sustainability 

education, exploring it through the lens of Bateson’s distinct levels of learning is a unique 

approach. Sterling (2010a, 2011) maintains that, by applying his adapted framework, educators 

might better grasp the degrees of reflection and reorganization required to trigger 

transformational processes.  This, in turn, could lead to advances in curriculum design and 

delivery that might better facilitate transformative learning on a broader scale.  
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Transformative Learning Theory 

Transformative learning has to do with making meaning out of experiences and 

questioning assumptions based on prior experience.  Our habitual expectations—what we 

expect to happen based on what has happened in the past—are the product of 

experiences, and it is those expectations that are called into question during the 

transformative learning process. (Cranton, 2016b, p. 24) 

While transformative learning theory has given rise to different strands of theory 

development over the past three decades, I believe that the following definition put forth by 

Kroth and Cranton (2014) encompasses the key tenets of all the central conceptions: 

“transformative learning is a process that leads to a deep shift in perspective during which habits 

of mind become more open, more permeable, more discriminating, and better justified” (p. 9).  

According to Mezirow (Grider, 2011; Mezirow, 1991), this shift revolves around critical 

reflection and self-reflection, but other theorists like Dirkx (1998, 2006) and Boyd (1988) 

emphasize that imagination, intuition, and emotion are also key drivers of transformative 

learning.  Most of the research over the past three decades on the process and outcomes of 

transformative learning has been qualitative, with data emerging from retrospective interviews.  

The overarching philosophical orientation to this research has been based on constructivist 

assumptions which hold that what people make of the world around them comes from how they 

perceive their own experiences (Cranton, 2016b).   

The most recent review of transformative learning research (Taylor & Snyder, 2012), 

covering the period 2006–2010, revealed that research designs in the study of transformative 

learning have expanded to include a greater diversity of approaches, with action research (Burns, 

2013; Gravett, 2004), narrative inquiry (Kerr, 2014), and autoethnography (Boyd, 2008) catching 
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up to case study (Kiely, 2005; Logan, 2013) as the predominant methodologies.  Broadly, 

transformative learning can or might take place when an individual encounters a perspective that 

conflicts with their current understanding.  This contrasting view can be disregarded, or it can 

prompt the individual to examine or question previously held beliefs, values, and assumptions 

(Mezirow, 1997; Taylor & Cranton, 2012).  When the latter occurs, there is an opportunity for 

transformative learning to take place.   

Since the publication of Mezirow’s (1991) comprehensive description of the theory, a 

number of different approaches to transformative learning have come to the fore.  The key points 

dividing the discourse centre on divergent views on the learning processes involved and 

disagreement on issues related to theory development (Taylor, 2008).  According to Merriam, 

Caffarella, and Baumgartner (2012), the sticking points relating to theory focus predominantly 

on the role of context, rationality and affect, the importance of relationships and social dynamics, 

the place of social action, and the responsibility of educators in the facilitation of transformative 

learning. 

Cranton (2006) divided transformative learning theory into three dominant conceptions 

(see Figure 3).  The first and most commonly held view is the cognitive/rational perspective 

(Mezirow, 1991), which emphasizes rationality and critical reflection.  The second conception, 

known as the extra-rational perspective, highlights the “emotive, imaginal, spiritual, and arts-

based facets of learning, those that reach beyond rationality” (Stuckey, Taylor, & Cranton, 2013, 

p. 213).  The third is known as the social critique perspective (Brookfield, 2012), which focuses 

on questioning ideologies, highlighting oppression, and promoting social action in the context of 

transformative learning.  These three lenses have since been complemented by several additional 

interpretations of transformative learning outlined by Taylor (2008) that include a 
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neurobiological view (Janik & Daniel, 2005) detailing how the brain’s structure is changed 

during the learning process and a planetary view (O’Sullivan & Taylor, 2004), which views 

transformative learning through a systems thinking approach.   

What follows in this review is a more detailed description of Mezirow’s 

rational/cognitive understanding of transformation, which much of the research to date supports, 

followed by a closer look at the extra-rational and planetary conceptions of transformative 

learning.  This section culminates with an overview of the ongoing discourse about the future of 

transformative learning, specifically whether proponents should move towards unifying the 

theory or embracing a “multi-perspectival” approach, before outlining the current challenges of 

fostering transformative learning in real classroom environments. 

 

Figure 3. Diagrammatic representation of Stuckney, Taylor, and Cranton’s (2013) outcomes and processes of 

dominant conceptions of transformative learning. 
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Rational/cognitive approach. 

Transformative learning theory came to the fore with the work of Mezirow (1975), who 

began developing his ideas in the mid-1970s when his wife returned to college as an adult (Kroth 

& Cranton, 2014; Mezirow, 1978).  Hoping to learn from her experience, Mezirow embarked 

upon a large study of women returning to community colleges across the U.S. after long periods 

of homemaking with the aim of identifying factors that characteristically enabled or impeded 

their learning (Mezirow, 1991).  Mezirow and his colleagues outlined a series of phases of 

change, ten in all, and used this framework to conclude that most of the women had gone 

through a “personal transformation” (Mezirow, 1978).  Building on the work of earlier 

developmental phase theorists such as Piaget (1972) and Kohlberg (1977), Mezirow and his team 

noted that the changes seemed to unfold in a relatively linear process, beginning with a 

“disorienting dilemma,” before moving towards a “critical assessment of assumptions,” 

“exploration of options for new roles,” and “building competence and self-confidence in new 

roles and relationships” (see Table 1).  The four key components underpinning the ten stages are 

experience, critical reflection, reflective discourse, and action (Merriam et al., 2012). 
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Table 1 

Adapted from Mezirow’s (1978) 10 Phases of Transformative Learning 

 

According to Mezirow, the transformative learning process is usually initiated by a 

disorienting experience that forces the learner outside of their comfort zone.  This experience can 

range from a life-changing event, such as the death of a loved one, to a less dramatic dilemma 

purposely created by an educator, such as an investigation into factory farming or an exploration 

of the environmental and social implications of clothing supply chains.  Aligning with Piaget’s 

(1952) cognitive theory, specifically the process of adaptation to the world through assimilation 

(the cognitive process of merging new information into existing cognitive frameworks [Mcleod, 

2015]) or accommodation (the cognitive process of revising existing cognitive frameworks so 

that new information can be incorporated [Mcleod, 2015]), Mezirow posits that when the learner 

encounters this new disorienting experience, it will either reinforce their existing understandings 

and assumptions or stretch their boundaries, depending on how well it fits with prior experiences 

(Mezirow, 1991).  The more contradictory the experience, the harder it may be to assimilate it 

into existing mental structures.  At this point, the learner might not be able to make sense of the 

experience beyond their current forms of understanding (assimilation) or develop a new frame of 

reference (accommodation).  If the latter occurs, the learner may feel the need to reflect upon the 
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assumptions and beliefs that have emerged and created dissonance in the face of the new 

experience (Kitchenham, 2008; Mezirow, 1991; Taylor, 2008).   

For Mezirow and colleagues, reflection is a central concept that characterizes the rational 

approach to transformative learning.  Mezirow acknowledges the work of Dewey (1997, 

originally published in 1933) as being instrumental to the development of our current 

understandings of reflection and explicitly references Dewey’s work on reflective thinking in his 

seminal 1991 book, Transformative Dimensions in Adult Learning.  Dewey refers to reflective 

thinking as an important component of learning and defines reflection as “active, persistent and 

careful consideration of any belief or supposed form of knowledge in the light of the grounds 

that support it and the further conclusion to which it tends” (1997, p. 6).  Mezirow’s 1991 work 

builds on Dewey’s definition by adding “the habitual way that we have interpreted the 

experience of everyday life in order to reassess rationally the implicit validity made by a 

previously unquestioned meaning scheme or perspective” (1991, p. 102).  In this dissertation, 

reflection is regarded “as a process of reconsidering experience through reason and reinterpreting 

and generalizing the experience to form mental structures” (Cranton, 2016b, p. 40).  Mezirow 

posited that while prior interpretations and assumptions are fundamental to helping people 

organize and interpret vast amounts of information, they can also serve to restrict perceptions 

and understandings.  However, through critical reflection, Mezirow contended that people could 

“identify, assess, and possibly reformulate key assumptions” (Dirkx, 1998, p. 4) on which their 

perspectives were constructed.   

From here, the learner may engage in the third key component, reflective discourse.  This 

stage involves the learner constructing new meaning and new context through conversations with 

others to evaluate and solidify the conflicting assumptions and beliefs that emerged during the 
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experience component.  The final piece of the puzzle involves action whereby the learner makes 

changes in the world based on the transformative experience (Kitchenham, 2008; Mezirow, 

1991).  Mezirow referred to his developing theory as “perspective transformation and defined it 

as:   

the emancipatory process of becoming critically aware of how and why the structure of 

psycho-cultural assumptions has come to constrain the way we see ourselves and our 

relationships, reconstituting this structure to permit a more inclusive and discriminating 

integration of experience and acting upon these new understandings. (Mezirow, 1991, p. 

6) 

Mezirow’s initial work in 1975 received little attention until he edited a book on fostering 

critical reflection in adulthood fifteen years later.  The following year Mezirow published his 

expansive theory of transformative learning in his book Transformative Dimensions of Adult 

Learning (Mezirow, 1991).  His theory was grounded in cognitive and developmental 

psychology (Dirkx, 1998; Mezirow, 1991).  Central to his thinking was that perspectives, which 

he labelled as beliefs, values, and assumptions that individuals acquire through life experiences, 

serve as a lens through which people come to view and make sense of themselves and the world 

around them (Dirkx, 1998).  Mezirow created a structure to explain this further, which involved 

“meaning schemes”—assumptions, beliefs, and values—and “meaning perspectives”—a web of 

meaning schemes that formed a larger worldview (Kroth & Cranton, 2014).  He later changed his 

terminology and incorporated the term “frame of reference,” which he defined as the 

assumptions, beliefs, and expectations that influence a person’s behaviour.  The frames of 

reference included “habits of mind” and “points of view,” which replaced the terms “meaning 

perspectives” and “meaning schemes” (See Figure 4).  According to Cranton (2014), habits of 
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mind “are like grooves in the mind—the way we automatically think, feel, and act without 

question or further thought.  Habits of mind, since they are deeply embedded, are difficult to 

articulate, let alone question” (p. 4).  

 

Figure 4. Diagrammatic representation of Mezirow’s (2000) revised transformative learning theory, adapted from 

Kitchenham (2008). 

 

Extra-rational approach. 

After Mezirow published his theory in 1991, it began to garner attention from researchers 

and practitioners from a variety of theoretical backgrounds.  While Mezirow’s rational/cognitive 

perspective continues to be the dominant view of transformative learning theory, there also 

emerged critics who challenged key components of his theory.  The alternative conception of 

transformative learning that has received the most attention is known as the extra-rational or 

psychoanalytical perspective and focuses on the aspects of learning that extend beyond 

Mezirow’s emphasis on rational thought.  Taylor (2008) describes the extra-rational view of 

transformative learning “as a process of individuation, a lifelong journey of coming to 

understand oneself through reflecting on the psychic structures (ego, shadow, persona, collective 

unconscious, and so on) that make up an individual’s identity” (p. 7).  This approach was first 
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ushered in by Boyd and Myers, who used a Jungian depth psychology perspective to explore the 

transformations of individuals in small groups (Kucukaydin & Cranton, 2013).  Boyd and Myers 

(1988, as cited in Kucukaydin & Cranton, 2013) suggested that the aim of transformative 

learning is to “liberate the individual from personal unconscious content and reifications of 

cultural norms and patterns” (p. 45).  Dirkx (1998, 2006) continued to expand upon the work of 

Boyd and Myers and reiterated the idea that emotions significantly affect learning and should be 

taken into account when attempting to understand transformative learning.   

The diverging views of rational and extra-rational proponents were clearly articulated in a 

published dialogue between Mezirow and Dirkx in 2006.  Dirkx contends that the incorporation 

of emotions, feelings, intuition, and imagination leads to a more holistic understanding of 

transformative learning (Cranton, 2016b; Dirkx, 2006).  Dirkx asserts that to be truly effective, 

approaches to transformative learning need to capture the inner worlds or “souls” of students, as 

well as their minds.  While the extra-rational perspective may hold potential for providing a 

fuller picture of how transformative learning occurs, this approach still appears to exist in an 

abstract realm with little explanation of how these concepts might be implemented in formal 

learning environments (Kucukaydin & Cranton, 2013).  In their 2013 paper, Kucukaydin and 

Cranton wrote that an extensive search of the relevant literature did not yield any articles that 

sought to bridge the gap from Jungian theory to transformative learning in real-life educational 

settings.  

Planetary approach. 

The paradox of education is that it is seen as a preparation for the future, but it grows out 

of the past.  In stable conditions, this socialization and replication function of education is 

sufficient: in volatile conditions where there is an increasingly shared sense that the 
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future will not be anything like a linear extension of the past, it sets boundaries and 

barriers to innovation, creativity, and experimentation. (Sterling, 2010a, p. 521)  

The planetary view of transformative learning, most commonly associated with Edmund 

O’Sullivan (1999), posits that systems thinking provides the basis for fostering transformative 

learning environments (Laros, Fuhr, & Taylor, 2017).  This perspective aligns with the ideas of 

Bateson (1972), Sterling (2003), Orr (2004), and others who contend that a necessary and 

sufficient condition for education is to highlight the connectedness of our planet and humanity’s 

place within it.  O’Sullivan emphasizes that his use of the term transformative learning is 

connected to the idea of a profound change in worldview (O’Sullivan, 2012).  His interpretation 

of worldview aligns with Schlitz et al. (2011) who write:  

A worldview combines beliefs, assumptions, attitudes, values, and ideas to from a 

comprehensive model of reality.  Worldviews also encompass formulations and 

interpretations of past, present, and future.  In our worldviews, we construct complex 

conceptual frameworks to organize our beliefs about we are and the world we live in. (p. 

4). 

O’Sullivan asserts that the ultimate objective of transformative learning is to bring forth a 

“massive change in consciousness that could bring about a new order of social justice and 

ecological balance” (O’Sullivan, 2008, p. 30).  Unlike Mezirow’s concept of transformative 

learning, which is focused on the individual’s journey of personal development (Mezirow, 1991, 

2000), the planetary view, with its emphasis on whole-system reorganization, aligns more 

closely with Freire’s concept of emancipatory education as it considers personal change to be 

intimately linked with the broader collective.  Building on the principles of an integrative 

approach to educating for sustainability referenced earlier by the likes of Sterling (2003) and 
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Bateson (1972), O’Sullivan contends that the well-being of society and the planet are 

inextricably linked to the development of the individual.   

Proponents of the planetary view assert that the major problems of our time are 

interconnected and interdependent and should not be taught in isolation.  These scholars contend 

that systems thinking offers a different lens to view our world from the more traditional linear, 

cause-and-effect style of thinking, and provides a unique platform to promote transformative 

learning initiatives.  By reorienting learning around systems concepts such as self-organization, 

feedback loops, resilience and non-linear relationships, O’Sullivan and others envision an 

education system that is not fundamentally reductive in nature, but rather one that involves 

thinking holistically “in terms of webs and circles rather than hierarchies” (O’Sullivan, 2012, p. 

174).  In essence, the planetary view seeks to counter what Sterling refers to as the subterranean 

geology of education (Sterling, 2012) which he describes as habits of thought which are deeply 

entrenched in the current educational landscape, including include single and bounded 

disciplines, a resistance to transdisciplinarity, separate departments, belief in value-free knowing, 

transmissive pedagogy, and the “privileging of cognitive/intellectual and technical knowing over 

affective and practical knowing” (Sterling, Maxey, & Luna, p. 31).  O’Sullivan and his 

colleagues from the Transformative Learning Centre at the Ontario Institute for Studies in 

Education challenge the notion of “subterranean geology” with their expansive vision for 

transformative learning theory:  

Transformative learning involves experiencing a deep, structural shift in the basic 

premises of thought, feelings, and actions.  It is a shift of consciousness that dramatically 

and irreversibly alters our way of being in the world.  Such a shift involves our 

understanding of ourselves and our self-locations; our relationships with other humans 
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and with the natural world; our understanding of relations of power in interlocking 

structures of class, race and gender; our body awareness, our visions of alternative 

approaches to living; and our sense of possibilities for social justice and peace and 

personal joy. (O’Sullivan, 2003, p. 327) 

Theoretical divide: Unity vs. multi-perspectival. 

Nearly three decades after Mezirow published the first iteration of transformative 

learning theory (1991), scholars from a variety of perspectives continue to expand the body of 

research and debate theoretical developments.  While much of the research to date supports 

Mezirow’s understanding of transformation (Cranton, 2016b), emphasizing a rational approach 

underpinned by critical reflection, a wave of recent publications focusing on relational, 

connected knowing (Dirkx, 2006; Laros et al., 2017; O’Sullivan, 2012) seems to provide a 

complementary way of comprehending transformative learning.  Cranton (2016b; Taylor & 

Cranton, 2012) argues that theorists and researchers need to identify commonalities between 

contemporary perspectives and organize them under one “theoretical umbrella” rather than 

continuing to emphasize their distinctions.  Cranton (2016b) maintains that while the processes 

involved and expected outcomes from the different viewpoints (i.e., rational, extra-rational, 

planetary) are fundamentally different, each can be “descriptive of the experiences of different 

individuals or even of the same individuals on different occasions” (p. 58).   

Conversely, Lange (2015) proposes a different approach, maintaining that theoretical 

diversity is important and that scholars should not mask over what she regards as contradictory 

assumptions underlying the different perspectives.  Instead, she proposes a “multi-perspectival” 

view of transformative learning that “sees a living network of related theories that have co-arisen 

and that mutually influence and enrich each other” (Lange, 2015, p. 28).  Tapping into systems 
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thinking, Lange posits that scholars should embrace the tension and instability surrounding the 

fragmentation of transformative learning theory.  To trigger a process of emergence and circulate 

significant ideas through feedback loops, Lange writes that disturbances are required.  Removing 

the tension prevents the potential of novelty and stagnates theoretical development (Lange, 

2015). 

Broadening the Scope of Transformative Learning to Include Adolescence 

To date, transformative learning has largely been regarded as a theory of adult learning, 

due in large part to Mezirow and his 1978 study that focused on adults in the field of adult 

education.  Mezirow (1978, 1991) stated that his theory of learning aimed to help explain how 

adults changed the way they interpreted their world.  He asserted that learning in adulthood 

differs from childhood because of the deeper levels of cognitive and psychological development 

achieved in adulthood.  Mezirow’s perspective on learning was also bolstered by constructivism, 

which suggests that learners make meaning through experiences, and these experiences are 

shaped by social and cultural influences (Merriam et al., 2012).  Since adults have a “greater 

repertoire of life experiences, they have a deeper foundation from which to interpret new 

learning” (Grider, 2011, p. 1).  

The assumption that only adults possess the cognitive abilities and maturation levels 

required to undergo the type of perspective transformation outlined by Mezirow has been 

commonly accepted by the prominent voices in the literature including Merriam (2004), Boyd 

and Myers (1988), Cranton (2016b), Dirkx (2006), and Taylor (2007).  Merriam (2004) 

maintains that Mezirow’s notion of transformative learning demands such advanced cognitive 

abilities that only those over the age of 30 would likely fit the bill while others, like Kegan 

(2009), suggest it could be as young as 20.  Despite the ambiguity in the literature surrounding 
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the age at which one achieves “adult” status, there has been little research to clearly establish a 

concrete age limit (Taylor & Cranton, 2012).  Consequently, adolescents and young adults have 

largely been overlooked in the field of study until relatively recently with most of the empirical 

literature focusing on how individuals over the age of 25 undergo the process of transformative 

learning (Benjamin & Crymble, 2017; Taylor, 2007).   

Regardless of which metric is used to define adulthood, Larson (2017) posits that we are 

still left with a central question: when does transformative learning actually begin?  Are there 

signs of this type of learning in adolescents?  Larson suggests that if these experiences do exist, 

the field has likely ignored them as a result of limitations in the current theory of transformative 

learning.  If they do not exist, is there a “distinctive type of learning occurring in adolescents that 

resembles transformative learning, but is unique in its own right”? (Larson, 2017, p. 5).  In his 

comprehensive review of the literature and research of transformative learning, Taylor (1998) 

concluded that whether “age is a factor in transformation is not known and needs to be better 

understood” (p. 289).  While scholars were slow to heed Taylor’s call for more research, a 

handful of studies (Benjamin & Crymble, 2017; Grider, 2011; Hodgson, 2007; Larson, 2017; 

Logan, 2013; Walsh, 2007) have explored the connection between transformative learning and 

young adults.  Their collective findings suggest that adolescents are able to experience something 

akin to the perspective transformation outlined in the literature that alters their very being, 

beliefs, and core of self (Larson, 2017).   

Expeditionary Learning: Combining sustainability and transformative learning. 

To lay the groundwork for my own study, I have included a brief overview of Logan’s 

(2013) dissertation, which relates closely to my research connecting transformative learning and 

sustainability education at the high school level.  Logan’s research explores “the confluence 
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between transformative learning, education for sustainability, and Expeditionary Learning (EL)” 

(2013, p. vii).  EL is a formal network and approach to the education of high school students that 

originated with a partnership between Outward Bound and the Harvard Graduate School of 

Education.  The philosophy underpinning EL is largely based on the educational ideas of 

German educator Kurt Hahn who founded Outward Bound (Logan, 2013).  Schools enter into 

contracts with EL and staff receive a certain number professional development days each year 

(averaging 21).  Each school is visited weekly by an EL “school designer” who helps support on-

campus instruction and assist in the design of expeditions and lesson planning (Logan, 2013).  

According to their website, they “partner with school districts and charter boards to open new 

schools and transform existing schools at all levels, pre-K-12, and in all settings—urban, rural, 

and suburban.  Since our start in 1992, we have grown from a small group of ten schools into a 

diverse national network of more than 150 schools” (“What is EL Education?”, 2017).   

What makes the EL model unique is its focus on project-based learning expeditions 

where students engage in interdisciplinary studies.  Logan (2013) studied the experiences of EL 

graduates from three high schools and asked the question: “Does participation in an EL high 

school result in transformative learning?  If so, what are the elements that compose this (or series 

of) transformative learning experience(s) and what learning structures within EL specifically 

support transformative learning?” (pp. 12–13).   

Logan (2013) used grounded theory to study data from an exploratory case study and 

guide her data collection and analysis.  Twelve EL graduates who had been out of high school 

for at least one full year were interviewed about their most memorable learning experiences.  She 

asked participants “to reflect on how their school experience changed them—what they believe, 

how they see the world, and how they act/behave in the world” (p. vii).  In her analysis, Logan 
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looked for evidence of transformative learning and the contexts and environments that 

underpinned the learning.  

From her results, Logan (2013) concluded that the graduates she interviewed experienced 

transformative learning as a result of their time at EL high schools.  She posited that the 

transformative learning that occurred at the three schools was attributable to three “realms”: a) 

close-knit school community; b) academic challenge in real-world settings; and c) a deep 

experience of people and place.  According to Logan, consistent exposure to these realms 

promoted rich dialogue between students, staff, and community members, pushed learners 

outside their comfort zones, and provided repeated opportunities for self-reflection.  Logan 

maintained that students revealed evidence of transformative learning that included changes in 

identity, paradigmatic or mental modal changes, and/or behaviour changes.   

Her research also revealed that the participants in her study expressed an “exceptionally 

high level of social justice expertise but a more limited connection to the earth and physical earth 

systems” (Logan, 2013, p. 201).  There was no mention of the socio-economic backgrounds of 

the students or how their family or social contexts might have influenced their awareness levels 

of social justice issues.  Logan asserted that a more explicit integration of sustainability concepts 

within EL’s core practices could potentially further extend the transformative learning impact of 

the offering and produce the “sweet spot” of higher order learning that Sterling (2010b) and 

Bateson (1972, 2002) suggest is necessary.   

Lastly, by exploring the perspectives of EL graduates whose educational experience 

focused heavily on developing metacognitive skills and self-reflection, Logan’s work challenges 

many commonly held assumptions in the literature around age and levels of cognitive 

development.  Her study also complements the work of Grider (2011) who examined young 
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adult pool lifeguards responding to drowning incidents, Kerr (2014) who explored adolescents 

on a cultural immersion trip, and Larson (2017) who studied the lived experiences of 

adolescence girls; all determined that transformative learning experiences could be initiated and 

understood by those under the age of 25.  While their collective work serves to challenge long-

held assertions in the field of transformative learning pertaining to age and cognition 

requirements, it seems clear that additional research exploring the capabilities of adolescents to 

potentially experience, describe, and interpret transformative learning is still needed.   

I take the position that there is no definitive category of adulthood.  As a result, I feel that 

it seems shortsighted to presume that adolescents across the board are unable to experience 

transformative learning simply because they have yet to meet the arbitrary standards outlined in 

the literature.  By probing into the personal experiences of alumni of the IGS program through 

narrative inquiry, this research seeks to address gaps in the literature and has the potential for 

helping to better understand how youth experience changes in perspective. 

Transformative Experience 

While the work of Walsh (2007), Grider (2011), Logan (2013), Kerr (2014), and Larson 

(2017) (among others) has highlighted the potential of operationalizing transformative learning 

theory in high school settings, over the past two decades, researchers Pugh, Girod, Heddy, 

Sinatra, and Bergstrom (Heddy & Sinatra, 2013; Pugh, 2002; Pugh, Bergstrom, & Spencer, 

2017; Pugh & Girod, 2007) have been at the forefront of applying the building blocks of 

transformative learning in secondary school environments, primarily in the domain of science 

education.  The result of their work has been the conceptualization of “transformative 

experience” and the development of the Teaching for Transformative Experiences in Science 

(TTES) model (Heddy & Pugh, 2015; Pugh, 2002, 2011; Pugh & Girod, 2007).  Transformative 
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experience is “a smaller form of transformative learning that changes a student’s perspective of 

individual experiences and value for school content” (Heddy & Pugh, 2015, p. 55).  It refers to 

learning episodes in which students use ideas from the classroom to see and experience the world 

differently in their everyday lives (Pugh et al., 2017).  The construct of transformative 

experience is grounded in Dewey’s philosophy of education and aesthetic experience and draws 

on aspects of motivation, engagement, and learning transfer research (Heddy & Pugh, 2015; 

Pugh et al., 2017).  Pugh (Pugh, 2002, 2011; Pugh et al., 2017) defines transformative experience 

by three dimensions: 1) motivated use; 2) expansion of perception; and 3) experiential value of 

the concept.   

Motivated use refers to students applying school content in out-of-school or “free-choice” 

contexts where application is not necessary.  The following is a hypothetical example.  An IGS 

student named Jane, who had been studying work and energy in her physics class, goes to the 

store with her father to purchase a new fridge.  Once there, rather than just looking at the cost 

and features of the fridges on display, she decides to search out the EnerGuide2 labels to compare 

the energy performances of different makes and models.  This would constitute motivated use.  

Expansion of perception refers to the process of “successively seeing deeper layers of meaning 

as a result of using school content as a lens for viewing or ‘re-seeing’” (Pugh et al., 2017, p. 

373).  Jane’s perception of a fridge was transformed from viewing it as something that simply 

kept food cold to viewing it as something that has a significant impact on household energy 

consumption.  Finally, according to Pugh et al. (2017), experiential value refers to the usefulness 

of ideas learned in school (either in the classroom or during field studies) to enrich everyday 

                                                 
2 EnerGuide is the official mark of the Government of Canada for its energy performance 

rating and labelling program for key consumer items—houses, light-duty vehicles, and certain 
energy-using products. 
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experiences.  Jane, for example, developed a deeper appreciation for physics ideas because they 

proved useful in her everyday experience.  Jane’s shopping experience, while containing the 

qualities of a transformative experience, does not represent a large-scale shift of her identity or 

life purpose.   

In their 2015 paper, Heddy and Pugh suggest that facilitating transformative experiences, 

similar to one that prompted Jane to search out the EnerGuide label, might be a way of 

promoting small-scale changes in students that, when accumulated, lead to the types of deep, 

structural shifts of thoughts, feelings, and actions often cited in the transformative learning 

literature.  This suggestion is rooted in Dewey’s theory of aesthetic experience (1934/1980).  

Heddy and Pugh (2015) explain that in proposing his theory of aesthetic experience, Dewey 

often referenced simple examples and emphasized the importance of continuity of experience.  

They write that “he stated that characteristics of aesthetic experience, including transformations 

of perceptions and value, can be found in relatively simple experiences which are connected and 

lead to experiences of larger significance” (Heddy & Pugh, 2015, p. 56).  Building on this idea, 

Heddy and Pugh posit that elements of large-scale transformative learning can be found in 

smaller transformative experiences and that consistent exposure to these types of “micro” 

experiences can result in transformative outcomes over time.  They also assert that Mezirow 

would agree with their assumption and point to his theorizing on the differences between 

transmissional, transactional, and transformational learning (2000).  Transmissional learning 

happens when instructors simply transmit knowledge to their students through direct instruction, 

often referred to as “stand and deliver.”  Transactional learning occurs when learners have 

valuable experiences that slightly alter their perception.  Mezirow contends that exposure to 

multiple transactional experiences may result in transformative learning.   
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To help teachers facilitate transformative experiences in their own classrooms, Pugh and 

Girod (2007) developed a set of instructional methods known as the Teaching for Transformative 

Experience in Science (TTES) model.  The TTES model can be broken down into three methods: 

(1) framing content in terms of its experiential value, (2) modelling transformative experiences, 

and (3) scaffolding reseeing (Pugh & Girod, 2007).  The first method involves teaching so that 

learners recognize the value or utility that a given concept may have for their experience.  It also 

involves a deliberate focus on evoking anticipation by using content ideas as a lens for seeing the 

world differently (Heddy & Pugh, 2015).  The model clearly articulates how educators need to 

craft their content carefully and frame concepts as ideas.  The second method calls for the 

teacher to model their own transformative experiences that they have had with a given concept.  

The third method of the TTES requires the teacher to scaffold the student’s “reseeing,” which 

includes guided conversations highlighting motivated use, expansion of perception, and 

experiential value of the given concept, real-world connections, and experientially anchored 

instruction.  The purpose of the third method is to help students perceive everyday objects, 

events, and issues through the lens of specific content.  Since it was first introduced in 2007, the 

TTES model has been thoroughly researched and studies have found that transformative 

experiences can be effectively integrated into instruction and that levels of transformative 

experience can be substantially increased with targeted interventions (Heddy & Sinatra, 2013; 

Pugh, 2002; Pugh, Linnenbrink-Garcia, Koskey, Stewart, & Manzey, 2010).  While the research 

to date is based on studies involving small samples (N <60), they appear to provide tangible 

evidence of an aspect of transformative learning theory working in practice in secondary school 

settings.  
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Fostering Transformative Learning 

While the theoretical discourse surrounding transformative learning theory has evolved 

and expanded considerably since Mezirow introduced it in the late 1970s, the practice of 

fostering it in formal classroom environments remains largely elusive and misunderstood.  

Proponents of the rational/cognitive approach maintain that fostering transformative learning 

revolves fundamentally around “identifying problematic ideas, values, beliefs, and feelings, 

critically examining the assumptions upon which they are based, testing their justification 

through rational discourse and making decisions predicated upon the resulting consensus”  

(Mezirow, 1995, p. 58).  Like the theory of transformative learning itself, the practice of 

fostering transformative learning is based in constructivism and emphasizes the promotion of 

critical reflection and dialogue as a means to examine experience (Taylor, 2016).  To facilitate 

this process, practitioners are expected to create learning environments where learners can 

participate fully, engage in dialogues around alternative perspectives, and recognize contextual 

influences while working towards clearer understandings of the relevant issues (Taylor & Laros, 

2014).   

With so many variables at play in terms of individual learners and educators, content, 

classroom setting, demographics, program length etc., isolating the characteristics that promote 

transformative learning have challenged researchers since the beginning (Cranton, 2016b; 

Taylor, 1998, 2011).  However, the process of fostering transformative learning in practice was 

not something that Mezirow emphasized in great depth, aside from discussing conditions which 

could be put in place to optimize rational discourse (Taylor & Laros, 2014).  Over the past 

decade, Taylor, Laros, and Snyder (Taylor, 2009; Taylor & Laros, 2014; Taylor & Snyder, 2012) 

have been at the fore of reviewing and synthesizing research conducted into the practice of 
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fostering transformative learning.  Their body of work builds on Taylor’s earlier efforts (1998) to 

highlight the core elements or constructs required to promote transformative learning and 

identifies existing challenges associated with putting theory into practice.  Before delving into 

the issues that continue to confront practitioners of transformative learning, which include 

operationalizing objectives, problematizing learner control and comparing research, I will 

explore Taylor’s earlier work on core elements of the theory.   

To help bridge the gap between theory and practice, Taylor pored through the empirical 

research, first in 1998 and again in 2007, in an attempt to identify the core elements that seemed 

to promote transformative learning.  Originally, Taylor identified three core elements which he 

concluded were the essential building blocks underpinning a transformative approach to teaching 

(Taylor, 1998, 2011): individual experience, critical reflection, and dialogue.  In response to the 

evolution of thought about transformative learning over the next ten years, Taylor revisited this 

work and added to his list that teachers need to have a holistic orientation, an awareness of 

context, and authentic relationships.  Taylor’s conceptualizations of his original three elements 

also shifted as a result of the robust discourse that characterized the period between 1998 and 

2008.  While he originally described critical reflection as a principally rational endeavour, 

research in the interim on affective ways of knowing, specifically around how learners prioritize 

particular experiences, compelled him to reconsider his earlier findings (Taylor, 2011).  Further 

to this, Taylor also posited that his core elements were not meant as stand-alone strategies 

applied without an understanding of the larger theoretical framework of transformative learning 

theory.  He wrote that it “is the reciprocal relationship between the core elements and the 

theoretical orientation of transformative learning that provides a lens for making meaning and 

guiding transformative practice” (Taylor, 2011, p. 28).  Taylor recognized that developing this 
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awareness can prove challenging for educators given the existence of multiple theoretical 

orientations that move beyond Mezirow’s original conception, many of which continue to 

evolve.  He also emphasized that the theoretical orientation of the educator will play an 

important role in how transformative learning unfolds in the classroom.  

According to Taylor, individual experience is the first core element required to foster 

transformative learning.  Individual experience consists of the prior experiences each learner 

brings to the space combined with what they are exposed to in the learning setting.  Mezirow 

(2000) posits that individual experience promotes discourse, which, in turn, can stimulate a 

critical assessment of the assumptions (often previously unexamined) underpinning the learner’s 

judgments or expectations.  Therefore, the educator should aspire to facilitate learning activities 

which lead to and support the development of experience and reflection that can provide the 

participants with new ideas and understandings of themselves and their surroundings (Illeris, 

2014).  Since facilitating learning activities is socially constructed, Taylor (2011) maintains that 

it can be broken down and acted on through a process of dialogue and self-reflection.  Taylor 

explains that the life experience of the learners plays a decisive role in fostering transformative 

learning as a “greater life experience provides a deeper well from which to draw on and react to 

as individuals engage in dialogue and reflection” (Taylor, 2011, p. 29).  Taylor’s review of the 

empirical research indicates that while little can be done regarding learners’ prior experiences, 

exposing students to value-laden content (i.e., content about AIDS, abortion, spirituality, and 

dying) and “intense” experiential activities can stimulate critical reflection, creating the 

conditions for transformative learning potentially to occur. 

To Taylor, the second core element in fostering transformative learning among students 

is the encouragement of critical reflection.  More than any other construct, critical reflection has 
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received the most attention and is regarded as a fundamental piece of the transformative learning 

puzzle.  Critical reflection is generally understood to be the “process of questioning deeply held 

assumptions” (Illeris, 2014; Taylor, 2016).  Mezirow (1991) divides reflection into three 

categories in relation to the content, the process, and the premises.  Content reflection involves 

examining the content or description of the problem—essentially asking, “What is happening 

here?  What is the problem?” (Cranton, 2006, p. 34).  Process reflection emphasizes problem-

solving strategies: “How did this come to be?” (Cranton, 2006, p. 34).  Premise reflection occurs 

when the learner calls into question underlying assumptions; “Why is this important to me?  

Why do I care about this in the first place?” (Cranton, 2006, p. 34).  According to Taylor’s 

research (2007, 2011), teachers should pay close attention to premise reflection, especially early 

on, as it appears to help stimulate meaningful reflection.  He also concluded that having students 

write down their reflections potentially strengthened the overall reflective experience.   

Connecting the first two components, experience and reflection, is the concept of 

dialogue with the self and others.  According to Mezirow (1991), dialogues which promote 

transformative learning are focused on questioning the “comprehensibility, truth, 

appropriateness, or authenticity of what is being asserted or to question the credibility of the 

person making the statement” (p. 77).  For Taylor (2011), dialogue provides the platform for 

critical reflection to be “put into action” and provides learners with the opportunity to better 

understand experience.  Taylor acknowledges the importance of alternative conceptions of 

transformative learning (i.e., extra-rational and social critique) and writes that to be truly 

effective, dialogue needs to balance the analytical/rational component by paying attention to the 

attitudes, emotions, and values of the participants.  O’Sullivan (2012) maintains that in order to 

facilitate learning environments conducive to transformative learning, educators need to cultivate 
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spaces which encourage transdisciplinary dialogue and maximize interactions.  He asserts that 

these relational spaces provide a platform for the generation of solutions society needs to address 

a confluence of crises. 

The fourth essential component to promoting transformative learning, for Taylor, is a 

focus on a holistic approach to teaching.  To achieve a more holistic approach, Taylor asserts 

that a teachers’ support of rational discourse and critical reflection needs to be complemented by 

affective and relational ways of knowing.  Brown (2006) posits that individuals rarely 

“transform” through a process that is primarily rational where learners analyze, think, and then 

change, but rather through a more integrated sequence which also incorporates seeing and 

feeling.   

New understandings in neurobiology, referenced earlier in the overview of Larson’s 

(2017) study, combined with recent technological developments like positron emission 

tomography (PET) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), are giving researchers new insights 

into how the brain functions.  These new insights are beginning to creep into the study of 

transformative learning.  In his neurobiological theory of emotions and consciousness, Damasio 

(Damasio, 1995; Immordino, Yang, & Damasio, 2007) concludes that emotions are an inherent 

part of mental capabilities, and the link between cognition and emotion is crucial for mental 

functioning and action.  While emotions are believed to reside principally in the subcortical 

structures of the brain, evidence suggests that they also have an interdependent relationship with 

the neocortex, which is the part of the brain responsible for managing cognitive processes.  As 

Taylor (2016) writes, “it is emotions that provide a value (valence) to the various decisions 

individuals have to make in their everyday life, helping to prioritize the decisions, many of 

which take place outside their conscious awareness” (p. xx).   
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Taylor’s next core element building on a holistic orientation is an awareness of context.  

Specifically, Taylor (2016) writes that the most important contextual condition to which 

educators should play close attention is the amount of time they allocate for exploring specific 

experiences.  Taylor suggested that the very conditions that appear to foster transformative 

learning—a fair and inclusive process, consensus building, critical reflection, and dialogue—

require lots of time and that practitioners need to consider this when developing their plans if 

they are interested in fostering transformative opportunities for learners.  

The final core element is the importance of establishing authentic relationships with 

students.  Taylor (2011, 2016) and Cranton (2006, 2016a) maintain that it is through the medium 

of relationships that all previous elements come together.  “It is through building trusting 

relationships that learners develop the confidence to deal with learning on an affective level, 

where transformation at times can be perceived as threatening and an emotionally charged 

experience” (Taylor, 2011, p. 33).  Illeris (2014), Taylor (2016) and Dirkx (2006) maintain that it 

is only in the context of authentic relationships that learners feel confident enough to put 

themselves out there and share, have questioning discussions, and move towards mutual 

understanding.  They theorize that without the “glue” created by authentic relationships between 

teachers and students, critical reflection is likely to be ineffective and “hollow” and sparking 

meaningful, in-depth discourse is unlikely to occur.   

In an attempt to define more clearly what constitutes “authentic relationships,” Cranton 

and Carusette (2004) embarked upon a three-year research project with twenty-two faculty 

members.  The research resulted in a five-faced model to aid practitioners in developing 

authentic relationships in formal classroom environments.  These included: a strong sense of 

self-awareness; a deep awareness of the needs and interests of learners and how they may differ 
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from the interest of the educator; a modelling of the ability to be genuine and open with others; a 

deep awareness of how context shapes practice; and a modelling of critical self-reflection about 

practice (Cranton, 2006). 

Aligning with recommendations by Cranton and Taylor are aspects of self-determination 

theory (SDT), which focuses on the extent to which an individual’s behaviour is self-motivated.  

SDT represents a broad framework for the study of human motivation, both intrinsic and 

extrinsic, and pays close attention to how factors can promote or undermine a person’s sense of 

self-determination and initiative (Reeve, Deci, & Ryan, 2004).  According to the SDT 

framework, “students possess inherent needs and growth propensities to seek out and 

constructively engage in their classroom surroundings” (Reeve, 2006, p. 226).  These 

surroundings include a variety of elements that influence and impact students’ daily motivations 

(Reeve et al., 2004) and as such the teacher, the physical space and the dynamic interactions 

between participants within it can stimulate or hinder students’ intrinsic motivation.  Reeve, 

Deci, and Ryan (2004) assert that greater autonomy and positive student functioning results from 

classroom activities and priorities that support intrinsic motivation.  Autonomy-supportive 

teachers “facilitate congruence by identifying and nurturing students’ needs, interests, and 

preferences and creating classroom opportunities for students to have these internal states guide 

their behaviour” (Reeve, 2006, p. 228).   

While Taylor’s core elements and Cranton’s model provide a starting point for 

practitioners wanting to foster transformative learning in their classrooms, several gaps in the 

literature still need to be addressed.  In their recent work to develop an inclusive evaluation of 

transformative learning theory, Stuckey, Taylor, and Cranton (2013) concluded that more 

research is still required to effectively isolate new insights into Taylor’s core elements.  Stuckey 
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et al.’s (2013) work mirrors that of Lungren and Poell (2016) who reviewed the empirical studies 

that had investigated the concept of critical reflection based on Mezirow’s definition.   

Lungren and Poell (2016) sought to answer two questions: 1) What approaches have been 

used to operationalize critical reflection?; 2) How have levels of reflection been assessed, and 

with what outcomes?  After conducting a literature review, they were left with 12 research 

studies on critical reflection and discovered that there was a wide range of approaches, 

assessment processes, and outcomes within the studies, concluding that there is little agreement 

on how to operationalize critical reflection (Lundgren & Poell, 2016).  To improve critical 

reflection research moving forward, Lundgren and Poell (2016) suggest that researchers use 

multiple data collection pathways to record, capture, and assemble meaning-structures of the 

participants’ reflection processes and outcomes.  They also encourage future researchers to pay 

close attention to how they are attending to participants’ feelings in the overall reflection 

process, writing that “more research that investigates feelings, affects, or emotional aspects of 

experience and learning, possibly narrated through critical incidents, would be welcome” 

(Lundgren & Poell, 2016, p. 23).  They also propose that future researchers study different 

traditions of critical research when establishing their reflection frameworks.   

In addition to the gaps concerning study limitations and operationalizing critical 

reflection, the literature also frequently mentions the need for teachers to provide a supportive 

and safe environment, with little discussion of how this works when “confronting participants 

with the unexpected, unfamiliar, surprising, and perhaps even disturbing ideas” (Kreber, 2012, p. 

330).  Given the ethical implications involved in transformative learning, there appears to be no 

consensus in the literature about whether educators should explicitly inform students, from the 

beginning, about the process and objectives of this educational approach.  Furthermore, there is 
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still very little research regarding the impact of fostering transformative learning on learner 

outcomes (i.e., grades, test scores etc.) (Laros et al., 2017).  It would seem as if more evidence 

and support for these key areas is still required for a critical mass of educators to recognize and 

embrace transformative learning as an effective teaching approach.   

Finally, Taylor and Snyder (2012) suggest that emerging insights about the social nature 

of transformative learning have begun to reveal that aspects such as social acceptance, 

acknowledgement, and appreciation by peers and teachers could play a central role in the overall 

process of perspective transformation.  Logan (2013) writes that what “has not been explored in 

any great depth is the manner in which the social environment and one’s community can initiate, 

support, or deter TL experiences” (p. 95).  As will be explored in Chapters 4–6, an analysis of 

the narrative accounts from this study suggests that the notion of an “IGS community” or tight-

knit social environment played a central role in triggering perspective transformations amongst 

many of the participants.  By specifically examining the interaction of key external and internal 

factors which helped initiate and support the process of perspective transformation amongst IGS 

alumni, this study aims to make a meaningful contribution to the literature concerning the social 

nature of transformative learning.   

My Stance on Transformative Learning Theory 

While my foray into the literature of transformative learning theory did not persuade me 

to plant my flag firmly in one particular camp (i.e., rational/cognitive, extra-rational, or social 

critique), it did shed light on how the different theoretical approaches might fare against the 

realities of the everyday classroom.  To begin, I agree with many transformative learning 

scholars that, in addition to content acquisition, teachers should aim to influence student 

perspectives and worldviews (Mezirow, 1991; O’Sullivan, 1999; Taylor, 2016).  Theoretically, 
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the two dominant views of transformative learning presented in the literature, the 

rational/cognitive approach and the extra-rational approach, are contradictory.  Mezirow’s view 

advocates a rational approach that focuses largely on critical reflection whereas the perspective 

promoted by Boyd, Myers, and Dirkx depends more on emotion and intuition.  However, I feel 

that in practice, these differences should be regarded as a matter of emphasis as both incorporate 

rational processes and include imagination as part of the learning process.  Viewing the differing 

conceptions through the lens of my teaching experience, specifically my work with the students 

in the IGS program, I believe that from a practical perspective, Mezirow’s rational/cognitive 

approach provides the most explicit blueprint for educators at the secondary school level to 

operationalize transformative learning theory.  While bridging the theory-practice divide is 

inherently complex and dependent upon numerous variables (class size and composition, limited 

resources, strict curriculum guidelines, provincial assessments, etc.), my thinking heading into 

this research project was that the rational/cognitive approach, when used in conjunction with 

Taylor’s core elements, provides a starting point for high school educators attempting to 

facilitate perspective transformation in their classrooms. 

While I feel that Mezirow’s rational/cognitive approach is the most pragmatic and 

appropriate for teachers in terms of supporting the development of skills needed to stimulate 

perspective transformation among adolescents, I still believe that bridging the divide between 

theory and practice is a challenging task.  My first hesitation with Mezirow’s approach revolves 

around the relationship between individual transformation and social transformation.  While 

Mezirow posits that personal transformation should result in social action (1995), he stops short 

of stating that social action is a necessary outcome of transformative learning.  From my 
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perspective as a practitioner involved in sustainability education, I do not feel that a change 

should be labelled as “transformative” if it does not lead to concrete social action.   

My second reservation relates to the notion of putting critical reflection, the cornerstone 

of the rational/cognitive approach, into practice.  According to Mezirow (1991), critical 

reflection occurs when learners analyze and challenge the validity or their presuppositions and 

assess the appropriateness of their knowledge, understandings, and beliefs.  Despite the evolving 

nature of the rational/cognitive approach to include more holistic understandings, specifically 

around the importance of complementing rational discourse with affective and intuitive ways of 

knowing, I was struck by the lack of research regarding students’ roles and responsibilities in the 

process of critical reflection.  Mezirow (1991) wrote that “a learning theory, centred on meaning, 

addressed to educators of adults, could provide a firm foundation for a philosophy of adult 

education from which appropriate practices of goal setting, needs assessment, instruction, and 

research could be derived” (p. xii).  This position clearly articulates that Mezirow’s objective 

was to improve the practice of educators specifically in terms of clarifying outcomes and 

instruction.  It should be noted that Mezirow makes no reference to learners in his explanation.   

While I agree that teachers should push themselves to create environments that encourage 

active dialogues and reflection, I left the literature review unsure about how this would work in a 

real classroom.  While all of the approaches emphasized the importance that critical reflection 

plays in the process of “perspective transformation,” there was a gap in the literature in terms of 

how this could be effectively operationalized by students.  Although there was a consensus 

among the central transformative learning scholars that reflection is a highly individualized 

activity, little was written about the fact that it also a highly diversified undertaking and that its 

processes are not clearly understood.  As a result, measuring student outcomes in regards to 
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critical reflection remains difficult to gauge.  I strongly feel that researchers need to persevere so 

that interested practitioners have a better grasp of how to structure the critical reflection process 

from the learner’s perspective. 

However, my largest hesitation concerning the application of transformative learning 

theory in a classroom setting is not attributed solely to Mezirow’s interpretation but spans the 

spectrum of conceptions from Boyd to O’Sullivan.  It comes down to scale.  The nature of life-

changing events often conceptualized as transformative in the literature appears difficult for 

educators to create, yet alone sustain over time.  While I am not suggesting that transformative 

learning should be abandoned as the aspirational target—the previously discussed research by 

Logan (2013) with the EL model shows great promise —I propose that secondary school 

teachers may see more benefit, at least to start with, in focusing in on the construct of 

“transformative experience” and the TTES model mentioned earlier.   

Conclusion 

The purpose of this literature review was to explore the underpinnings of transformative 

learning theory in the context of sustainability education at the secondary school level.  Two 

central themes emerged from my research.  The first revolved around the promise that a systems-

thinking approach may hold for sustainability education.  This was underpinned by Bateson’s 

illuminative framework, developed from Whitehead and Russell’s theory of logical types, 

characterized by distinctive orders of learning, and Sterling’s application of this model to 

sustainability education.  The second theme highlighted the potential of operationalizing 

transformative learning theory, specifically Mezirow’s rationalist approach, at the high school 

level.  Driven by a desire to understand the thinking that would permit environmental systems 

(upon which humans ultimately depend) to become unstable, both Bateson and Sterling start 
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from the assumption that society needs to shift away from its self-referential constructions, 

which they contend are based in an outdated worldview, and start thinking relationally.  Both 

scholars assert that learning provides a key vehicle to may shed light on misconceptions that 

have historically, and continue to contribute to a range of ecological issues.  However, Bateson 

and Sterling maintain that it cannot be the type of learning that prevails today, what they refer to 

as first-order learning (LI), where the underlying premise is to maintain stability in the face of 

change.  Clark (1989) calls this approach to learning “change within changelessness” (p. 236).  

Instead, they contend that the urgent challenges of sustainability require at least second-order 

learning (LII), which calls on learners to fundamentally question long-held assumptions and 

begin to recognize the nature of our dominant industrial paradigm, or as Sterling (2002) puts it 

realizing “how we currently sustain unsustainability” (p. 6).   

Some authors suggest that the deep questioning of trends like globalization and growing 

inequity, which have played a role in recent events like Brexit and the rise of populist politicians, 

is perhaps evidence that a segment of society is already shifting towards second-order learning.  

However, Sterling posits that if humanity hopes to weather the impending storm, at least a small, 

influential segment of society will need to expand their consciousness and transition to third-

order (LIII) or epistemic learning.  Such a shift might allow individuals to perceive the world in 

more relational ways, away from an emphasis on separation, authority, and domination towards a 

focus on participation, appreciation, and self-organization.  This type of thinking could, in turn, 

potentially inspire different sets of values and practices that might be disseminated to society at 

large.  Sterling writes that the common saying that one cannot see the wood for the trees provides 

a useful analogy: first-order learners might only see the trees; second-order learners might be 

able to step back and recognize the wood (paradigm) as a whole.  However, individuals who 
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achieve third-order learning might have a helicopter view, giving them the opportunity to see 

that a number of different woods (or paradigms) exist.  Creating the conditions to facilitate the 

type of second- and third-order learning that Sterling asserts is necessary appears to involve 

transforming the very education system that itself is intended to be foster learning.  This 

challenge links the work of Bateson and Sterling to the second overarching theme of the 

literature review, transformative learning.   

Transformative learning is predicated on the idea of challenging learners to assess their 

value systems and worldview, potentially leading them to be more open to and draw upon other 

views and possibilities.  Since its inception nearly four decades ago, the theory of transformative 

learning has been critiqued, tested, and revised and now provides a widely accepted framework 

for describing how adults learn.  While there have been previous studies using transformative 

learning theory as a lens to examine sustainability education, almost all have been focused on 

adults in higher education.  This is due to the long-standing assumption that transformative 

learning is solely an adult phenomenon requiring a level of cognitive capacity and maturity that 

few adolescents possess.  However, over the past five years, these assumptions have been 

challenged by research by the likes of Logan (2013), Larson (2017), and Benjamin and Crymble 

(2017), whose collective results suggest that aspects of transformative learning are present in the 

experiences of adolescence and young adults.  The groundbreaking work of Pugh and his 

colleagues around transformative experience with high school students also serves to challenge 

the dominant narrative that transformative learning is a uniquely adult occurrence.   

Ultimately, by exploring whether the IGS program provides students with opportunities 

for transformative learning through its organization and pedagogical practices, my study has 

contributed to the emerging research on young adults and perspective transformation.  This study 
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revealed that the IGS model, tailored to transformative learning and ecological principles, had a 

discernable impact on the ecological knowledge and attitude development of program alumni.  I 

hope that my findings will encourage further discourse in the fields of transformative learning 

and sustainability education. 
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Chapter 3: Methodology and Methods 

In this chapter, the methodology used to answer the research questions is explained.  I 

outline the research design and describe the selection of participants, the method of data 

collection, my data analysis procedures, limitations of the study, and ethical considerations.  As a 

reminder, the purpose of this study was 1) to explore the experiences and personal views of 

alumni of the Institute for Global Solutions program, with particular focus on the nature of the 

curriculum and pedagogical strategies that may have promoted transformative learning; 2) to 

develop a set of core concepts that may give guidance to practitioners on how to facilitate the 

creation of strategic offerings designed to promote transformational learning at the secondary 

school level in British Columbia.  

Before delving into the research design, a definition of qualitative research is required.  

For this dissertation, I adopted Creswell’s (2012) interpretation of qualitative research, which 

emphasizes the research design and the use of distinct approaches to inquiry: 

Qualitative research begins with the assumptions and the use of interpretive/theoretical 

frameworks that inform the study of research problems addressing the meaning 

individuals or groups ascribe to a social or human problem.  To study this problem, 

qualitative researchers use an emerging qualitative approach to inquiry, the collection of 

data in a natural setting sensitive to the people and places under study, and data analysis 

that is both inductive and deductive and establishes patterns or themes.  The final written 

report or presentation includes the voices of participants, the reflexivity of the researcher, 

a complex description and interpretation of the problem, and its contributions to the 

literature or a call for change. (p. 44) 
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Narrative Inquiry 

As outlined in the literature review, processes of transformative learning are often 

elusive, unpredictable, and subjective.  Such learning involves a number of interdependent 

variables, and as a result, isolating, documenting, and analyzing personal changes in ways that 

can be clearly understood are difficult.  Recognizing that my research focused on trying to 

understand participants’ subjective experiences in the IGS program, I landed on a qualitative 

approach which builds on Dewey’s experiential philosophy, known as narrative inquiry 

methodology (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000) 

The term narrative is broadly used in the world of research, manifesting itself in multiple 

ways across distinct social and humanities disciplines.  The common thread connecting narrative 

research is the focus on the lives of individuals as told through their own stories: what is said, 

how it is told, and meanings that are hidden, either unconsciously or so embedded in cultural 

context that it appears as if they invisible.  The methodology underpinning this research study 

into the experiences of IGS alumni is known as narrative inquiry and was first developed by 

Michael Connelly and Jean Clandinin in the 1990s to describe teachers’ personal stories 

(Clandinin & Connelly, 1996).  Narrative inquiry is the study of an individual’s experience over 

time and in context(s) (Clandinin, Caine, Lessard, & Huber, 2016; Clandinin & Connelly, 1996, 

2000).  The following definition of narrative inquiry (Connelly & Clandinin, 2006) served to 

guide my research design process:  

People shape their daily lives by stories of who they are and others are and as they 

interpret their past in terms of these stories.  Story, in the current idiom, is a portal 

through which a person enters a world and by which their experience of the world is 

interpreted and made personally meaningful.  Narrative inquiry, the study of experience 
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as story, then, is first and foremost a way of thinking about experience.  Narrative inquiry 

as methodology entails a view of the phenomenon.  To use narrative inquiry methodology 

is to adopt a particular view of experience as phenomenon under study. (p. 375) 

Narrative inquiry methodology emphasizes the importance and complex nature of human 

experiences “lived over time, in multiple places, and within multiple relationships” (Clandinin, 

Fenichel, et al., 2016) and is firmly rooted in Dewey’s (1938/1997) philosophy of experience.  

While Dewey did not feel that all experience was necessarily educative, he articulated two 

principles of educative experience, continuity and interaction, that “in their active union with 

each other provide the measure of the educative significance and value of an experience” 

(1938/1997, pp. 44–45).  Dewey’s principle of continuity states that all experiences—past and 

present, positive and negative—are carried forward and impact subsequent experiences.  For an 

experience to considered educative, Dewey posits that “it must also connect with future 

experiences in a positive direction; it must send us down a path growth” (Moroye & Ingman, 

2013, p. 591).  Dewey writes, “every experience is a moving force.  Its value can be judged only 

on the ground of what it moves toward and into” (Dewey, 1938/1997, p. 38).  Complementing 

continuity is interaction, which refers to the relationship between the individual and the 

contexts/environments in which they live and include the personal and social conditions of a 

person’s experience (Clandinin, Fenichel, et al., 2016).  Dewey asserts that interaction is an 

interplay between objective/external and internal conditions and that equal emphasis needs to be 

given to both.  Iterations of sustainability and environmental education are still often critiqued 

for privileging objective knowledge (i.e., information relating to the rise of atmospheric 

greenhouse gases) over beliefs and emotions in the cultivation of new attitudes.  Jensen and 

Schnack (1997) noted that the  
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dominance of scientism in environmental education, where the focus is often on giving 

pupils knowledge about the seriousness and extent of the environmental problems, has 

not been capable of addressing the social and societal perspectives involved in questions 

about the root causes of problems and the action possibilities which are open to society 

and the individual. (p. 167 as cited in Moroye & Ingman, 2013 p. 592) 

In the context of IGS, interaction relates to the ways in which students’ beliefs and past 

experiences associated with the content are brought into the experience (classroom lecture, guest 

speaker, field study, etc.).  To be considered educative through Dewey’s lens, these experiences 

need to be connected to social life, facilitate growth, and balance content-based material with 

beliefs and emotions.  

Three Dimensions of Narrative Inquiry 

Stories are shaped by social, cultural, institutional, and linguistic landscapes, and when 

we intentionally reflect upon those stories, we can learn from them (Connelly & Clandinin, 

2006).  To fully grasp the complexity of these landscapes, Connelly and Clandinin sought to 

build on Dewey’s principles of continuity and interaction by putting forward an approach to 

narrative research that highlights three dimensions or commonplaces, comprising of temporality, 

sociality, and place.   

The first dimension, temporality, is concerned with the past, present, and future of events 

and people.  According to Connelly and Clandinin (2006), it is important that researchers try to 

remember that people, places, and events are dynamic and always changing.  Both events and 

people have a past, present, and future, and this should be taken into account when eliciting, 

analyzing, co-constructing, and sharing participant stories.   
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The second dimension is sociality, which according to Connelly and Clandinin (2006) are 

the personal and social conditions of both the participant and the inquirer.  By personal 

conditions, they reference “the feelings, hopes, desires, aesthetic reactions and moral 

dispositions” (Connelly & Clandinin, 2006, p. 480) of those involved in the inquiry.  By social 

conditions, they mean conditions that help shape the participant’s context and include elements 

such as the environment and outside factors and forces (people and otherwise).  According to 

Connelly and Clandinin (2006), a key aspect of the sociality dimension revolves around the 

relationship between participants and the researcher(s).  They posit that researchers are a key part 

of the phenomenon under study, whose presence helps shape the stories that emerge.  

The third dimension, place, highlights the “specific concrete, physical and topological 

boundaries of place where the inquiry and events take place” (Connelly & Clandinin, 2006, p. 

480).  Connelly and Clandinin emphasize that researchers should pay close attention to the 

specific locations in which events occur.  They stress that researchers involved in narrative 

inquiry need to carefully consider the impact that each place may have on the experience being 

investigated.  They maintain that only by simultaneously exploring the three dimensions of 

temporality, sociality, and place will researchers be able to inquire into participant experiences 

while staying attentive to the social, cultural, and institutional narratives that serve to provide 

context and additional insight. 

Rationale 

Researchers employing Connelly and Clandinin’s conception of narrative inquiry ask 

questions that will help them make sense of the world of the participant rather than try to explain 

that world.  Their approach assumes that the individual who had the experiences will, through 

their own narrative accounts, be able to give rich descriptions and insights into the phenomenon 
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under study (Conle, 2000).  Wengraf, Chamberlayne and Bornat (2002) would likely take issue 

with this aspect of Connelly and Clandinin’s approach to narrative inquiry, as they make a key 

distinction between what they refer to as the “told story” and the “lived life.”  Clarke and 

Hoggett (2009) posit that Wengraf and Chamberlayne believe that “a ‘Real Author’ exists 

beyond that which is presented in the interview, an author who can be approached through 

analysis of the told story” (p. 11).  By using observational methods designed to detect subtle 

shifts of focus and clues that may shed light on the indicated-but-unsaid, Wengraf’s biographic 

narrative method (2008) places a heavy emphasis on what lies beneath the telling of the story.  

Wengraf (2008) likens his approach to the role of a therapist, writing “we have to pay great 

attention to the lines, but we have to learn to read between the lines, and through those lines to 

the unsaid as said in that particular said way” (p. 41).   

Aligning with Wengraf, Chamberlayne, and Bornat, Hollway and Jefferson (2000) assert 

that individuals are often unconsciously motivated to conceal or disguise the meanings of what 

they feel or how they act, which can lead to contradictions and inconsistencies in their narrative 

accounts.  This assertion is based on the theory of the defended subject which states that 

individuals, in order to protect vulnerable aspects of themselves, emphasize specific internal 

discourses about who they are and gloss over or ignore ones that may conflict with the identity 

they wish to convey to the world.   

According to proponents of Clandinin and Connelly’s research style, understanding the 

experience through an uninterrupted story provides researchers with an “insider view” and a 

deep awareness of the participant’s unique perspective (Clandinin, Fenichel, et al., 2016; 

Webster & Mertova, 2007).  Rather than trying to reveal objective “truths,” this approach 

uncovers subjective perspectives for the participants within the social context (Trahar, 2013).   
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Much like the classroom environment my colleagues and I aspire to create, in which we 

facilitate the co-production of knowledge with our students rather than transmitting accepted 

truths to our students, the narrative approach offers a particular way of caring about how 

knowledge is produced.  The views of participants are not expressed as stand-alone entities, but 

ones that are collaboratively co-constructed with the researcher.  Compared to more traditional 

semi-structured interview questions, I strongly felt that eliciting participant stories would ensure 

greater depth of insight and help indicate whether the IGS program resulted in perspective 

transformation for participants of the study.  My rationale for selecting this approach also 

revolved around empowering students.  So while I chose to move forward with Clandinin and 

Connelly’s more traditional narrative research framework, Wengraf and Chamberlayne’s 

narrative approach, specifically their open-ended interview technique, informed how I listened to 

and made sense of my data.  One of the key tenets of our program is to enable our learners by 

giving them a platform from which to learn about and act upon societal challenges.  I felt that 

proceeding with narrative inquiry helped to reinforce the notion of empowerment by respecting 

and legitimizing the experiences of IGS alumni as valuable communications.  This approach 

afforded selected participants the freedom to choose what story they told and how the story 

would take form and honoured their lived experiences as sources of important knowledge and 

understanding.   

Having had the good fortune to teach all of the participants in this study (some for three 

years in a row), I had the sense that some of the interviewees might tailor their answers based on 

their tacit assumptions about what they thought I wanted to hear.  Each of the participants knew 

about my passion for the program, and I worried that this prior relationship might systematically 

bias the kinds of verbal responses they provided.  While Connelly and Clandinin encourage the 
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use of pre-determined, semi-structured questions to help guide the interview, I concluded that 

using an open-ended question, pioneered by Wengraf (2001) and referred to as a “Single 

Question aimed at Inducing Narrative” or SQUIN would be more effective to diminish the 

potential for such bias as I would not be explicitly eliciting information on specific areas of 

interest.  The open narrative structure of these interviews allowed the participants to select the 

form and sequence of what they chose to tell and I only probed further based on these responses.  

Lastly, in educational settings, narrative inquiries are increasingly being used as a way of 

studying how people experience the world and have gained legitimacy over the past two decades 

as a valid qualitative research design (Denzin, 1989; O’Neill, Roberts, & Sparkes, 2014; Riley & 

Hawe, 2004; Wengraf, Chamberlayne, & Bornat, 2002).  However, while there is a growing 

body of research that revolves around teacher narratives, there is a gap in student-centred 

“stories,” especially with regards to program evaluation (Lodico, Spaulding, & Voegtle, 2010).  

By giving IGS alumni an opportunity to share their experiences through narratives, I hoped to 

shed light on the lasting impact of the program while adding depth to the literature of narrative 

inquiry.   

Participant Selection 

This study included students who graduated from the IGS program at Claremont 

Secondary School from 2013-2014 to 2015-2016.  Participants ranged from 18–22 years of age 

at the time of my interviews.  The 2013–2014 school year was selected as the lower limit 

because this was the first year that IGS 12 ran in our school calendar combining Geography and 

Global Studies 12.  By the end of the 2016–2017 school year, approximately 170 students had 

graduated from the program.  Students self-select to take part in the IGS program, and the Grade 
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12 offering usually ranges in size between 49 and 55 students.  To date, the breakdown of 

graduating students by gender has been an almost even split between males and females. 

Participants were contacted through the IGS 12 social media page (each cohort has its 

own page) and via email.  On each of the cohort pages (2013–2016), I posted a general project 

description and information letter inviting program alumni to participate in the study.  The names 

of all participants who expressed interest in taking part in the study were recorded, and potential 

informants were randomly selected using an online random list generator.  The rationale behind 

this selection process was to include a wide diversity of learners, and to avoid sampling only 

those who excelled academically or whom I already knew to be proponents or champions of the 

IGS program.  In total, I conducted 12 face-to-face interviews (See Table 2). 

School Profile 

The Institute for Global Solutions program is offered at Claremont Secondary, a public 

school in Saanich, a suburb of Victoria, British Columbia, Canada.  Claremont is one of three 

secondary schools in the district and serves students on the southern end of the Saanich 

Peninsula.  The 2017-2018 population for Claremont was 1167 students and over 100 teaching, 

support, and administrative staff.  The student population is quite diverse and in 2017-2018 

included 115 international students representing 14 countries.  The school has a reputation for 

excellence in academics, athletics and the art and is renowned for its scholastic rigour.  In terms 

of student academic performance, Claremont Secondary consistently ranks at or near the top of 

public schools on Vancouver Island and currently has a graduation rate of 98%.  The school 

itself is located in the affluent community of Cordova Bay.         
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Table 2 

Study Participants 

 

Participant Name 

IGS 12 What They Are Doing Now 

Annie 2014 Undergraduate studies at Dalhousie University in 

International Development Studies 

Gabe 2014 Freelance filmmaker in Victoria, British Columbia 

Jazminne 2015 Undergraduate studies at Camosun College in Political 

Studies 

Melanie 2015 Undergraduate studies at Camosun College in Human 

Resource Management 

Sammy  2015 Undergraduate studies at the University of Victoria in 

Commerce 

Jemma 2015 Undergraduate studies at Drama Centre London in Acting 

Victor 2015 Undergraduate studies at CDI College in Social Work with an 

emphasis on youth and recovery 

Daniel 2016 Undergraduate studies at the University of Victoria in 

Political Science 

Jun 2016 Undergraduate studies at Camosun College in Mechanical 

Engineering 

Amy 2016 Undergraduate studies at the University of Victoria in 

Business 

Fernando 2016 Political consultant in Victoria, British Columbia 

Maya 2016 Undergraduate studies at the University of Victoria in English 

 

I followed all prescribed ethical considerations presented by Royal Roads University, 

which included securing my data on my password-protected external drive and assigning a 

pseudonym to each participant.  I sent a link to the participants that included an overview of the 

purposes and design of the study and a statement implying they could choose to discontinue 

participation at any time without giving a reason.  Prior to commencing the face-to-face 
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interviews, participants completed an electronic consent form.  As the study progressed, I 

reminded each participant that they could discontinue participation at any time. 

Data Collection 

Clandinin and Connelly (2000) referred to data collected in the field as “field texts” 

which are “created, neither found nor discovered, by participants and researchers to represent 

aspects of field experience” (p. 92).  For this study, my field notes consisted of video recorded 

interviews and personal notes which were transcribed into a notebook during the interview 

process.  Interviews were video recorded because I wanted to have the option to use the footage 

to create a documentary about the IGS program for professional development use and to show 

clips during my dissertation defence.  I completed the recordings using a small video recorder 

and tripod.  Interviews were conducted at Claremont Secondary School, in and around the IGS 

classroom after school hours, and during the summer break.  The classroom is an inviting space 

adjoining a Japanese garden that participants knew well from their time in IGS.  Part of the 

reason I decided to interview students in the classroom was to help jog memories of their IGS 

experience.  Personal notes included brief written reflections, recorded shortly after each 

interview, outlining my thoughts and impressions of the experience.  These field notes were then 

used to construct the narratives. 

To collect the data and attain the depth required for a narrative study, my interviews were 

divided into two sub-sessions.  The first session involved asking one open-ended SQUIN, with 

the following preamble (based on Wengraf, 2001) used to initiate the open-ended session: 

I would like you to tell me the story of your experience in the Institute for Global 

Solutions program.  Take as much time as you would like.  I am not going to interrupt 

you, but I will be taking notes.  When you are finished, we will take a break for about 15–
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20 minutes.  When we resume, I will be asking you a few more details based on my notes 

of what you have told me. 

The average open-ended session lasted approximately 20 minutes.  My role during the 

open-ended session involved actively listening without interrupting the flow while jotting down 

cue-phrases from the topics which emerged as the story was told.  These key phrases were used 

during the second session to cue the participants back to parts of the overall story that seemed 

particularly evocative.  Participants were given the open-ended preamble a few days before the 

interview.  To help jog their memories, each participant was also sent four links providing access 

to: 1) our archived class website; 2) their own Grade 11 and Grade 12 documentaries from our 

trips across Canada and to Haida Gwaii/Pacific Northwest; 3) their personal Grade 11 and 12 

class blogs; and 4) their Grade 12 year-end photo slideshow.   

The second session involved asking more probing questions which were directly related 

to the experiences recounted by the respondent in the first open-ended session.  The overall 

objective of the second session was to induce interview discourse through what Wengraf (2001) 

calls PINS (Particular Incident Narratives).  The goal of this phase was to use the key phrases I 

captured in my notes to encourage participants to move ever closer in their memory to the 

moments and spaces in which the incident happened (Wengraf, 2001).  The second sessions 

lasted, on average, about 18 minutes.  

Data Analysis 

Once the interviews were transcribed, I sent them back to the participants for member 

checking.  None of the participants asked for any changes to be made.  After receiving their 

approval, I moved on to the next stage, which involved an iterative process of reading, re-

reading, interpreting, and re-evaluating the transcripts.  I used the transcribed interviews and my 
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recorded field notes to look within and across each narrative account for overarching resonant 

threads which bound the experiences of my participants together.  I purposely engaged with each 

transcript comprehensively before moving on to explore aspects that spanned the narratives.  My 

goal was to delve into the unique lived experiences of each participant in a holistic fashion.  

More specifically, I looked for connections between commonplaces of sociality, temporality, and 

place by exploring when and where experiences occurred, key actions and people involved, and 

moments of tension.  Only after this process had been repeated for all interviews did I look 

across the narratives for prevailing threads (Clandinin, Caine, et al., 2016).   

To determine whether or not participants had experienced the type of perspective 

transformation outlined by Mezirow (1991) and others, I closely examined the transcripts for any 

evidence that pointed to individuals undergoing dramatic changes in the way they experienced, 

conceptualized, and interacted with the world as a result of their time in IGS.  To be specific, I 

followed a tool designed by Hoggan (2015, 2016) that incorporates a typology of transformative 

outcomes and focuses attention on clarifying the impact of each component.  The typology 

emerged as a result of research that analyzed all articles using transformative learning theory 

published in 1) Adult Education Quarterly; 2) Journal of Transformative Education; and 3) Adult 

Learning from January 2003 through October 2014 (Hoggan, 2015, 2016).  After narrowing 

down the search to include only articles that referenced outcomes, the researchers were left with 

206 articles.  Within these articles, the researchers looked for specific outcomes that were used to 

define the overall learning experience.  Eventually, they compiled a list of six broad categories of 

transformative learning outcomes: 1) Worldview; 2) Epistemology – Ways of Knowing; 3) Self; 

4) Behavior – Action; 5) Development – Increased Capacity; and 6) Ontology – Ways of Being.  

These categories, and the subthemes from which they were derived (see below), were 
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instrumental in helping me to analyze the transcripts to determine whether individuals 

experienced perspective transformations as a result of their time in IGS.   

1. Worldview.  According to Hogan (2015), worldview “refers to changes in underlying 

worldview assumptions or conceptualizations” (p. 4).  The subthemes from which this 

category was derived from were: changes in assumptions, beliefs, values, and 

expectations; reorganization of understandings; more comprehensive or complex 

worldview; new awareness (of something external to oneself); new cognitive 

understanding; and a more functional worldview. 

2. Epistemology – Ways of Knowing.  These outcomes are connected to changes in 

epistemic habits and were drawn from the following subthemes: new ways of 

interpreting experience; more open; more discriminating; more autonomous; shift in 

thoughts and ways of thinking; more reflective; greater epistemological awareness; 

negotiating meaning via dialogue; and more accepting of uncertainty. 

3. Self.  According to Hoggan’s (2015) research, outcomes related to this category refer 

to changes in one’s sense of identity, relatedness to others, and self-efficacy.  This 

category was derived from the following subthemes: self-in-relation to others/world, 

identity or view of self; empowerment or responsibility; change in meaning or 

purpose in one’s life; and change in personality. 

4. Behavior – Action.  Hoggan (2015) asserts that this outcome is associated with 

changes in observable behavior and was derived from the following subthemes: 

actions consistent with new perspective; social action; new behavior; and new skills. 

5. Development – Increased Capacity.  Hoggan (2015) relates these outcomes to the 

development of cognitive abilities in one or more domains and were derived from the 
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following subthemes: change in consciousness; cognitive development; increased 

spirituality; psychological growth; better adjusted to life demands; and wisdom. 

6. Ontology - Ways of Being.  According to Hoggan (2015), these outcomes revolve 

around changes in deeply ingrained characteristics that impact the way an individual 

experiences the world around them and how they react to these experiences and are 

derived from the following subthemes: affective experience of life; ways of being; 

attributes; and mindful awareness / present in moment. 

According to Hoggan’s (2015, 2016) typology, to be considered transformative the 

learning outcomes described above must clearly exhibit evidence of deep impact or depth and 

evidence of impact across a variety of contexts or breadth.  While gauging the depth and breadth 

of learning outcomes was still a highly subjective task, Hoggan’s typology assisted me 

considerably in my analysis as it gave me clear search parameters and the confidence to 

articulate the changes I encountered in transcripts.    

Validity and reliability. 

To ensure the validity of my research, I employed three specific measures: 1) consulting 

with IGS teachers during the research phase; 2) involving senior IGS teachers in the preliminary 

analysis of the transcripts; and 3) involving my Royal Roads supervisor in the analysis of the 

transcripts and the development of resonant threads and recommendations.  From the beginning 

of this research study, I felt that it was important to incorporate the expertise of my fellow IGS 

colleagues.  The senior level instructors, Mark Neufeld and Joanna Linger, assisted in the 

research design and in guiding the analysis of the data.  My supervisor, Dr. Richard Kool, who 

oversaw the Master’s program that played such a significant role in shaping the IGS delivery 

model, was also instrumental during the analysis phase.  In addition to providing triangulation of 
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the data, the analysis of the transcripts with the senior IGS teachers initiated productive 

discussions relating to program delivery and future curriculum offerings.  

Merriam (2009) describes seven strategies or procedures that promote trustworthiness in 

a qualitative study—triangulation, member checks, saturation, peer review, audit trail or detailed 

record of data collected, thick description or providing rich detail of the context of the study, and 

plausible alternatives, or the rationale for ruling out alternative explanations and accounting for 

discrepant (negative) cases.  In addition to Merriam’s strategies, Guba and Lincoln (2001) 

outline guidelines for constructivist evaluation which include criteria for ensuring credibility, 

transferability, dependability, and confirmability.  What follows is a description of how I 

attempted to implement these procedures into my research study.   

In addition to triangulation (discussed above), I conducted member checks by asking all 

participants to examine transcripts of the narrative interviews and data interpretations for 

accuracy.  I kept participants updated as to the progress of my research.  Throughout the process 

of writing this dissertation, I submitted numerous drafts to my supervisor, committee members, 

and IGS colleagues for review and feedback.  To diminish the impact of my own bias, I 

acknowledged my positionality in Chapter 1 and again when discussing the analysis of the 

findings that emerged from the 12 narrative accounts.  I spent a significant amount of time in the 

field collecting data (from September 2016 until December 2017) and worked persistently 

throughout this period transcribing, analyzing, researching, collaborating, and writing.  I 

continued to conduct interviews to the point where I began to realize that I had reached a 

saturation point where additional data derived from subsequent narrative accounts was not 

yielding any further information.  While I conducted 12 interviews in total, I reached the point 

where new data only confirmed my significant categories, themes, and conclusions after the 
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ninth interview.  After transcribing and analyzing the twelfth account, I judged that more 

sampling would lead to diminishing returns and decided there was no need to collect more 

information.  Lastly, during the writing process I did my best to provide rich detail, or as Denzin 

(1989) called it “thick” descriptions of the social and historical contexts of the study in an 

attempt to highlight the words of the participants and their significance. 

Lincoln and Guba assert that “ensuring credibility is one of most important factors in 

establishing trustworthiness” (Shenton, 2004, p. 64).  The notion of credibility involves 

questioning how congruent the findings are with reality (Shenton, 2004).  In an attempt to ensure 

a high level of credibility and that I accurately recorded the experiences of IGS alumni, I 

observed the following provisions outlined by Guba and Lincoln (2001).  First, the research 

methods I selected were well established in qualitative investigation and have been successfully 

used in similar studies (Kerr, 2014; Larson, 2017; Logan, 2013).  Secondly, I proceeded with a 

random sampling of individuals to serve as participants over purposive sampling to help negate 

charges of researcher bias in the selection process.  I also spent a considerable amount of time 

examining previous research findings to assess the degree to which my results were congruent 

with those of past studies.  While the findings of this qualitative project were specific to the IGS 

program and its alumni, it was not possible to demonstrate that the results were applicable to 

other contexts.  Nonetheless, while it is up to the reader to determine the degree to which they 

can transfer the results and conclusions presented in this study to other contexts, I worked hard to 

describe the program, the participants, and the fieldwork sites in sufficient detail so as to enable 

such a transfer.  To allow for future researchers to repeat this work and establish a certain level 

of dependability, I tried to articulate the research design and its implementation and outline the 

details of data gathering and what was done in the field as clearly as possible.   
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I first used the qualitative software program Atlas.ti to organize my interviews in one 

location.  I started by using line-by-line coding, which produced a large number of codes that I 

then sorted into categories.  However, while the software enabled me to get started, I soon found 

that it hindered my flow and creativity as I could not rapidly map out my connections in a 

manner that I felt best expressed the data.  From here, I printed out all transcriptions and began 

coding on the margins. 

Using Merriam and Tisdell (2015) as a reference point, I proceeded to examine each 

transcript and transfer emerging codes and direct quotes onto coloured paper, organizing them 

onto a whiteboard in my office.  The physical act of writing and re-arranging the data and 

drawing connections with markers allowed me to notice patterns (referred to by Clandinin as 

threads) and relationships that I had not previously detected.  I began to collapse codes into 

clearer, overarching categories which resonated across accounts, such as the “Importance of a 

Cohort Model,” “Rails to Relevance,” “Dynamic Curriculum,” etc.  From here, I revisited the 

narrative accounts and worked to isolate sections that related to those categories.  Throughout the 

entire process, I continuously wrote memos documenting the progression of my thinking and 

category development.  The final stage of my analysis involved creating tables incorporating 

resonant threads with direct student quotes.  

Limitations of the Study 

Best and Kahn (2002) defined limitations as the “conditions beyond the control of the 

researcher that may place restrictions on the conclusions of the study and their applications to 

other situations” (p. 40).  The first limitation in this study was the scope of subjects.  The 

informants included only randomly selected IGS students who graduated between 2013 and 2016 

and who replied to my invitation letter posted on the cohort social media.  The main criterion for 
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potential inclusion in this research was the successful completion of IGS 11 and 12.  I did not 

have an opportunity to assess other factors that may have impacted their experience, such as 

previous academic success, parents’ education, etc.   

Second, the varied teaching experiences and styles of the individual IGS teachers, and the 

various team-teaching arrangements that occurred between 2013 and 2016, inevitably influenced 

each participant’s IGS experience and affected how they told their narrative account.   

Third, as described in Chapter 1, the fact that I was the researcher exploring the 

transformative potential of the program I currently teach and co-founded provided me with both 

a sense of possibilities and limitations.  To be successful, I would need to build upon the rapport 

I had developed with the participants while, at the same time, creating a distance to see things 

critically.  Working to ensure validity through things such as triangulation, member checks, peer 

examination, and spending a significant amount of time in the field collecting and analyzing data 

allowed me to maintain a sense of fairness and clarity.  However, it was the decision to push 

ahead with a narrative approach that helped me realize that I was offering what Hart (2002) 

called “a measure of coherence and continuity” to the experiences of 12 program alumni.   

Narrative researchers, Hart posited, are not “scientists seeking laws that govern our 

behaviour,” but rather “storytellers seeking meanings that may help us to cope with our 

circumstances” (2002, p. 155).  So, whereas I acknowledge that the restrictions above create 

limits to the generalizations and inferences that can be drawn from this study, I also recognize 

that giving 12 remarkable young people the opportunity to share their insightful stories about 

their IGS experience will undoubtedly shape the way that future offerings are delivered and has 

the potential to add to the discourse on transformative learning.  
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Best and Kahn (2002) defined delimitations as “the boundaries of the study” (p. 40).  

There were two overarching boundaries that served to narrow the focus of this study.  First, this 

study was delimited to one program (IGS) in one secondary school (Claremont).  The second 

deliberately imposed limitation was the focus on alumni who graduated from the 2013–2016 

academic years.  As noted previously, the 2013–2014 school year was selected as the lower limit 

because this was the first year that IGS 12 ran in our school calendar combining Geography and 

Global Studies 12.  2015–2016 was selected as the upper limit because this was the last time the 

original senior level course pairings were offered before new Ministry curriculum was 

implemented in September 2017. 
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Chapter 4: Creating the “Community”: The Push Factors 

Looking back on it—like, hindsight is always 20/20, and I’ve been able to say this for 

close to 2 years now—that that class definitely changed my life and the path that I 

thought that I was going to take. (Annie) 

 

While the literature review identified a range of lenses used to describe the process of 

transformation, my study focused specifically on the notion of perspective transformation 

(Cranton, 2011; Mezirow, 2009).  For Mezirow, perspective transformation is based on the 

assumption that transformation involves an individual shifting through a series of steps “away 

from a concrete egocentric, context free, and non-reflective view of the world toward a more 

progressive and discriminating meaning perspective” (Bettinger & Taylor, 2007, p. 30).  

According to Mezirow, a key aspect of perspective transformation involves becoming critically 

reflective of one’s own assumptions.  He posits that this reflection, in combination with rational 

discourse, is imperative for individuals to transform their taken-for-granted frames of reference 

(See Table 1).   

As discussed in Chapter 2, many transformative learning theorists believe the process of 

perspective transformation to be largely contingent upon the development of “highly mature 

cognitive structures” (Benjamin & Crymble, 2017, p. 249), which many contend occur primarily 

in adulthood (Dirkx, 2006; Merriam, 2004; Taylor, 2007).  My goal was to investigate whether 

participation in the IGS program resulted in perspective transformation, and, if so, what 

structures within the model specifically supported this shift.  My analysis of the twelve narrative 

accounts indicated three key findings:  
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1) That a majority of the IGS alumni who participated in the narrative interviews (seven 

out of twelve) experienced a shift in thinking that would align with Mezirow’s 

conception of perspective transformation;  

2) The narratives of the participants support the conclusion that perspective 

transformation is possible for learners as young as sixteen years of age; and  

3) That there are three specific aspects of the IGS model which facilitated the unique 

sense of “community” that appeared to play the central role in facilitating perspective 

transformation as reported by graduates. These included push and pull factors that 

helped shape the community and the ensuing outputs or products that emerged as a 

result of the close-knit academic environment (See Figure 5).   

The next chapters explore these factors in depth and describe how their interplay was 

pivotal in sparking and supporting perspective transformation among a number of participants. 
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Figure 5. Triggering perspective transformation through community: push, pull, and product. 
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What Is a “Push Factor”? 

Before moving on to explore the two central push factors that served to helped shape and 

maintain a unique sense of community within the IGS program, it is first necessary to describe 

the term “push factor”.  In this dissertation, the term “push factor” relates to external structural 

elements whose interactions helped facilitate the conditions necessary for the tight-knit social 

environment within the IGS program to emerge.  “Pull factors” relate to elements that existed 

within the classroom, specifically pedagogical decisions that served to promote aspects of social 

acceptance and acknowledgement within the IGS environment and pulled the community 

together.  My results indicate that there were two key outside factors which created conditions 

that pushed the learners and teachers together: the employment of a cohort-based approach and 

the decision to timetable specific course combinations together at the senior IGS levels.  The 

interaction of these two factors helped produce a learning environment where students and 

teachers had the time and space to connect over a prolonged period and facilitated conditions that 

allowed for learners to get out of the classroom on a regular basis.   

Annie’s Story 

I guess it started in my Grade 10 Socials class.  There was . . . I remember, on the daily 

PowerPoint presentation, there was a little animated man, and every day, he would get 

very excited about this super-class that was 8 credits and 2 blocks, and all of this fun 

stuff.  And so a group of us decided that we would take it.  And so the beginning of 

Grade 11, we . . . I don’t think we kind of knew what we were getting into . . . and so it 

was super-fun.  And then we found out pretty early on that we were taking a train trip 

across the country, which was very exciting, being 16, 17 at the time, however old.  So 

that was really cool, and I think that that was an amazing way to start off my experience, 

just with an opportunity like that. . . . But it was definitely kind of the first of many really 

amazing opportunities that I would have in IGS; and I think . . . I don’t know that I can 

encapsulate the entire experience.  But I can say, looking back on it—like, hindsight is 
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always 20/20, and I’ve been able to say this for close to 2 years now—that that class 

definitely changed my life and the path that I thought that I was going to take.  And kind 

of the program that I’m studying now at university—or the career path that I want—that’s 

like, 90% because of this class.  And the friends that I have in my life and the 

relationships with really influential people in this country I have are definitely because of 

this class.  

But I think more than the things you get out of it, just the class itself and the 

people that were in it, and the way that it was taught, and the opportunities, and kind of 

the responsibility that we were given, was really meaningful and very impactful for me.  

And I think it does take a very . . . there’s a certain type of person that can do well in 

IGS; and, obviously, that’s not just one type of person, but I think that a successful IGS 

student will have certain characteristics because it is—like, a very responsible learner, I 

think, is the best person that would take the class—because it is very interdisciplinary and 

free and open to kind of your interpretation; so you have to kind of be motivated and 

disciplined.  But I think, if you’re one of those people, and you kind of take it for what it 

is, and utilize the class and the program and the people that you’ll meet and the people 

that teach it to the full advantage, then there’s not a lot that you can’t do.  And I am 

super-grateful and I tell everyone that is either coming into Claremont or is in Claremont; 

or, like, even in my university, I am in a program that is very similar.  And the reason that 

I’m in that program—I’m in the International Development Program—and the reason 

that I’m in that is because of IGS.  

Everyone that knows me knows that I’m very, like [laughs], Type A; I like things 

to be a certain way, I like to plan, I like to organize.  And so, at times, for myself, that 

type of a class and that type of a structure was frustrating.  But it taught me so much, and 

I’m so much better at handling things that aren’t exactly, like, tickety-boo-in-a-row now 

because of IGS.  So it kind of pulled me out of what I was comfortable with, but, at the 

same time, there was enough of what I needed and I could kind of make it my own.  And 

I think that was a really cool thing that I saw in the class, that there were people that were 

not like me at all that were doing just as well in the class as I was, and that were getting 

the same kind of end results, but a completely different way.  There were equally as 

amazing students in that class that just, like, flew by the seat of their pants and just kind 
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of went where the wind took them.  So I remember thinking, at times, that it was kind of 

frustrating that I couldn’t exactly put a label on what I was doing, or kind of put it into 

this box and compartmentalize it in my brain.  And I remember, for people that don’t take 

the class—or adults in my life—and they would ask kind of, like, about the program.  

And if there was an IGS tourism department, I would work for it, because I am such a 

good proponent of this class [smiles].  But it’s hard to kind of get it all in there and 

explain it to a person that hasn’t experienced it, because, to them it seemed so foreign.  

But, irrelevant [smiles], because you can’t explain it to someone that hasn’t 

experienced it.  But my experience was a very good one, and I miss high school.  And I 

don’t think a lot of, you know, university students would—I don’t miss living at home—

but I miss high school, and I think that that’s 95% because of IGS.  And I wasn’t ready to 

get out of there; like, finishing up Grade 12, a lot of my friends, even at the same school, 

all they wanted to do was get out; they wanted to go away; they wanted to leave high 

school; they were so done with it all.  And I remember, on the last day of IGS, we were 

out in the Japanese Garden and Mr. Neufeld was reading Dr. Seuss to us.  And looking 

around, like, there wasn’t one person there that wasn’t emotionally invested and wasn’t 

very affected by this class and by the fact that it was over.  And for those of us that had 

kind of done Grade 10, 11 and 12 in the way . . . in this kind of a program with these 

teachers, it was very hard.  And I was crying and all my closest friends were crying—

guys and girls, so it wasn’t just us being mushy—but it was sad to leave.  And I think that 

that speaks volumes because, you know, when it’s, like, your end of high school and it’s 

summertime, and you get to be an adult and go do fun things, I think it’s easy to assume 

that everyone wants to just be done and throw their hat in the air and go off and live the 

rest of their life.  But I was sad to leave that class and I still think about it.  And all my 

friends are, like, “I would never . . . I never want to go back and visit my high school.  I 

never want to see it.”  And I’m the exact opposite; I was at Claremont within being home 

for three days; like, a bunch of us went.  And maybe that makes us look, like, super-

uncool, but it left such a big mark on us, and that’s why we came back.  And that’s why I 

think that I can say that it was so impactful because I still think about it all the time. 

The stuff I learned in that class still affects decisions that I make on the other side 

of the country, or whatever I’m doing.  And, yeah, I think the fact that I miss it and that I 
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would go back and do it all over again, I would literally go back to living at home and 

being 17 and, you know, doing all those things. . . . I would go back to it if I could do that 

experience over again.  And I think that that says something because it definitely was . . . 

I didn’t plan on it being as big of a deal in my life as it is; I was going to be in a high 

school class that was super-fun—which it was—but it was way more than that. 

From dilemma to reintegration: Annie’s journey to perspective transformation. 

Annie’s narrative exemplifies the process of transformative learning, or the pattern of 

learning that guides change from one form into another as understood by Mezirow (2000) and 

others (Cranton, 1994; Dirx, 1998; Lange, 2004).  Annie was a student in the first Grade 11 

offering of IGS and subsequently returned for her Grade 12 year (at that point, IGS only existed 

at the senior levels).  Annie was a bright, engaged learner who worked hard for her grades and 

generally enjoyed school.  She was also a social butterfly, national level swimmer, member of 

student government, and self-described “Type A” personality.  For Annie, it appeared as if the 

interdisciplinary nature of the delivery model and the way the course was continuously adapted 

in response to unfolding current events initially proved challenging.  She described her need to 

have things a “certain way” and as a result, the structure proved “frustrating” at first.  She 

mentioned that “it kind of pulled me out of what I was comfortable with, but, at the same time, 

there was enough of what I needed and I could kind of make it my own.”   

While she continuously referenced the challenges she had in adapting to the non-linear 

way that content was delivered, Annie concluded that it taught her “so much” and that she 

became better equipped to handle situations that are not “tickety-boo-in-a-row” as result of this 

approach.  I interpreted this frustration as Annie’s “disorienting dilemma,” phase 1 in Mezirow’s 

process, defined by Taylor and Elias (2012) as “experiences that illuminate and challenge 

heretofore invisible and unquestioned assumptions that determine how we know ourselves and 

the world around us” (p. 150).  Originally, Mezirow posited that individuals progress through the 
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phases in a linear manner, but as the theory matured, Mezirow and others accepted that the 

process of perspective transformation was likely “to be more recursive, evolving, and spiralling 

in nature” (Taylor, in Mezirow & Associates, 2000).  Another revision to the original 10-phase 

process came from Coffman who put forth the notion that the second phase of Mezirow’s 

process, a self-examination with feelings of guilt or shame, should be “replaced with more 

inclusive feelings of intense surprise, not just limited to feelings of guilt or shame” (Calleja, 

2014, p. 130).   

While a few of my participants (see later Sammy, Fernando, and Amy) cited feelings of 

guilt and shame (usually in reference to being exposed to content that explored contemporary 

patterns of resource usage and social injustice), others, including Annie, referenced the idea of 

being surprised and feeling empowered that there were solutions to problems such as climate 

change and declining levels of biodiversity.  Another participant, Daniel, also expressed feelings 

or surprise rather than guilt or shame, saying,  

We soon learned that almost all the problems we were examining in IGS, whether they 

were local or global in nature—they were mostly leadership problems rather than 

technological issues or things that people couldn’t understand.  By studying leaders and 

times in history when people stepped up, in hard situations, we started to think that many 

of problems could be solved if we could just start getting the right people in the right 

positions. 

Throughout her narrative account, Annie regularly mentioned how the program 

(presumably a combination of the curriculum, class discussions, journal reflections, projects, 

guest presentations, and field studies) prompted her to assess values and ideas that she had not 

previously examined.  When I prompted her to expand on this point, she referenced aspects such 

as “the economy,” “the impact of the food we eat,” and “where our stuff comes from.”  The 

following excerpt highlights the way Annie began to wrestle with previously unexamined ideas:  
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We learned about economic things like the growing wealth divide in our country and 

around the world.  I just assumed that the economy and the way it was set-up or 

structured was the way it was.  But we began reading about and discussing this stuff in 

class, I began to understand . . . that this current way of doing things is relatively new, 

and is a human invention.  This means that if it isn’t performing in a way that helps most 

people, we could change it.  And then we learned about other ways of doing things that 

might be fairer and more equitable. 

Annie’s questioning fits with Mezirow’s phase 3, which involves a student engaging in a 

critical assessment of epistemic, sociocultural, or psychic assumptions.  In an articulate fashion, 

Daniel also conveyed this type of questioning:  

And so, for instance, with the idea of climate change, a lot of people think that electric 

cars—including me—were going to be the way of the future.  Everyone was going to be 

driving electric cars, and it was all going to be solved.  But when . . . really if you look at 

it, and you sort of go a little bit deeper, you realize that that’s really playing into the same 

system.  Driving cars—any type of car, whether it’s an internal combustion engine or 

electric or a hybrid—it’s still going to drive on the road; it’s still going to use the same 

metal and the same parts that will eventually have to be turned into waste; it still causes 

that that sort of impersonal nature of cities built after the car.  There’s these sort of one-

stop fixes that don’t really help change the entire system; they just sort of patch up one 

area.  It sort of makes us feel better about ourselves driving one, and it doesn’t really 

change the system.  A bigger, a real switch that we discussed and thought about, which 

would really flip things, would be to start designing cities for people, instead of cars.  

Then you get a whole domino effect and start really making things better.  

As her narrative unfolded, Annie demonstrated a transition through phases 5 to 8 as she 

referenced her decision to change her plans for post-secondary education.  Foregoing her original 

plan to attend Acadia University and instead applying for the Political Science and International 

Development program at Dalhousie University is evidence of her movement through phases 5 
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and 6—the exploration of options for new roles, relationships, and actions and planning a course 

of action.   

I fell across the International Development page.  And within 30 seconds of reading it, it 

sounded exactly like IGS, and I was sold; and I called my Mom, I said, “This is where I 

need to be.”  And she was like, “Okay, well, you were set on Acadia for the last year and 

a half of your life.  Why?”  And I was like, “Because I found an IGS post-secondary 

program, and I need to do it,” and she didn’t question it.  And so it definitely . . . and I 

feel like it changed my life—and I think that that, you know, is probably very cheesy and 

stereotypical—but it definitely gave me a different perspective on life and on what I’m 

capable of; and I’m very, very grateful for that. 

The fact that Annie was able to take the concepts that she had learned in IGS and put 

them together into a successful scholarship application suggests that she met the criteria for 

phase 7, acquiring the knowledge and skills for implementing her plans.  Three years on and one 

year away from her undergraduate degree, Annie has demonstrated that she is still testing out this 

role and building her competence and self-confidence.  Annie’s story suggests that, by sticking 

with her undergraduate program and making plans to pursue a post-degree program in teaching, 

she has moved into phase 10 of Mezirow’s process, making a life that is integrated with her 

beliefs and values.  The following articulates this transition:  

It left such a big mark on us, and that’s why we came back.  And that’s why I think that I 

can say that it was so impactful because I still think about it all the time.  The stuff I 

learned in that class still affects decisions that I make on the other side of the country, or 

whatever I’m doing.  And, yeah, I think the fact that I miss it and that I would go back 

and do it all over again, I would literally go back to living at home and being 17 and, you 

know, doing all those things. . . . I would go back to it if I could do that experience over 

again. 

Annie’s narrative continuously makes reference to the structures in place in the IGS 

model that promote interaction—between peers, teachers, and members of the larger community.  
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As Annie described, “the class itself and the people that were in it, and the way that it was 

taught, and the opportunities, and kind of the responsibility that we were given, was really 

meaningful and very impactful for me.”  She explained that having 50 students and often as 

many as five teachers in the room were vital to her learning: “just having that many kids, that 

many teenagers in a room made it comparable to real life where you do need all types to make it 

work.”   

Other participants repeatedly talked about how the sense of “community” or “family” that 

existed within the IGS model prompted self-reflection, dialogue, and self-discovery, all of which 

are critical aspects for the type of perspective transformation put forth by Mezirow, Taylor, and 

Cranton (Calleja, 2014).  From the early stages of his work on transformative learning, Mezirow 

highlighted the significance of interacting with others  

to identify alternative perspectives, to provide emotional support during the process of 

transformation, to analyse one’s own interpretation of one’s situation from different 

points of view, to identify one’s dilemma as a shared and negotiable experience . . . and 

to provide models for functioning within the new perspective. (Mezirow & Associates, 

1990, as cited in Calleja, 2014, p. 119) 

This sense of a unique “community” resonated across all the narrative accounts and 

appeared to be at the root of the perspective transformations that seemingly occurred among 

seven of the 12 participants.  Digging deeper to uncover the interdependent parts that together 

created and sustained this distinctive “sweet spot” that appeared to facilitate transformative 

learning, I condensed the notion of the IGS community into three key elements: 1) external, 

largely structural factors that pushed the community together that included the cohort-based 

model and the choice of course combinations; 2) internal factors that pulled the learners together 
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that included a student-centred approach to learning, self-selection, field studies & educational 

travel, relevant curriculum, and guest “teachers”; and 3) outputs or products that emerged as a 

result of the interplay between the first two elements and that include Capstone projects, 

documentaries, TED-style talks, and work at Haliburton Farm and wetland (see Figure 5).   

Defining Community 

An analysis of the participant stories revealed that the confluence of the external (push) 

and internal (pull) factors, which together coalesced to create and sustain the IGS community, 

played a central role in facilitating perspective transformation.  Before examining the key 

interconnected aspects that worked together to constitute this community, it is first important to 

define the term.  The relevant literature describes a variety of ways to think about community.  A 

“community” is a sociological construct since it cannot be seen in its entirety or experienced 

directly.  The word community is derived from the Latin communitas, which means “the same.”  

This, in turn, is derived from communis, which means “common, public, shared by all or many.”  

Communis is a combination of the Latin prefix com-, which translates as “together,” and the 

word munis, which involves performing services (“Online Etymology Dictionary,” 2017).  

Others reveal that if the one emphasizes comm (with two ‘m’s) and unus the translation comes 

across as “with one/unity” (Olssen, 2015).  A community involves complex levels of human 

interaction, usually connected to some sort of geographical base, with participants who share 

common values, goals, and interests.   

A community often includes mechanisms for making decisions, norms that drive 

desirable behaviour, and roles for members, and provides individuals with a cultural context.  

While individuals in a given community may have conflicting moral claims, they are usually 

connected by over-arching values (Etzioni, 1996).  When viewed from a system perspective, in 
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the vein of thinkers discussed earlier like Bateson and Sterling, a community is similar to a living 

creature, “comprising different parts that represent specialized functions, activities, or interests, 

each operating within specific boundaries to meet community needs” (National Institute of 

Health, 2011, p. 5).  In this context, for the community to thrive and successfully address 

complex challenges, each part of the community needs to effectively carry out its role in relation 

to the whole organism and be able to collaborate and coordinate with all other parts.   

What follows in the remainder of this chapter is an exploration of the two central forces 

or “push” factors, which played a role in shaping the IGS community from the outside.  These 

factors, which include the cohort-based model and the course combinations/teachers, were 

largely structural in the sense that students had little say in the way they were applied.  This is 

followed by an analysis of what role these push factors appeared to play in the process of 

perspective transformation.   

Push Factor #1: The Cohort Model 

Global Solutions was just really . . . it was like almost elementary school or middle 

school where you would just be in the same room with the same people.  And you kind of 

forget how important that [is] to be around the same people and build rapport, and have 

your teachers be really looking out for you on a deeper level.  It was just a better format 

for a classroom, I thought.  And, obviously, you want to mix and go into other rooms and 

meet new people; but sort of one area to stay in with the same people, it was just a better 

place to be because we had so many great conversations in there; there was so much 

sharing of opinions.  I remember that was just a great year for me, and it was because of 

Global Solutions. (Victor’s narrative account)  

Annie’s narrative account consistently came back to the social dimension of the program 

and she repeatedly referenced the emotional connection she felt with her peers, teachers, and the 

others who helped build the program’s “magical community.”  While not using the term “cohort-

based model” directly, alumni frequently cited the unique dual-class schedule as a key aspect of 
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IGS, with Victor remarking that it provided the “time, space, and freedom to learn in a really 

new way.”  For Annie, the cohort-based model, which brought the same students and staff 

together across two blocks every day for two straight years, provided a “safe” space where 

students could “put ourselves out there, voice our opinions, and sometimes get into pretty 

controversial topics.”  She also described how this cohort-based model, which at Claremont is 

unique to the IGS program, facilitated ongoing “self-reflection,” which Annie attributed to 

weekly class-wide “Socratic Circles” and ongoing journal reflections.  She expressed how the 

double-block format provided the class with the time and space to “actually think about and 

question values about things like the environment and rights of future generations,” not just 

periodically, but “almost every day.”  This notion of continuous reflection, both orally and 

written, was echoed across the participants’ narrative accounts.  Annie described that the  

Socratic Circles would prompt us to go pretty deep, sometimes thinking about our own 

thinking.  While we usually ended up with more questions, it definitely made me clarify 

my own opinions about certain issues and challenge some things I took for granted or 

never really spent much time thinking about before this class. 

A number of participants referenced that, in addition to providing the time and space for 

self-reflection and discussion, the double-block, cohort-based model gave them the opportunity 

to develop deeper relationships with their peers and teachers.  Victor described this in detail: 

Just being together every day, you really got to know the people in your class.  Some of 

the kids in IGS I knew before from other classes, like math or gym or whatever, but the 

way IGS was set-up, the way we were able to actually communicate, work and travel 

together as a unit, allowed us to connect in a different way.  It’s hard to describe, but for 

those in the class, they get it.  And I thought that was something really smart about 

Global Solutions.  And, you know, there’s clubs in high school; there’s teams in high 

school where you build relationships.  And having a team is great; it’s just a great thing 
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for a kid to have.  And Global Studies was, like, “You get credits for—because it’s 

Socials and Science for Geography—but it’s also a team. 

One of the participants, Fernando, an international student from Mexico, remarked that 

IGS felt like a “family,” explaining that  

home isn’t just a physical place, but where you feel your heart, and my heart is in IGS.  

That sense of family, belonging, it changes everything, your whole high school 

experience, your time in Canada, your perspective as a person. 

Another participant, Amy, consistently referenced the how the structure of the class 

enabled close bonds to form, which in turn gave her more confidence.   

We were kind of . . . you get to connect really quickly [laughs].  And so I was like . . . I 

opened up really quickly, and I was spending time with all these cool people.  And so I 

ended up building confidence because I realized, “Maybe I’m not as shy as I think I am.  

Maybe being by myself isn’t as hard as I think it is.”  Like, “Maybe I can operate in all 

these big groups and not get all weird and all upset, kind of an opinion I’d had of myself 

previously.  And while I didn’t completely shed that until probably a couple of years 

later, that was kind of the beginning of that process for me.  By Grade 12, I came back 

and felt like, for once, I was independent and I could do all those things I had kind of 

dreamt about doing before. 

While considerable research exists around cohort-based models and their ability to create 

close-knit environments, the literature within the realm of transformative learning that connects 

to the social nature of perspective transformation is limited (Taylor & Snyder, 2012).  Taylor and 

Snyder (2012) suggest that emerging insights about the social nature of transformative learning 

have begun to reveal that aspects such as social acceptance, acknowledgement, and appreciation 

by peers could play a central role in the overall process of perspective transformation.  They 

write: 
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For example, when a student is on the threshold of transformation and engaged in 

developing a more open and tolerant worldview, success or lack of success could rest on 

the degree of social recognition and acceptance from fellow students.  Furthermore, in the 

transformative process relationships between the learner, peer, and educators are likely 

repositioned as the learner’s transformation is recognized by others.  Relationships 

become “not only an end but an end in themselves.”  These findings raise questions such 

as these: Is transformation as much a product of individual change as of group acceptance 

of that change?  How do individuals transform within settings that offer little social 

support or recognition? (Taylor & Snyder, 2012, pp. 48–49) 

Logan (2013) writes that what “has not been explored in any great depth is the manner in 

which the social environment and one’s community can initiate, support, or deter TL 

experiences” (p. 95).  Specifically examining the “social” context of transformative learning by 

exploring both the external factors (the cohort-based model and the course combinations) and the 

internal factors (student-centred approach to learning, self-selection, field studies and educational 

travel, relevant curriculum, and guest teachers) which shape the IGS community, my study 

responds to Taylor and Snyder’s (2012) call for further research into “the role of others in 

‘recognizing’ an individual’s transformation, as well as its implications for social responsibility 

as an individual transforms” (p. 49). 

There is a growing body of research related to understanding and harnessing the power of 

cohort-based models.  A cohort-based model involves a group of students moving through all 

classes and phases of a program together (Bista & Cox, 2014).  The reason that we initially 

decided to proceed with a cohort-based model for our senior IGS offerings was due, in part, to 

my own positive cohort experience during my graduate work at Royal Roads University.  In my 
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opinion, the cohort approach provided a greater depth of connection with peers and faculty 

compared to my undergraduate classes, where I changed courses every semester, and few 

classmates stayed together.  For me, moving through a program with my classmates in the same 

sequence was powerful.  It helped to facilitate close relationships and provided the conditions for 

a powerful network of support to emerge.   

Over the past four decades, the cohort-based model has become increasingly popular in 

higher education programs in Canada, the US, and the UK.  Helping to drive this growth is 

research that suggests that cohort-based models in post-secondary education have higher 

retention rates, promote greater levels of intellectual stimulation, create closer social ties among 

students, and positively impact student performance compared to traditional, stand-alone 

offerings (Bista & Cox, 2014; Lei, Gorelick, Short, Smallwood, & Wright-Porter, 2011).  

However, while there are many advantages attributed to cohort-based models, the literature also 

reveals drawbacks associated with membership.  Chief among these is that personality conflicts 

are no longer a “one-class issue.”  As a result, challenging interpersonal issues can influence the 

members in many classes, throughout the duration of the cohort.   

Many of the narrative accounts of IGS alumni, while citing the benefits of the time and 

space that the cohort-based model afforded, also referenced issues of class size and the 

admission process.  As mentioned earlier, to offset the costs of having two teachers co-

instructing simultaneously, our school board and administration mandated that we doubled the 

size of a conventional classroom, with a cap of 55 students.  In 2017 (after all of the participants 

in this study had graduated), new BC legislation on classroom size and composition came into 

effect, resulting in our junior offerings being capped at 48 and our senior courses at 50.  One 
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participant, Jemma remarked how the sheer number of learners in the space made it difficult to 

create a sense of connectedness: 

And then, a lot of the times, some people at the back and some people at the front, and 

then the people are in the middle.  So there’s . . . like, all of a sudden, the people in the 

back are shut off, and then we are not talking to them, or they’ve been isolated somehow. 

Melanie echoed these sentiments: 

The class size was a bit of an issue for me.  Being a bit shy, I just wanted a smaller group, 

I would have felt more comfortable with a smaller group.  Some people just really wanted 

to be there, while others were just there, just took it.  I don’t know if things have changed, 

but maybe students could write a paragraph or something about why they wanted to join.  

Then just pick the best applicants.  I would just limit it to 30 kids, I think that is a good 

size.  Most of my classes at Camosun (College) are 30, and it is a good amount.  You just 

feel comfortable. 

Another drawback noted by two participants was that the required course sequence of 

IGS and the availability of specific teachers to instruct the classes meant some students “missed 

out” on opportunities to take courses outside the cohort program.  This has also been a common 

complaint of prospective students who are forced to choose between IGS and other offerings, 

predominantly those wanting to enrol in the competitive sports academies such as rowing, 

swimming, and lacrosse offered at Claremont.  

Overall, the narratives suggested that the cohort-based model was a strength of the IGS 

program.  The data reveal that the cohort structure provided students with support not only from 

their teachers but also from their peers and outside members of the local community.  

Participants also felt that the cohort-based format gave them opportunities to engage more 

comprehensively with the curriculum and take part in field studies and trips that complemented 

their learning.  Ultimately, the data reveal that the decision to structure the IGS model around a 

cohort-based approach significantly contributed to the sense of community.  This community, 
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underpinned by a combination of external factors and drawn together by key internal elements, 

appears to have been the driving force that facilitated the perspective transformations among the 

selected participants. 

Push Factor #2: The Course Combinations 

While an analysis of the narrative accounts suggests that the cohort-based model was the 

central “push” factor that helped mould the sense of IGS community from the outside, the choice 

of which courses to combine at the Grade 11 and 12 level also played a supporting role.  As 

mentioned earlier, the original course pairings at the senior level were Social Studies 11 and 

Global Studies 11 and Sustainability 12 and Geography 12.  As part of the graduation 

requirements in British Columbia, all learners must complete Social Studies 11 (or its equivalent, 

First Nations 12) and at least one senior level science offering.  By combining Social Studies 11, 

a course that explores Canadian history and politics in the twentieth century in conjunction with 

elements of physical and human geography, with Global Studies 11, a locally developed elective 

that delves into issues of global governance that highlights contemporary environmental and 

social justice issues, we were able to give the Grade 11 students an eight-credit offering.  This 

combination allowed learners to satisfy their core senior Social Studies requirements while 

simultaneously giving them an additional four credits (See Figure 6). 
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Figure 6. IGS 2013–2016 course combinations in the original cohort-based model (left) and the current offerings as 

of September 2017 (right). 

In addition, since Global Studies 11 was a locally developed course, we were able to 

tailor the curriculum to complement the Socials content, which, up until June 2016, contained a 

disproportionately large number of prescribed learning outcomes and was subject to a 

culminating provincial examination worth 20% of the students’ final mark.  This tailoring gave 

us the leeway to spend additional time on some of the more challenging aspects of the Social 

Studies curriculum, giving us the time to bring in guest speakers and take the students on more 

field studies with the hopes of providing more context for the material we were covering.  

Participants reflected that they felt “fortunate” and “lucky” to have received additional time to 

become acquainted with the curriculum compared to their peers taking the course in the 

traditional, stand-alone format.  While the Social Studies 11 provincial exams tended to 

emphasize memorization and were characterized by large numbers of multiple-choice questions, 

our learners still managed to outperform other classes year after year.  Whether this was a result 

of the delivery model or types of learners IGS attracted or a combination of both, cannot be 

verified.  One participant, Victor, recounted: 

My friends in the regular Socials 11 always seemed crazy stressed.  They just had to 

plough through the material.  In our class, we got to spend more time sort of unpacking 
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things.  If we found something interesting, like I remember studying prohibition or 

something, and I really got interested in the war on drugs happening today and Colombia 

and all that stuff.  This . . . made it more chill and interesting.  

At the Grade 12 level, we decided to combine Geography 12, an accredited senior-level 

science offering, with Sustainability 12, the course that I created in 2008 (in 2017, we decided to 

pair Environmental Science 12 with Human Geography 12).  The rationale behind combining 

these two courses was to provide learners with a scientific understanding of global energy, water, 

and nutrient cycling, and to show how human populations affect these environments and 

systems.  The objective was to provide a sound scientific base of how our world works and 

complement this understanding with an examination of modern environmental issues, 

underpinned by the requirements of, and opportunities for, sustainability moving forward.  Some 

of the participants reflected that unlike at the Grade 11 level where the “pressures” of the Social 

Studies 11 provincial exam tended to “drive” the curriculum, the Grade 12 combination of 

Geography and Sustainability “felt like a natural fit, as if it was just one giant class.”  The 

following excerpt from Daniel’s narrative account illustrates this perspective: 

At the same time, I was taking IGS 12, but I guess you could say I was also taking sort of 

a more Liberal Arts education, I guess you could say . . . like, a rounded education.  And 

that really comes from just, I think, programs like IGS where it’s not just about one sort 

of particular discipline.  You do Geography, you do systems thinking, you do all these 

other parts of sustainability, and it really gets you a well-rounded viewpoint in terms of, 

“I can really look at this one issue now; I can look at it in depth, but I can also pull from 

all these other things that I’ve learned about, like, Geography, and things like that to 

really have a much greater respect for the way . . . what’s actually causing the problem 

and the root of the problem, and how I can tackle that in such a more enlightened way 

than if I was just looking at it from the outside.” 
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In terms of helping to shape the overall sense of “community,” the participants remarked 

that the combination of Geography and Sustainability brought the learners together by allowing 

them to get out of the class “a whole lot.”  By the second year that we ran the Grade 12 offering, 

it was clear that a big part of why students were opting in to IGS in their senior year was as a 

result of the opportunities to get out of the classroom.  The following excerpt from Daniel’s 

narrative expresses this point: 

And that course was double-blocked, and the middle part was during lunch.  And so we 

had a lot of time to sort of do field trips and stuff like that.  And so that was something 

going in I knew ahead of time; and, of course, that was one of the reasons I really wanted 

to take the course because there was going to be a lot of field studies and things like that, 

chances to go outside the classroom.  And, for me, it didn’t disappoint at all. 

While an examination of how the field studies and regional/national/international field 

contributed to a sense of community will be explored in depth in the next chapter, the specific 

content for Geography and Sustainability provided the jumping off point for the teachers to plan 

numerous excursions, on average between 20 a semester between 2013 and 2016.  As one 

participant described, “the stuff we were covering in Grade 12 like biomes, permaculture . . . 

sustainable design, it just made sense that we jumped on the bus and checked it out in person 

instead of reading it out of a text.  And we did.”  

In addition to providing students with necessary credits, complementary content and 

opportunities to learn outside of the classroom on a regular basis, the combination of courses for 

IGS 11 and 12 also brought together a unique group of educators together under one cross-

curricular umbrella.  A key aspect that emerged from the narrative accounts and that is explored 

in depth in the next chapter is the approach to learning that existed in the IGS program between 

2013 and 2016.  Without the course combination offerings scheduled strategically into the 

timetable (Grade 11s all afternoon semester 1, Grade 12s all afternoon semester 2), there was 
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little chance our principal would have been able to run our cohort-based model within the 

confines of Claremont’s calendar.  In hindsight, we were very fortunate to find a niche in the 

timetable that managed to work with the schedules of the five educators who wanted to take part 

in the IGS model, while simultaneously preventing other teachers who might have decided to 

“bump” members of the team for reasons such as seniority.  The personalities of the teachers 

involved, their ability to experiment and work together as a team, and their willingness to 

incorporate student voice into course design and delivery all played a significant role in 

facilitating and sustaining the sense of community that appears to have triggered perspective 

transformation.  

The narrative accounts highlighted three ways that the team of IGS teachers created this 

inclusive atmosphere: 1) through dynamic instructional methods; 2) by emphasizing discussion-

based teaching and learning; and 3) by creating time and space for ongoing reflection.  These 

three elements are discussed at length in Chapter 5. 

My results indicate that the unique sense of community created by various external and 

internal factors was pivotal in sparking and supporting the process of perspective change that 

occurred among the participants.  Using Annie’s narrative as a lens, this chapter explored two of 

the key outside forces, the cohort-based model and the course combinations, which helped to 

shape and maintain the IGS community between 2013-2014 and 2015-2016.  What follows in 

Chapter 5 is an in-depth examination of the internal forces—specifically the student-centred 

approach to learning, the self-selection of students, the field studies and educational travel, the 

relevant curriculum, and the diversity of guest teachers—that pulled the learners together and 

helped build a sense of community.   
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Chapter 5: Creating “Community” from Within: Internal “Pull” Factors 

I have never felt more involved and more included in a group before in my life.  And, 

although we were very, like, a bunch of random strangers, we were also like a little 

family. (Amy)  

What Is a “Pull Factor”? 

As described at the beginning of Chapter 4, the interaction of two external factors— 

namely the decision to use a cohort-based approach and to timetable specific courses together—

played a role in shaping the unique sense of community within the IGS program, pushing 

learners and teachers together.  This chapter focuses on the internal or “pull factors” that my 

results indicate contributed to the sense of social cohesiveness which helped trigger the process 

of perspective transformation among seven of the twelve participants.  In this context, “pull 

factors” relate to elements that existed within the classroom, specifically pedagogical decisions 

that served to promote aspects of social acceptance and acknowledgement within the IGS 

environment and pulled the community together.   

Fernando’s Story 

I was sitting with three Germans next to me while Mr. Neufeld was talking to us about 

what the class was going to look like; I was translating some parts that they didn’t 

understand to them.  And then Mr. Neufeld realized that, and he asked questions on 

interdisciplinary studies, and I answered the question, and then I translated to the people 

next to me.  And, from that moment, Mr. Neuf and I formed a connection; and I really 

realized, for the first time that, when I translated that and when people realized I had the 

ability to communicate in many languages, to understand terms that maybe others didn’t 

understand, that there wasn’t a weakness.  Because, for me, all my life, being intelligent 

and being different was always something that made me an outsider and an outcast, and it 

wasn’t something that the life and the society and my colleagues in Mexico appreciated, 

but rather they pushed me aside and punished that.  And, for me, that idea that I was 
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getting friends because of my abilities, and I was getting people wanting to talk to me . . . 

because, to them, it was something of a unique experience to IGS. 

But the class was really able to push me to my boundaries and to develop that idea 

that, “The fact that I was different and the fact that maybe I was sentimental and maybe I 

cared about people too much, it was not something that was seen in me as a weakness.  It 

was not seeing something . . . that I wasn’t man enough because, when I saw a video 

about climate change and when I saw the destruction, I sometimes cried.”  And, for me it 

was . . . for the class, for the first time, it wasn’t something that I needed to cover my face 

up or it wasn’t something that I was . . . as I said, ostracized for, but it was something 

where I got the opportunity to talk and to grow and to form connections with people that I 

will never lose.  And from many different individuals . . . from people like Mr. Neufeld 

and Mr. Mitchell, who I consider not only to be my teachers and mentors, but my friends.  

There are still things that haunt me from my past, and from past experiences that 

were really traumatic.  But knowing that the actions that I’m taking are valued and 

knowing that, when I go to a classroom, after winning student vice-president, the entire 

classroom stands and claps for me without the teacher saying anything.  And then, it 

really . . . when they were talking about leadership in IGS 11, they take me as an 

example.  And, for me, being five years ago, I would have said, “There’s a 50/50 chance 

I’m alive five years from now.”  Coming through that, there’s many people in the school 

that I owe that to.  But there’s a special part in that to IGS and to this idea that, “They’re 

there to change your world, but also there to change who you are and what you believe 

in.”  And, really, that idea of a class of learning and of openness and of this ideology of 

love that I hold so dear to my heart now, and it’s in part . . . and a great part of it is 

because of this class and because of these two amazing teachers who have really given 

me so much more than I could ever thank them for.  

Gabe’s Story 

So growing up, I went to the Calgary Waldorf School, which was started by Rudolph 

Steiner.  And the pedagogy around that and the whole education system was sort of the 

holistic, experiential learning and approach.  And it was a lot about nurturing the child 

and imagination and creativity.  So I found after I moved to Victoria and I went to middle 
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school at GMS and then over the Claremont; throughout middle school and high school, 

it was definitely different than Waldorf, just in the way that the classes were taught; and 

then the assignments that we had, it was very . . . just a more normal way of teaching.  

And then when I saw the IGS course . . . my sister took it, and she was telling me a lot 

about it.  And then I decided to do some more research about it and heard good stories 

from the course, it seemed like something that kind of brought me back to that Waldorf 

way.  It sounded very holistic and was just totally like a different course than everything 

else that was offered at Claremont.  And so that’s originally why I joined the course 

because it sounded really interesting.  And then, also, I think it was Geography in the 

year that I did it; we got that Geography credit as well as Sustainability.  So, yeah, it was 

just a totally different way of learning.  And with the field trips and the speakers and then 

even the flexibility to submit assignments in the form of video; or, you know, we could 

draw or we could do something different besides just an essay; I found that really 

powerful.  And then, also, with the Capstone Project, there was a lot of sort of student 

initiative that needed to be taken, which I thought was really good.  It was one of those 

courses where I think you got out of it what you put into it. 

But just the diversity in the class in terms of the people that came in to talk to us, 

and the knowledge that we got.  Whether it was James Taylor, the indigenous medicine 

man, or it was a local MP; or I think we had one guy come in, he was a refugee and 

hearing all these different stories from a broader range of people was really interesting.  

And then it was a very applicable course in terms of real-world application because we 

were learning about current events.  I got excited about what I was learning about.  I’d 

come home at the end of the day, and I’d show my parents if we’d watched an interesting 

TED Talk.  Or there was a lot of the stuff about climate change, and it was really eye 

opening, and it wasn’t just like I learned it in class and then forgot about it; it was 

something that I really kept with me and that was interesting.  And I found that the 

discussions and reflections that we had were really powerful.  Just that way of learning 

where it’s more of a conversation, I really liked that.   

The capstone project was the CC-350, and I remember we had a very large group, 

I think there was 10 of us.  We organized groups of cyclists to do a race of 350 laps 

around the track.  The 350 signified the parts-per-million of carbon in the atmosphere.  
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And it was really fun.  It felt like some real-world . . . we were out there talking to 

businesses to get sponsorships, but a lot of it was just learning about group dynamics 

[laughs] and working with other students.  We raised money and awareness for climate 

change and there was a bunch of sponsors like Sitka, and Reef and WannaWaffle, and we 

brought in a band and the farmers from Haliburton Farms.  Overall it was a good turnout 

and we were proud of our project. 

We had a bunch of A-type personalities in the group [smiles], and so that created 

quite a bit of conflict [laughs], from what I can remember, because a lot of different 

people wanted to take charge.  But then, at the same time, everyone had different sets of 

skills, which was good.  But, yeah it was a lot of learning about people which goes back 

to the real-life application.  It was a totally different project than anything else that I’d 

worked on before. 

Also, all the field trips were also very important and a big part of my experience.  

They were fun, but they were also . . . I felt like I could focus better for the rest of the 

day, and there was something more that I got out of it than just going on a fun fieldtrip.  

Like, it was really nice to get out . . . and be in nature.  And so then I started looking at 

eco-therapy and it sort of brought me back to everything that we learned in IGS [laughs].  

And then, in the filmmaking career . . . like, now I’m making a documentary about 

sustainable living, and like, it’s totally come full circle. 

Fernando’s narrative reveals that being part of the IGS community profoundly influenced 

his sense of belonging.  Like Annie’s story, Fernando’s narrative indicates that aspects such as 

social acceptance, acknowledgement, and appreciation by peers and teachers were important 

elements in his processes of perspective transformation. 

Gabe’s narrative indicates that his IGS experience triggered a process in perspective 

change that allowed him to become more critically aware of his own presuppositions.  Gabe’s 

account introduces four of the five internal “pull” factors which were drawn from the data as key 

components which helped bring the learners together and foster a unique sense of community 

within the IGS program.  These include:  
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1) relevant content 

2) frequent field studies and educational travel 

3) a student-centred approach to learning 

4) “guest” teachers 

In addition to the four elements discussed in Gabe’s story, there was another factor which 

was regarded by other participants as significant for the development of community:  

5) the self-selected nature of the program 

These five factors will be explored and analyzed through the lens of transformative 

learning. 

Pull Factor #1: Relevant Content 

But there was around 50 people in a small classroom, and it was a little bit chaotic just 

because we were the original kind of test group for it.  But I have never been exposed to 

so many relevant things in a school course before in my life.  There’s things used that I 

learned in Grade 11 and 12 that I still use today.  For example, at UVic, we had—because 

I’m in the Business Program—there was a Sustainability project I had to do.  And, 

actually, out of the entire group of 200 kids, my group of five came first place because of 

a concept I learned in IGS.  I just pitched it, and we won $200. (Sammy) 

A key aspect of the IGS delivery model which resonated with participants and appears to 

have been integral to initiating and supporting perspective transformation was the program’s 

consistent emphasis on “relevant” content.  While the material explored in IGS differed 

according to the grade level, course combinations, and teachers instructing, my findings revealed 

that the way the curriculum was framed, whether it was by directly relating the content to 

everyday applications, explicitly demonstrating how it could be applied in practice, or 

establishing connections to local examples, played a central role in engaging learners.  I defined 

relevance as the perception that something is interesting and worth knowing.  In terms of the 
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number of times a category was referenced and the amount of attention paid to it collectively 

within the narratives, the notion of “relevant content” came out on top.  Two central methods for 

establishing relevance were derived from the data and align closely with the findings of Kember, 

Ho, and Hong (2008).  They included: 1) connecting content to local examples; and 2) aligning 

curriculum with current events. 

Connecting content to local examples. 

As mentioned in Chapter 1, our IGS team decided from the outset that one of the best 

ways to help our learners understand the scope and interconnected nature of global issues was to 

build on their prior experiences and provide connections between the course content and the 

world they knew.  Underpinning this objective was an assumption that our learners would excel 

in their IGS studies if what they were learning was pertinent or applicable to their lives, 

experiences, and passions.  To validate their interests in the context of our academic curriculum, 

we strove to provide our students with examples of concepts and practices being applied in real-

world settings in our local community of Victoria, British Columbia.  To achieve this goal, 

instructors consistently tapped into a broad array of networks in and around Victoria, a city we 

like to think is renowned as a hub of innovation.  We hoped that these examples would provide 

context and act as a platform from which students could then connect and better understand 

larger global challenges.  We regarded our community as a vast learning space that could pique 

learner curiosity, challenge their preconceptions, and bring their learning to life.  More than 

anything else, we wanted to put our students in contexts where what they were learning was not 

siloed or defined by subjects, but instead integrated, applicable, and, above all, relevant to their 

own lives.  During the open-ended session of the interviews, seven of the 12 participants cited 

explorations of events, businesses, and initiatives within their own community as powerful 
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learning experiences which gave them a better understanding of the concepts explored in class.  

The following excerpts provide a glimpse into the importance of community-connected content.  

In reference to a visit to a local coffee company, Level Ground Trading, whose mission is to 

trade fairly and directly with small-scale producers in developing countries and to offer its 

customers ethical choices, Melanie articulated the importance of complementing curriculum 

using local examples:  

The class was great at taking big, huge ideas, and showing us local examples.  I guess just 

like giving us context.  Level Ground coffee company is a perfect example.  It is easy to 

talk about things like triple bottom-line and ethical business decisions in a big . . . kind of 

global way.  But by actually visiting Level Ground, touring the facility, smelling the 

coffee, and learning first-hand from Stacey how they put these ideas into practice 

everyday was so cool.  It was an inspiring place. 

Our annual field trips to Hartland landfill, a site that is well-known locally for its 

comprehensive measures to reduce and control leachate and effects on water and air was 

referenced by two participants as an experience which made their learning more applicable: 

Hartland, a place that is so close to our school, but that few people really know much 

about, at least I didn’t, connected so many of the things we learned.  Not only did our 

guides, who were such funny guys, connect our visit to big issues like consumption and . 

. . resource management and closed-loops, but to see that the people there were actually 

capturing the gases emitted from the garbage, burning them, and producing electricity 

was so . . . unexpected.  When they said if you lived in this place for your entire life 

everything you ever threw away was under your feet, from your diapers onwards, really 

put things in perspective.  Like your kids diapers are helping to make electricity. 

(Fernando) 

Weekly class trips to Haliburton, a community-supported, certified organic educational 

farm that is an eight-minute walk from our classroom also appeared to make our classroom 
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content relevant.  Four participants noted that the tangible act of working with their hands was 

important.  

I really liked doing farming at Haliburton Farm.  It’s nice being able to do things with 

your hands and just.  It made the things we were talking about real. (Jemma) 

Daniel references another trip where the class was studying the urban design features of 

downtown Victoria.  Before the bus arrived to take the learners back to school, some of the 

students ducked into a retail co-op that sells equipment for outdoor enthusiasts.  

We explored . . . we went into sort of the downtown by Pandora area, and then into the 

MEC, the Mountain Equipment Co-op.  And I just remember going in there, and I didn’t 

even realize it was such a green business, but I just remember Mr. Heyer telling us all 

about sort of the water innovations, how they used the grey water, and they have a 

reservoir above the thing to save water.  And that piqued my interest, basically, in small 

business and going into that. 

Aligning curriculum with current events. 

In addition to using examples from the local community to bridge student curiosity to 

classroom content, the participants revealed that adapting and aligning curriculum to unfolding 

current events made the material more relatable and engaging.   

And what interested me most about that first year was that the course changed, based on 

what was actually going on in the world.  So, if there wasn’t a whole lot of substance in 

one particular area of the course, we wouldn’t study it; it would change, so it was very 

adaptive in that way.  These changes were also directed towards the students in the class, 

what we seemed to be interested in.  But what I found interesting whatever the changes 

that were made, it still came back to the same key concepts and ideas.  And so that 

allowed for a lot more development and personalization in dealing with the topics 

discussed. (Daniel) 

The sense that the curriculum was flexible and adaptable to unfolding news events 

ranging from local to international was an aspect of IGS that Victor described in detail: 
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And it was just a healthy atmosphere, a really open atmosphere—open-minded 

atmosphere.  In Grade 11, IGS was definitely a highlight because the way you guys 

mixed Socials 11 in with the Global Studies stuff we were learning was just really 

meaningful, I thought. . . . And I don’t think there’s any other classes where you can just 

freely go, “Hey, I saw this thing online that really just etched in my brain and I just want 

to show everybody.”  And that’s something that Global Solutions did; it was just, like, 

“Hey, guys, I know this sounds crazy, but, well, look at this.  This is something that’s 

happening in our world.”  And you guys were totally open to going, like, “Oh, hey, 

somebody in our class has brought something to share with us, so let’s hear them out, 

let’s see what this is about, let’s talk about it.”  That’s sort of the honesty that I’m talking 

about.  But you don’t get that in other classes, I don’t think.  Global Solutions was, like, 

talking about, like, real-world issues.  

Jemma echoed this sentiment: 

So the open discussion, it’s like, when we’re in IGS, it seems we could take a few 

minutes to talk about something else; it’s not so stuck; if we’re learning about History—

which I like—but we have time, a few minutes, to talk about what’s happening in the 

world and connecting back to the stuff we were learning . . . it’s just relevant; it’s what’s 

going on now. 

Pull Factor #2: Field Studies and Educational Travel 

Whereas, when I came . . . when I learned about IGS and the model and how it was going 

to be so much less in classroom and so much more outside, that was the huge pull factor I 

think for me because it was really a different way of learning.  It wasn’t only something 

that I was passionate about, but I was going to learn in a way that made sense to me. 

(Daniel) 

This section explores the opportunities for learning that were afforded by getting students 

out of the classroom on a consistent basis, both on larger educational trips and local excursions, 

and how this facilitated cohesion among cohort members and created a lasting sense of 

community.  While the rationale for getting students outside of the classroom was examined in 
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the last section, participant narratives made it clear that in addition to making their learning more 

relevant, the time spent outside of Claremont served to enhance a sense of class community. 

While the literature connecting transformative learning with the experiential education 

experiences of teenagers (i.e., field trips, service trips etc.) is scarce due largely to the 

assumption that adolescents are not capable of the types of perspective transformations outlined 

by Mezirow and others, there are a handful of studies which explore these experiences through 

the lens of perspective transformation.  Of relevance to this research project were the studies of 

Kerr (2014) and Mergens (2017), both of whom explored the impact of educational travel on 

high school students.  Kerr’s (2014) research study examined the potential for transformative 

learning in senior high school students who participated in cultural immersion field trips offered 

by St. Michaels University School (SMUS), a private school in Victoria, British Columbia.  In 

applying grounded theory methodology and narrative analysis to 12 semi-structured interviews, 

Kerr discovered themes of learning and transformation of consciousness in their comments.  

Mergens (2017) investigated the impact and value that high school social studies students and 

teachers see in educational travel.  He defined educational travel as school-based educational 

trips that last longer than a day and involve elements that include guided tours, hands-on 

learning, interactive tasks, and community service.  Through interviews with former students and 

colleagues, Mergens concluded that participants saw tremendous value in educational travel with 

respect to developing confidence, building historical and global mindedness, and fostering 

empathy and self-awareness.  He also revealed that the educational travel experiences of his 

participants influenced later choices relating to post-secondary education, careers, and 

philanthropy.  Mergens posits that educational travel, particularly in conjunction with service-
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learning activities in local communities “can provide students with experiences that call for the 

type of critical reflection needed to spur a transformation in one’s thinking” (p. 9).   

Rails to Relevance/Resilience 

The train trip, Rails to Relevance, [laughs] that was hands-down one of the coolest things 

that I’ll ever get to do with, I think, the only group of people that I could have done it 

with.  Because, if I had to take a train trip across the country with my family, I would kill 

my entire family.  If I had to do it with, I think, anyone else, we would have all hated 

each other by the end of the 5 days and 4 or 5 nights—and no Wi-Fi and no showers.  But 

it was so [laughs], so much fun, and it kind of was . . . probably for all of us, it was the 

first example of tactile learning.  I mean I think probably, growing up, our teachers 

thought that if we sat outside on the grass then that was, like [makes OK hand sign], 

“Good enough.”  And the fact that we given the opportunity to literally learn about the 

Canadian Shield while taking the train through the Canadian Shield, and we got to learn 

about Parliament in Parliament, sitting in the Prime Minister’s chair, it kind of . . . I 

didn’t realize how amazing and awesome of an opportunity and a time that that was until 

we got back. (Annie) 

A key component of the senior IGS offerings are two extended trips, commonly referred 

to as “Rails to Relevance” in Grade 11 and “Rails to Resilience” in Grade 12.  The annual Grade 

11 trip across the country is an 11-day excursion that takes students from Victoria to Quebec on 

a quest to explore Canadian identity and wrestle with questions of governance and responsibility.  

On average, 42 students and four chaperones (two of whom are always IGS teachers) take part in 

the trip.  The trips align with Mergen’s (2017) definition of educational travel, as students 

incorporate hands-on learning, interactive activities, elements of service and guided tours, and 

lasts more than one week.   

While the itinerary changes slightly from year to year, Rails to Relevance generally 

began with a two-day train ride from Vancouver to Winnipeg.  In Winnipeg, the students 

explored the Canadian Museum for Human Rights and Louis Riel’s grave, and took part in a tour 
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of the Manitoba Legislature.  Two days later the students flew to Ottawa where they visited the 

Canadian War Museum, took part in the Remembrance Day ceremony, and received a personal 

tour of Parliament from their MP and Green Party Leader Elizabeth May.  Next, learners took the 

train to Quebec City where they spent three days exploring the historical sites including the 

Plains of Abraham and traditional Huron villages.  Since 2015, the trip has culminated with a 

final stop in New York City where IGS students visited the United Nations Headquarters before 

flying home.   

Rails to Resilience takes place in late May and originally (2013–2015) took learners by 

train to Washington State and Oregon, spending time in Portland, Canon Beach, and Mount St. 

Helens.  Since 2016, students taking part in Rails to Resilience have travelled by ferry to Haida 

Gwaii and returned to Vancouver by train through Prince George and Jasper.  On average, 39 

students and three chaperones take part in this trip.   

Rails to Relevance was consistently referenced by participants as a memorable 

experience, with narrative accounts frequently describing the personal connections fostered 

during, and sustained after, the trip.  

And, basically, we went from Vancouver to Quebec, I think, on a train with 40-or-so 

students with no beds [laughs] and basically airplane seats with—not necessarily a 

limited food supply—but I’d say a limited cheap food supply.  But that’s kind of, for me, 

the best memories, the fact that you would be on the train with 40 other students where 

you’d all get to know each other very, very closely.  Oh, there was also one bathroom, 

maybe two if you go down [laughs] if you go down to the other car.  And just to see how, 

in your . . . like, in a country—although we’re in one country—that there’s so many 

differences of opinions, depending where you are in that country. (Sammy) 

While the participants reflected on their favourite Canadian stopovers and interesting 

tours, the relationship-building aspect of the trip was a thread that resonated across all twelve 
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narratives.  One participant, Jun, an international student from South Korea who arrived at 

Claremont in his Grade 10 year and took IGS all the way through, reflected how the relatively 

early departure date of the trip, less than two months into the school year, “really changed the 

mood in the class after we returned.  We had a clear connection . . . a bond.”  The sense of 

connection was also echoed in the following passage taken from Melanie’s account: 

Rails to Relevance was a highlight for me. I didn’t think I would ever get an opportunity 

to do something like that.  I had never been across the country before.  I had never been 

on a train before.  The train was definitely interesting ; it was fun.  It was great for 

bringing us all together.  It totally brought me out of my shell.  Sleeping in our seats 

wasn’t too fun, but getting to the final stop in Ottawa was great.  Longer stops along the 

way would have been nice.  It was kind of a rush at every stop.  Winnipeg! [Laughs].  

Ottawa was amazing for me.  Having Elizabeth May tour us around the House of 

Commons late in the evening is definitely not something that everyone gets to do.  

Meeting Trudeau, so a pretty surreal experience.   

But it was so . . . I don’t even know if there’s a word.  It was smelly, but it was so 

educational, but, like, not boring-educational.  I think . . . and I’ve always liked school, 

but I think, even if you didn’t like school, that would have been something in your life 

that would have kind of lit a fire under you to learn about something.  And I know, for a 

lot of us—and we went at the age where we were just kind of forming our own opinions 

about things like politics and government—and so to go at that age, it kind of . . . it 

taught us so much in such a condensed period of time that we came out of it, probably 

more well-versed than a lot of adults, and definitely more well-versed than the majority 

of people our age.  So it gave us kind of an advantage, but it also gave us the opportunity 

to travel in an amazing way, and see really cool things with a group of friends, that 

you’re never going to forget that kind of stuff. 

Facilitating reflection. 

If anything, an emphasis on reflection as part of any educational travel experience can 

meaningfully influence a student’s thinking if not fundamentally change it, and that 
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should be seen as a tangible goal for all types of educational travel experiences. 

(Mergens, 2017, p. 9) 

A central component of all Rails to Relevance/Resilience trips is the notion of reflection.  

Mezirow (1990) wrote, “By far the most significant learning experiences in adulthood involve 

critical self-reflection—reassessing the way we have posed problems and reassessing our own 

orientation to perceiving, knowing, believing, feeling, and acting” (p. 13).  The idea of taking the 

time to think and reflect about their learning during the trips was something that a number of 

participants discussed during their narrative accounts. 

The prior collective experience of the IGS staff with educational travel, which included 

planning and carrying out complex trips to Peru, France, and the United States, highlighted the 

importance of carving out time everyday for sessions to reflect on all IGS trips.  For the 

participants involved in this study, these reflections consisted of nightly group check-ins, often 

held in the lobbies, conference rooms, or observation cars of hotels, hostels, and trains along the 

way.  These opportunities for reflection, which were often scheduled into the itinerary, were also 

complemented by trip journals and filmed documentaries.  In addition, upon returning from each 

trip, all students were expected to share a five-minute “So What?” presentation to the class 

showcasing what they learned along the way and how the travel experience served to challenge 

preconceptions they may have held prior to the trip.  

Spending Time in Natural Environments 

As mentioned in Chapter 1, a key aspect of the IGS delivery model revolves around 

getting students out into nature.  There is now an extensive body of research that suggests that 

youth who spend time outside are healthier, more content, less anxious and show improvement in 

overall cognitive function compared to those who do not (Chawla, 2015; Dillon et al., 2006; 
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King’s College London, 2011).  King’s College London (2011) indicates that in addition to the 

benefits accrued by students, time spent teaching outside in natural environments also positively 

impacts teachers, making them more confident and enthusiastic about their work.  For the 

purposes of this dissertation, natural environments are those that, in contrast to the built 

environment, contain living and non-living material and include the Claremont grounds, parks, 

rivers, lakes, forests, coastlines, caves, and mountains.  While not a defining aspect of the 

narratives, time spent in natural environments was discussed by seven of the twelve participants 

in varying degrees of depth.  Jun reflected:  

So I joined in Grade 11 and then . . . like, as an international student, it was good because 

I can see all the local places, the nature then also all Canada, and how we think as a 

Canadian and then how we connect with community, and . . . like, I’m from another 

country, so it was good for me to . . . as an international student and also kind of settling 

down in Canada.  So it kind of made me decide to want to stay in Canada.  So, yeah, that 

kind of impacted me that way.  What I loved about it, is we stopped by lots of local 

places and . . . really got the explore so many beautiful sites.  Like, we went to Horne 

Lake, Witty’s Lagoon, Royal Roads . . . so many spots.  And of course, Haliburton Farm 

and wetland.  So I wasn’t really an outdoors person by myself, I mean Seoul is a really 

big city, but after the class, I get to know about our local and natural stuff; so now, I 

joined the rowing team because I loved the lake stuff; so I row every morning, like, at 

5:00 or 6:00 a.m. at the Elk Lake.  I now spend so much time outside. 

The following excerpt from Daniel’s narrative also referenced the significance of getting 

out into natural environments: 

While we often had a purpose to go and spend time in outside in nature, to study erosion 

or take samples and things like that, what I thought was really interesting was that 

sometimes we just went outside with the sole purpose of being outside.  That was great 

having time in our final semester of Grade 12 to get to spend time with each other in 

some wonderful spots.  I remember we talked about the idea of “Nature Deficit Disorder” 

and that we should probably feel a deep connection to a place before spending a lot of 
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time trying to fight for it.  We visited so many beautiful places in our own community, 

like being a tourist in your own town. 

Ultimately, my data indicates that moving learners from the confines of the IGS 

classroom into the world at large, whether to take part in local field studies or embark upon 

cross-continent trips, helped shape a collaborative learning atmosphere that fostered relationships 

and brought learning to life.  All twelve participants described (in varying degrees of detail) how 

getting learners outside of the classroom promoted student-centred learning and afforded them 

opportunities to expand upon what they had learned in the classroom. 

Pull Factor #3: Student-Centred Approach to Learning 

Because of the way IGS was taught, the approach the teachers took, I’ve gained so much 

more of a respect for education.  Definitely going into IGS, I had a lot of [laughs] 

different plans for how I was going to go into post-secondary.  I wanted to . . . I still want 

to travel, but I wanted to just get out of high school and go somewhere.  And now I’m 

much more wanting to do at least a couple of years of university before I go and travel 

because I want to have that education and really expand that well-rounded sort of 

viewpoint that I was talking about before.  When I first came into IGS in Grade 9, I 

looked at global problems to do with the environment and it was just one of these things 

where you really don’t want to explore them and all because, you know, it’s depressing; 

it’s so often gets into a depressing mindset.  But going in and taking the class and going 

in, getting a much more well rounded view and a much more in-depth view of a lot of 

issues.  Like I said, we did a lot of different things, but we also went really into depth into 

some of the things—like, systems thinking—and some of the problems like waste 

management and climate change; we went really into depth into some of those things.  

And when you really educate yourself and you look at things, it gets . . . I would say it 

doesn’t get, like, less scary, but it does . . . sort of you have, “Okay, this is a problem.  

But now I know about it and I can now rationally look at ways at solving it.”  And so that 

experience that I had from going in and now coming out in Grade 12, I have much more 

of a respect for education and looking and learning about things before I try to tackle 

them. (Daniel) 
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This section explores aspects of what one participant called the “IGS approach to 

learning” which is broken down into two components: 1) Reciprocity, collaboration and creating 

the space for dialogue and reflection; and 2) Solutions-oriented approach.  The data reveal that 

the combination of these elements helped unite the cohort and played an important role in 

sparking perspective transformation. 

Reciprocity, collaboration, and creating space for dialogue and reflection. 

Every adult educator has the responsibility for fostering critical self-reflection and 

helping learners plan to take action. (Mezirow, 1990, p. 357) 

A common theme that resonated across nearly every narrative account was the notion that 

students felt that their voices mattered.  Participants consistently discussed how their input 

played a significant role, not only in shaping how the class was taught but also in determining the 

content that was explored.  Underpinning this sense of reciprocity and collaboration was the 

perception among participants that the IGS teachers created “space” that was conducive to 

discussion and reflection.  The following excerpt from Fernando, an international student from 

Mexico, illustrates these threads articulately:  

But, for me, that idea that you’re going to have teachers that allow and create that space.  

It’s not so much about many other things about the students, but it’s really about having 

teachers that respect the opinions of the students; that allow them to mould that class to a 

place where they feel like they belong; for students to be able to eat lunch there.  For, 

really, to create this idea that it’s not a place where you only write tests and where you 

only hear lectures, but it’s a place where you eat lunch; it’s a place where you work on 

projects; it’s a place where you can stay after school and use it to give tutoring like I did.  

And it’s not only an interdisciplinary class, but it’s a multi-purpose place; it’s a multi-

purpose environment and a multi-purpose space where learning takes place, but 

inspiration and creativity and other things that are not even within the realms of what Mr. 

Mitchell and Mr. Neufeld teach.  But they really create this environment where everyone 
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is welcome and where, really, it fosters a degree of diversity and openness to different 

ideas that is very uncommon in this—sorry, but—industrial, Judeo-Christian values that 

the education system has continued to use for 200 years.  And this really changes and 

challenges that idea that you need to sit in the lines; and, you know, like, you used to do 

in the factory to build things, and that’s why we sit that way.  And then, here, it isn’t; you 

can see it’s a very weird design of the classroom and it never is like the same way; no 

two classes are the same.  Even when I go and visit back—because I am there very 

often—and I see a class in IGS 11 that I took two years ago, I see that it’s completely 

different.  The issues have changed and the examples Mr. Mitchell gives evolve, and it’s 

not something that is set in stone, and it’s something evolves, depending on the kids that 

are in the classroom, depending on how the whole class behaves.  You go to most Math 

classes or most Science classes or many other fields, and you see that a class that I took 

two years and I take it now, it’s almost identical . . . and in many other fields.  It doesn’t 

mean that the teachers are bad, but the system is just set to repeat itself, to just keep doing 

the same thing.  And, in IGS, you will never have two classes that are the same.  And, 

because of how the students are, the class kind of evolves to where this class is. [Shakes 

head] I can tell you that no two classes in IGS will be ever the same because no two 

groups of people will ever be the same.  And that is something that Mr. Mitchell and Mr. 

Neufeld really believe in; and it’s something that . . . I think it can be replicated; I do 

think it’s something that we need to be cautious about, but it’s something that really takes 

a certain type of mix between two people that are—from outside—may seem . . . some 

people think they’re similar; some people think they’re different.  But I think they’re 

similar enough to be able to work together and form a strong friendship; and they’re 

different enough to be able to fill in each other’s gaps and create really this whole 

community, a learning space that can benefit everyone who enters it [nods]. 

Fernando’s narrative not only demonstrates that he viewed the IGS “space” an 

environment that was conducive to promoting dialogue and critical reflection, but also reveals 

that it became a hub that built and strengthened the “whole community.”  As explored in the 

literature review, Taylor, in his comprehensive review of the research on transformative learning 

theory (1998, 2008) outlined a series of conditions that appear to facilitate transformative 
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learning: these include the promotion of 1) a sense of safety, openness, and trust; 2) effective 

instructional methods that support a learner-centred approach; 3) student autonomy, 

participation, and collaboration; and 4) activities that encourage the exploration of alternative 

personal perspectives, problem-posing, and critical reflection.  Fernando’s narrative describes 

elements of all four conditions, from the sense of openness and trust “where everyone is 

welcome,” to a student-centred approach that allows learners “to mould that class to a place 

where they feel like they belong” which gives student autonomy and the space to explore 

perspectives that “foster a degree of diversity and openness to different ideas.” 

The importance of creating a space for student-driven discussion was also explored at 

length in Victor’s narrative, as evidenced by the following section: 

Like, that was a room that . . . there were a lot of conversations happening.  And, for me, 

personally, that’s all I want to do in life, is be able to talk to people and maybe even 

broadcast that to the world and say, “Hey,” like, “let’s have this conversation; let’s talk 

about this.”  Because that is, easily, the number one biggest impact that Global Studies 

had on me, was conversations and really questioning the status quo, and being able to talk 

to people about it.  The fact that we had a space to really discuss things was so unique . . . 

so important. 

The following excerpt from Jun narrative echoes Victor’s reflection: 

It was good because, like, in high school, it’s just one-way learning, like, teachers kind of 

just giving out information.  But in IGS class, we kind of asked . . . daily about, “So what 

do you think about society’s . . . going on?”  Like, “Do you think . . . is it all right?”  

And, you know, it really helped me, that kind of experience, like, 50–60 students 

gathering together and asking questions to each other and discussing about one topic, and 

asking questions about society, which I don’t think I have that much experience back in 

Korea or even in, like, college here—which was awesome.  And, yeah, so that kind of . . . 

always, every day, when I came to school, like, kind of examining my heart; “What are 
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you going to learn today?  What are you going to do tomorrow?  And where are we going 

to go into a new place?” 

In addition to creating a space that was conducive to discussions and reflections to take 

place, participants described the autonomy that accompanied the student-centred approach came 

with a sense of responsibility.  Four participants highlighted the idea that they felt compelled to 

live up to this responsibility, which is revealed in the following passage from Annie’s narrative 

in the context of her discussing her ambitions to get into teaching: 

And I’ve told people I always wanted to be an elementary school teacher.  And then, 

when I took IGS, I realized that, if I’m going to be a teacher, I need to teach something 

that’s like this, because I’m never going to be as passionate about something as I am 

about this class and the stuff that it teaches, so it would be unfair to myself and everyone 

around me if I was doing anything but that.  So, if I do end up being a teacher, I’m going 

to have to teach something like IGS—or, I mean, if I could teach IGS at Claremont, that 

would be amazing.  But I realize I had never felt passion like that towards anything in my 

life except for swimming.  And I had been swimming competitively—this is my 15th 

season this year—so it’s been something that I’ve done for forever, and I’ve always been 

very passionate about it—obviously, it gets me up at 5:00 a.m.  But this was like, the only 

other thing in my life that I felt this passionate and this kind of driven about.  And to kind 

of realize that was a little bit scary; because when I started swimming, I didn’t just wake 

up one day and feel passionate about it; it was very gradual.  I mean I remember the day, 

and I was sitting in the IGS class, and I was in Grade 11, and there was—like, the Mutual 

of Omaha commercials, they always talk about your “ah-ha” moment—and I had a 

Mutual-of-Omaha ah-ha moment in my IGS 11 class, and I realized that, “I want to do 

this with my life, for my life.  And this is something that I feel that I need to be doing; 

and it’s the only way that I’ve ever going to feel completely happy and fulfilled is if my 

career takes me in a direction where I can use the things that I’ve learned in this class and 

where I can feel like I’m really making a difference.”  And I think that, if there’s one 

message that I got out of my entire IGS experience, it was that, “I have the ability to 

change stuff, I have the ability to make a difference, and I can do something,” and, 
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obviously, you need help from other people to do that.  But no adult had ever told me or 

another group of young people that we were capable of whatever we wanted.  I’m sure 

that, when I was little, my parents told me that, if I wanted to be an astronaut, I could be 

astronaut, but they kind of lose that kind of stuff as you get older.  And I was 16 years 

old, and there were adults in my life telling me and my peers that we could literally do 

anything, and there were not challenges that were too great or too complicated for us.  

And that response . . . like, that realization and that responsibility kind of made me think 

a little bit more deeply and a little more seriously about different things going on around 

me.  And I realized that my career path needs to take me in a direction where I can do 

something with the gift that I was given; but I also do feel a little bit responsible to do 

something with it.  I was talking to myself in the car the other day—because that’s what I 

do—and I was saying that, if I didn’t do something with the amazing things that I got out 

of this class, and if it all went for nothing and there was no point, then that would be kind 

of the biggest waste of my entire life so far.  And so I would love to do something—and I 

know that I will end up doing something—where I can use the gift and kind of pay back 

the opportunities that I was given; to pay it forward and that’s something that’s really 

important to me. 

The notion of giving students important roles and greater levels of autonomy was also 

mentioned by Sammy:  

So I just . . . like, I think I already touched on this, but I just liked the level of 

responsibility the teachers gave us.  Like, for example, another . . . she was in IGS the 

previous year, but she hadn’t been in it for the next year, but they let her basically draw 

or paint an entire mural on the back wall that really encompassed IGS views about nature 

and whatever.  So the fact that they would give that sort of responsibility to a student who 

they might not necessarily have even seen that much of her work before that, that they 

trusted her enough to basically give her that opportunity to express herself and really kind 

of her way of giving back to IGS, I think is just . . . I think it’s beautiful. 

The excerpts above suggest that the IGS “space” aligns with the type of learning 

environment that Mezirow (1997) believed was necessary to foster transformative learning, in 
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that those participating had full information, were free from coercion, were given equal 

opportunities to assume various roles, had chances to reflect critically upon assumptions and be 

heard, and were provided with the time and space to search for common ground.  The narrative 

accounts also reveal that IGS classes gave the participants opportunities to explore alternative 

ideas and to test their validity through ongoing reflective dialogue with their classmates, an 

aspect that Mezirow (1991) deemed necessary for perspective transformation to occur.  Lastly, 

the passages from the narratives of Daniel, Fernando, Victor, Sammy and Annie also suggest that 

by consistently fostering relational qualities such as respectfulness and empathy into daily 

interactions with students, IGS teachers came to be regarded more, as Cranton (1996) 

recommended, as co-learners or facilitators than traditional figures of authority.   

In addition to aligning with the recommendations put forth by Taylor (1998, 2007) and 

Cranton (2006) the data derived from the narratives fit with aspects of self-determination theory 

(SDT), outlined in the literature review.  The excerpts above and the following passage from 

Sammy’s narrative suggest that the teachers in the IGS program created autonomy-supportive 

environments that helped nurture students’ psychological needs and personal interests. 

I would also say that the teachers—quite honestly—you can keep a lifelong connection 

with them, which was really nice because they weren’t there just for the sake of a job.  

They truly can help you later on in life, and they wanted to kind of develop you as a 

person, not necessarily just, “Memorize these facts.”  I’d also say it gave you . . . they 

treated you with a level of respect and responsibility where they expected . . . certain 

expectations; and, with that, they gave you the opportunity to do some super-interesting 

things, things you were passionate about, that you wouldn’t necessarily get in other 

programs.  
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Solutions-oriented approach. 

In addition to structuring the learning environment in ways that appear to have nurtured, 

involved and expanded upon the inner motivations of participants, the narratives also suggest 

that the way content was approached was instrumental in creating opportunities for potential 

transformation.  As described in Chapter 1, much of the material that students explore within the 

IGS program, especially at the senior levels, is viewed through the lens of sustainability, with a 

specific focus on how individuals, communities, businesses, and institutions can succeed within 

limits imposed by nature.  The practice of complementing mandated BC curriculum topics such 

as energy, conservation, consumption and resource extraction with examples and best practices 

at local, regional and global levels was something that resonated across a number the narrative 

accounts.  The following excerpt from Jun’s account illustrates the significance of highlighting 

existing solutions: 

Learning about the things that were happening, making things better, was so important.  I 

was fascinated by Tesla and SpaceX.  So I got into more about it, and then . . . yeah, 

actually, I wanted to become part of aerodynamic engineering.  Seeing the examples of 

what could be done, instead of just thinking about more and more problems was different.  

Yeah, so that’s kind of the main reason I got into Mechanical Engineering. 

Annie, in the context of interactions with educators in her life after leaving IGS said: 

And so that was kind of . . . it was a reality check, but it was also . . . it made you very 

grateful for what you had.  And I feel like, even though there’s people in your life after 

IGS that will tell you, “Maybe you can . . .” or they won’t believe in you in the same 

way, you kind of hoarded all of that belief—at least I did—in IGS.  Like, I bottled it all 

up, and now it’s going to last me for a while because outside of that class I discovered 

that most of the messages around sustainability and the environment are negative and 

depressing.  Thinking about what the future could look like, and tracking backwards 

made things seem doable.  Focusing on solutions was . . . empowering and while the 

people that you’ll run into in life aren’t always going to the have the same kind of belief 
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in young people and same passion in teaching them and the same kind of like gusto about 

everything, that’s ok because I have had glimpse of how things can be.  And I’ve never 

met teachers or professionals more passionate about anything; and that, in itself, was 

super-inspiring.  To me, motivating people is all about showing what is possible. 

Maya echoed these sentiments: 

I think IGS 11—over IGS 12, probably—was, like, a bigger milestone for me, just 

because there was a lot of firsts and a lot of . . . yeah, just realizations and like, “Wow, 

this is actually real,” [laughs] and, “This can happen” and, “These problems actually can 

be addressed.”  And I think it changed the way that I looked at my other classes, too, and 

the way that I approached learning.  This was a big deal for me. 

Affirming the opinions of Jun, Annie, and Maya, Fernando described the IGS solutions-

based approach in the following way: 

Focusing on solutions, that really teaches you how to create progress, how to move 

forward. While we don’t shy away from the issues—we study the facts in detail.  It’s just 

that we . . . try to look at things in a proactive way.  It’s not a class so much about having 

one set learning goal . . . in the sense that it’s something more of a . . . it’s not that you’re 

trying to put knowledge in our heads, but you’re trying to teach us how to move forward.  

And the learning happens more in the way we think about the world and we see it; rather 

than putting knowledge in us, you teach us how to use our lens and our vision and the 

knowledge we already have to better purpose. 

Pull Factor #4: Guest Teachers 

In addition to relevant content, field studies, opportunities for educational travel, and a 

student-centred approach to learning, the student narratives revealed that supplementing regular 

instruction with “guest teachers” was an important aspect of the IGS model.  In order to 

complement and add credibility to our content, the IGS teaching team decided from the outset to 

make guest speakers a consistent part of our model.  We felt that hearing from a variety of voices 

would not only provide students with different points of view but would also help bridge the 
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divide between theory and practical application.  We also recognized that voices from the field 

would likely carry as much or more credibility than those of the teachers, an idea that is 

supported by literature that explores the values of including guest speakers in classrooms (van 

Hoek, Godsell, & Harrison, 2011) 

The IGS teachers agreed that it was imperative for us to provide guest speakers 

representing a diversity of political and cultural perspectives.  To date, we have put our learners 

in front of over fifty prominent speakers including politicians, from the Prime Minister of 

Canada (prior to Justin Trudeau taking on this position) to the Saanich mayor, to academics 

including human rights experts and systems thinking scholars, acclaimed journalists, business 

executives, and indigenous leaders.  On occasion, we convened panels where guest speakers 

shared their competing views.  The following excerpts demonstrate that the consistent inclusion 

of guest speakers as part of the IGS offering resonated with learners and played a role in the 

process of perspective transformation: 

Before IGS I guess I wasn’t really aware of politics.  I wasn’t interested at all.  I thought 

it was something out of my control, but yeah, once I got to meet politicians face to face I 

became much more interested.  Having people like Elizabeth [May MP, leader of Green 

Party of Canada] and Lana [Popham, Member of BC Legislative Assembly] come and 

talk to us in a real, authentic way changed my perspective.  Even getting to have 

conversations with our mayor and some council members was eye-opening.  I was finally 

able to have those conversations with my parents and their friends.  I could actually join 

in at dinners.  I realized how it impacts me and how I can have an impact too.  I didn’t 

feel so powerless. (Melanie)   

And we also had all these guest teachers coming in.  I can say that Mr. [Moussa] 

Magassa was one of my favourite guest speakers that we ever had.  And I still, like, think 

about him sometimes.  Yeah, and it was just, like, really nice to know that we had all of 

these different perspectives.  And then, if something did get boring—as things do in 
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school—we could have a new perspective come in, and make it totally different and 

totally new and interesting again. (Maya) 

What was cool was it was we had a constant stream of teachers.  Some you agreed 

with, some you didn’t.  Some who were really interesting, some who . . . weren’t.  But we 

really got lots of views and perspectives.  While I would say that there was still a left-

leaning stance overall, we definitely got to hear lots of opinions which made you think.  

Sometimes I was amazed that these important people would give their time and come talk 

to a bunch of high school students. (Victor)   

Pull Factor #5: Self-Selection 

Based on the narrative accounts, it was apparent that the self-selected nature of the 

program led to the perception among participants that they were members of what Fernando 

called “a separate, special society” within the walls of Claremont.  While aspects such as the 

cohort model, course pairings, field studies and student-centred approach helped facilitate the 

bonds between learners and their teachers, participant narratives revealed that the unique sense of 

community that existed in IGS was due in large part because the learners had chosen to be there, 

and thus their connections were undergirded by a sense of shared values.  So while the 

arrangement of the double-block schedule afforded time and space for learners to connect and 

gain a sense of familiarity and comfort over time, it was the notions of value, congruence and 

social compatibility, which were repeatedly echoed across the narratives, which appear to have 

contributed to a deeper sense of cohesion.  The significance of the self-selected nature of the 

program is evident in the following excerpt from Victor’s narrative: 

Like I said, it was like this weird little, actually, pretty big, family.  We had all sorts of 

different people in there from keeners to athletes, and like . . . everyone.  But what we 

had in common was we all wanted . . . chose to be there.  I mean I guess you choose all 

your electives, but this was sort of different because these were required classes.  We 
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chose to jump into the deep end with others who were willing to spend half a day, 

everyday, together.   

These sentiments were echoed by Jemma: 

The whole vibe in the IGS class was different, I guess you could call it more laid back.  

You just knew that it was a place that you could be yourself I guess, since all the people 

there had made the decision to be there.  I mean we all had to take Socials and Science, 

but the people in that room had chosen to take it that way, knowing that we would look at 

things through a different sort of . . . perspective. 

Admission process. 

While participants repeatedly referenced the self-selected nature of the IGS program as 

something that promoted social cohesion, the sense of solidarity appeared particularly relevant 

among those who took part in the program after June 2014 when the number of students applying 

for the Grade 11 offering outnumbered the spaces available.  From this point forward, all 

prospective students who wanted to take part in the IGS program were required to go through an 

application process.  Prospective students were asked to write a 400-word profile that outlined 

their interests, passions, background, skills, and reasons for wanting to take part in the IGS 

program, designed loosely on the undergraduate admissions process at the University of British 

Columbia.  We also asked for two references.  The profiles were assessed against three criteria:  

1. Engagement and Accomplishment—i.e., how does the prospective student pursue their 

interests and manage their responsibilities?  What do they consider significant 

contributions or accomplishments? 

2. Leadership—i.e., what responsibilities/activities has the prospective student undertaken 

that have benefitted those around him/her or their community in a meaningful way? 

3. Substance—i.e., is the content of the prospective student’s personal profile presented in a 

meaningful way with relevant ideas? 
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The following excerpt from Maya’s narrative, a student in the first Grade 11 cohort to go 

through the admission process, highlights how the desire to be in the class and being 

“handpicked” from a pool of candidates helped shape the learning environment and sense of 

cohesion that existed: 

And everyone in IGS really wanted to be there, which was something that was really new 

to me.  Having, like, a class full of just . . . like, solely people who had been handpicked 

really wanted to be there, who had proved they wanted to be there, and really wanted to 

learn, and were really interested in what the subject was, and always had their stuff in on 

time; and I’d never been in a class that was just people that, you know, wanted to learn 

[laughs].  There’s always that one person who’s, you know, goofing off in the back or 

whatever.  And that was huge for me.  It was just really, really cool; and it made you 

want to, like, learn more, I guess [laughs]. 

Maya’s sentiments regarding the exclusive nature of the IGS program were echoed by 

Jemma who said: 

Being in a class with people who were all interested in studying the same stuff and had 

proven they wanted to take part, made the course special.  There was a level of comfort 

that took over that I didn’t really experience in my other classes. 

International students. 

The only learners who were exempt from the IGS application process were international 

students.  Claremont, like many other secondary schools in British Columbia, has a sizeable 

international student population, which accounts for approximately 10% of enrolling students in 

any given year.  The vast majority of learners at Claremont come from China, Japan, Mexico, 

Germany, Brazil, Spain, and Italy.  In December 2017, there were 115 international students 

taking courses at Claremont.  From the outset of IGS, the teachers creating and delivering the 

curriculum were keen to bring some of these students into our program.  Recent studies (Luo, 

2016; Luo & Jamieson-Drake, 2013) have shown that providing opportunities for international 
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students to interact with domestic learners often enhances the intellectual and cultural 

environment within the classroom and provides chances for students to challenge their existing 

belief and value systems.   

In addition to teaching in IGS, I am also one of the three international advisors at 

Claremont.  Part of this job requires reading through international student profiles and building 

timetables for these learners before they arrive based on their interests, credit requirements, and 

duration of stay.  When I came across student profiles that expressed an interest in environmental 

education, sustainability, or hands-on learning, I often contacted agents/parents and suggested 

the possibility of enrolling in IGS.  As a result, from 2012 to present we have reserved seven 

spots in both IGS 11 and 12 for international students.  The inclusion of international students 

was an aspect of the IGS experience that clearly resonated with many participants, both domestic 

and international.  What follows are excerpts from Maya, a Canadian student, and Fernando, an 

international student from Mexico:  

The international students added a huge element to the mix.  I mean I remember the 

German exchange students were able to give . . . like, when we were learning Social 

Studies, they were able to give their own personal experiences and reflections on the stuff 

that we were learning.  And it was obviously so, so different from anybody else in the 

class.  It was sort of a, I think, a privilege for us to have them in the class and be able to 

do all the stuff we did together. (Maya)   

Having such a wealth of perspectives was such a key part of that class.  In my 

Grade 11 year we had students from Germany, China, Japan . . . and of course Mexico, 

all together in a space where we were encouraged to really give our opinions.  In my 

experience, that just doesn’t exist outside of IGS.  I now have so many Canadian friends, 

but also friends from all over. (Fernando)   
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Conclusion 

Building on the push factors explored in Chapter 4 that served to shape the IGS 

community from the outside, this chapter highlighted five internal factors referenced by 

participants—relevant curriculum, field studies/educational travel, a student-centred and 

solutions-oriented approach to learning, guest teachers, and the self-selection process—that 

appeared to pull learners together and help build a strong sense of social cohesion.  The data 

suggest that aspects of the IGS model such as aligning curriculum with current events, 

incorporating a variety of educational field studies and travel opportunities, creating and 

maintaining a solutions-oriented space for collaboration, welcoming guest speakers on a 

consistent basis, implementing a challenging application process, and admitting international 

students into the program all played a role in connecting participants and fostering a strong sense 

of community.  Put another way, the cohort-based model and the course pairings served to frame 

or create the space for the types of collaborative, student-led, hands-on learning experiences to 

unfold.  When combined, the interplay between the push and pull factors seemed to have 

empowered participants and given them the confidence to take their learning outside the confines 

of Claremont Secondary and apply it in a variety of real-world settings.  The final chapter 

explores how these end products—specifically the Capstone projects, trip documentaries, work 

at Haliburton Farm, and TED-style talks—helped cement the process of perspective 

transformation for many of the study’s participants. 
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Chapter 6: The Outputs of “Community”: The Confidence to Create 

 

From Push and Pull to Product 

This section examines the ways in which the empowering effects of the IGS community, 

created by the interaction of external push and internal pull factors, helped participants develop 

the confidence to apply their learning in ways that positively impacted their school and the 

greater community.  What follows is an examination of the outcomes or “products” that emerged 

as described by the participants, and how they appear to align with latter parts of Mezirow’s 10 

phases of transformative learning.   

Sammy’s Story 

My name’s Sammy; I’m a student at the University of Victoria, going into the Business 

Program.  And I went to . . . or I’d been in IGS for two years in Grade 11 and 12, and that 

was the best experience that I had in high school. 

Some of the highlights, for me, of IGS was definitely the Rails to Relevance trip.  

I’ve never laughed so hard and had so much fun, as well as been really exposed to so 

many things.  Like, for example, we got to go into the House of Commons with Elizabeth 

May3, and we got to really ask questions that we weren’t necessarily . . . didn’t have to 

necessarily be structured in a certain way.  Like, on the train we could ask Elizabeth or 

Lana Popham4 whatever we wanted, and they would be honest with us, as opposed to 

give a diplomatic answer.  And they spoke honestly and openly about every single policy, 

and they would even discuss their own political views in comparison to their party views, 

and how they navigated basically that channel about, “When you are required to stand 

with your party versus when you’re not, and how you navigate basically, expressing your 

opinion towards your party on that.”  We continually had conversations, not just with 

Lana and Elizabeth, but throughout the course with our teachers and all our awesome 

                                                 
3 Member of Parliament and Leader of the Green Party of Canada at the time. 
4 Member of the BC Legislative Assembly at the time. 
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guest presenters about real world things.  These discussions and presentations made me 

question my stance on issues and even my values.  It was like putting a mirror up to 

yourself.  IGS kind of helped me clarify where I stand on some things and completely 

changed my mind on others.  I don’t think many classes can do that. 

I would also say that the teachers—quite honestly—you can keep a lifelong 

connection with them, which was really nice because they weren’t there just for the sake 

of a job.  They truly can help you later on in life, and they wanted to kind of develop you 

as a person, not necessarily just, “Memorize these facts.”  I’d also say it gave you . . . 

they treated you with a level of respect and responsibility where they expected . . . certain 

expectations; and, with that, they gave you the opportunity to do some super-interesting 

things that you wouldn’t necessarily get in other programs.   

I would also say the fact that I was very involved in the Garden Project for my 

Capstone Project . . . so the fact that we talked a lot about—and it’s huge—where our 

food source comes from, and how that impacts the environment between, like, 

agricultural, and all of that.  The fact that we had the ability to, not only say, like, “Oh, 

you can grow your food locally,” but the fact that there was actually a learning space that 

showed you how to do that.  And it wasn’t quite ready when I was [laughs] in it, but I 

thought it was a really fantastic concept.  And just the fact that you could actually 

implement that, and you had someone to . . . like, for example, we had Doug Mutch at the 

time; so he would guide us to say, “This is what you need to do for each part.”  So, 

although someone was holding your hand through it, you also got to actually experience 

it, instead of a lot of unpractical knowledge, I would say, sometimes school gives you. 

So, when I was in Grade 11, there was originally an introduced idea about 

repurposing a courtyard that was on campus.  The Garden Project was to revitalize that 

area; and, in the essence, “You keep the same memory and beauty of the garden alive, 

while also putting it into a little bit more practical use.”  So our Capstone was to 

revitalize the space around some key some IGS concepts such as permaculture and local 

food production.  That’s using basically the least amount of space to get the most amount 

of out of it, and all of which is huge for today’s food production, considering we have a 

lack of space with a growing population and more mouths to feed. 
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So it encompassed so many aspects of IGS that it was very important.  

Unfortunately, I was kind of the spearhead around that with a group of about 10 boys 

[laughs] that didn’t necessarily do much work in helping that.  But, in getting approval 

for this transition, it was one of the hardest periods I’ve kind of dealt with.  But it also did 

teach me a lot for trying to persevere and, “If you want something, it might not be easy, 

and you do need to work for it.”  

So I did a presentation that basically explained how we were going to switch the 

garden and we had to get a lot of approval from the School Board and from Student 

Council and the principals and all of that.  And so we had an open invitation to all the 

teachers to come and actually hear what we had because there was a lot of them that were 

hesitant.  And in that experience, before I could even truly explain what the vision of it 

was, I was bombarded with quite a few questions [smiles] about . . . opinions about why 

it should not be done.  It got pretty intense.  So it gave me a good foundation on the 

future of what fighting to get sustainable design and everything will be; and that’s 

something I personally want to pursue in the future.  And the fact that I got that 

experience when I was so young was valuable because it gave a backbone in dealing with 

negative feedback and trying to change opinions that are fairly engrained in certain 

people [smiles]. 

So I learned a lot from that experience and it hugely impacted me. 

Capstone projects. 

As described in Chapter 1, student capstone projects (known as “Do Good” projects in 

the junior grades) are multifaceted assignments that serve as the culminating academic 

experience for IGS learners in Grades 10–12.  Students are asked to select a social/ecological 

challenge that interests them, conduct research on the topic, plan and implement a solution, and 

showcase their final outcome.  All capstone projects are underpinned by a problem or 

overarching question.   

From the beginning of the IGS program, teachers allocated a minimum of one 80-minute 

block per week to capstone projects.  The data reveal that the capstone projects, more than any 
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other “product” or outcome, resonated with participants as a process that helped them actively 

engage their hearts and minds in authentic and meaningful ways.  These findings have strong 

resonance with the research of Sipos, Battisti, and Grimm (2008) (referenced in Chapter 1) who 

created a Transformative Sustainability Framework (TSL) around the interactions of head 

(integrating cross-curricular subjects), hands (practical skill development) and heart (the 

translation of passion and values into behaviour).  Sipos et al. (2008) posited that balancing 

curriculum between the processes of engaging cognitive, psychomotor, and affective learning 

domains can help facilitate transformative learning experiences.  

The following excerpts illustrate the significance of three unique capstone projects: 

Teachers always pretended that the stuff we were learning was useful in the real world.  

But often, that was just a gimmick to get us to buy-in.  The Capstone project was totally 

unique.  I really remember our Grade 12 Capstone.  It was the Wishing Well project.  It 

was hard to get started as we had some issues.  Our goal was to help fundraise money to 

build a well in Uganda.  We were building on a project done the year before where three 

students managed to fundraise, deliver, and get solar panels installed in a small village in 

Uganda where Neuf [Mr. Neufeld] had connections.  We didn’t end up meeting our 

money target, but it was a great experience.  Our team learned so much and I remember it 

way better than any other projects I took part in.  We got to be like, project managers and 

really use some of the stuff we were learning about.  I learned to be more realistic with 

my expectations.  And . . . also to be more proactive.  Presenting in front of a panel made 

it seem so much more real.  That was intense. (Melanie)   

So it [the capstone project] gave me a good foundation on the future of what fighting to 

get sustainable design and everything will be; and that’s something I personally want to 

pursue in the future.  And the fact that I got that experience when I was so young was 

valuable because it gave a backbone in dealing with negative feedback and trying to 

change opinions that are fairly engrained in certain people [smiles].  So I learned a lot 

from that experience and it hugely impacted me. (Sammy) 
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Tackling the invasive species at Doris Page Park as our Capstone project was a 

challenging and in the end rewarding experience.  While Taylor and Jazminne and I spent 

a ton of time researching and working on our own in the park, it was so amazing when 

we took the entire class down there for our final presentation and put them to work.  It 

was impressive how much progress could be made by 50 kids in a couple of hours. 

(Daniel)   

In her often-cited paper exploring the roots of reflective thinking in the work of John 

Dewey, Rodgers (2002) defined an educative experience as one that  

broadens the field of experience and knowledge, brings awareness to bear, and leads in a 

constructive direction toward “intelligent action.”  It is characterized by forward 

movement rather than stagnation . . . and is shaped by data garnered from experience at 

one end and one’s goal or purpose (one that serves society) at the other. (p. 847) 

In addition to registering as a significant and positive aspect of their IGS experience, the 

reflections of the participants suggest that their capstone projects met the criteria, as outlined by 

Rodgers above, of an educative experience.  However, according to Dewey, experiences alone, 

even ones that are regarded as educative, are not enough.  The measure of the value of an 

experience, according to Dewey, depends on the meaning that a learner takes away and then 

constructs from the experience.  From Dewey’s How We Think, Democracy and Education, and 

Education and Experience, Rodgers (2002) established that Dewey’s interpretation of reflection 

encompassed an iterative, forward-moving spiral that moves from observation and description of 

an experience to analysis (that includes generation of explanations and theories) and 

experimentation or testing.  The experimentation phase, which involves interactions between the 

self, others, and the environment, creates the foundation for the next experience to emerge, a 

phenomenon that Dewey termed “continuity” and that was explored in the context of narrative 

inquiry in Chapter 3.  The participant’s narratives, in describing their capstone projects and 
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culminating presentations, often detailed aspects of their reflective processes that appeared to 

align with the “spiral” stages articulated by Rodgers in reference to Dewey’s work.  According to 

some participants, the “experience” that planted the initial seed for capstone project ideas could 

be traced back to a particular field study or guest speaker.  For example, a visit to Level Ground 

Trading Company prompted one participant to research and design a capstone project with the 

objective of starting a café in the back of the IGS classroom, where fair trade products would be 

sold and the profits used to help fund class trips.  So, whereas the initial experience that helped 

trigger the capstone projects was often facilitated directly by IGS teachers or guest presenters, 

the analysis and experimentation stages of the reflective process were connected to the planning, 

research and implementation of the actual capstone projects themselves.  For the participants 

involved, these projects ranged from redesigning the classroom courtyard using permaculture 

principles to organizing a school-wide bike relay race to bring awareness to climate change.   

The data also revealed that the capstone process was enhanced as a result of working in a 

group setting with other classmates.  While only mentioned by one participant explicitly, it 

appears as if the sense of community created by the push and pull factors referenced in the past 

two chapters helped create a comfortable starting point for capstone group work to occur.  

Jazminne referenced that her capstone group members already felt “like a tight-knit team” even 

before the capstone project began and, as a result, they felt comfortable “to be more creative and 

take risks with the project and the presentation.”  According to Dewey, the phenomenon of 

continuity can occur in solitude, but he posited that the process of sharing thoughts and ideas 

with others would likely result in a broader level of understanding compared to going through 

the process in isolation.  When referencing their capstone projects, participants routinely 

described the process as a group endeavour, with two narratives highlighting the importance of 
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having a private forum, or as Annie called it “a sounding board” of classmates to test their ideas 

and theories before presenting them to a public audience.  The accounts also highlighted that the 

presentation aspect of the capstone projects had a lasting impact and was something they took 

very seriously.  As previously mentioned, the students were tasked with presenting their projects 

in front of their 50 classmates and a panel composed of other teachers, administrators, and 

outside community members.  While the formats for the presentations were open-ended, learners 

were required to outline why they decided to research their topic, what they hoped to achieve and 

what they actually accomplished.  The following excerpt from Victor reveals how seriously his 

group took the final presentation: 

I mean . . . presentations are always a little stressful.  But knowing that we would be 

having all these people in and some pretty “big wigs” was a big deal.  It made us take it 

seriously.  But it was also kind of exciting to present what we had done.  We were proud 

of our project and it was great to have the stage and really share what we had learned.  It 

turned out really well. 

Rodgers, referencing Dewey’s comprehensive work on reflection, wrote that:  

Dewey knew that merely to think without having to express what one thought is an 

incomplete act.  He recognized that having to express oneself to others, so that others 

truly understand one’s ideas, reveals both the strengths and the holes in one’s thinking. 

(2002, p. 856) 

This notion of having to first formulate ideas in order to communicate or express them 

effectively was something that Annie referenced:  

The capstones gave us a lot of freedom and independence.  But it was also a little scary, 

because we were the ones running the show and if it all fell apart, there was no one to 

blame but ourselves.  In the presentation, we were like the teachers and it was our job to 

get the message across to the class of why we did what we did and also what we learned 

along the way. 
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Interestingly, three participants described how their Grade 12 capstone projects evolved, 

even after graduation, and led to new opportunities and experiences, or continuity, at the post-

secondary level.  Gabe referenced how his capstone project evolved after he graduated in 2015, 

subsequently impacting his travels and the courses he took at university: 

After I’d graduated, it was funny because I didn’t see myself going in the sustainability 

direction really.  I was really interested in it in high school.  But then, like, as soon as I 

graduated, I went to India, ended up working on a documentary about composting; and 

then I worked in a school and was teaching kids about composting.  And it felt like IGS 

was just coming right back into my life [laughs].  And then, after that, I went to the 

Maldives and they were doing this whole thing about coral reef restoration and, you 

know, it was like IGS and Sustainability class was following me.  Finally, I gave in and 

said, “All right, this is really interesting.”  And that kind of shaped, like, my whole 

university; because I went into Child and Youth Care for a year at UVic and focused on 

eco-therapy.  This focus came as a result of our talking about the whole mental health 

aspect of getting outside in IGS.   

In addition to aligning with the reflective stages described by Dewey, it appears as if the 

process of completing capstone projects described by participants also corresponds with the latter 

phases of Mezirow’s transformative learning framework.  While this study examined student 

stories to determine whether the IGS experience as a whole appeared to facilitate perspective 

transformation, it appears as if the capstone projects on their own triggered aspects of 

transformative learning among some participants.  When viewed through the lens of Mezirow’s 

ten stages, the data suggest that the initial “experience”— whether it was a field study to Level 

Ground or a guest speaker from Haliburton Farm— often served as a disorienting dilemma 

(phase 1) which led participants down a road of self-examination (phase 2) where they felt 

compelled to assess assumptions (phase 3).  The capstone projects, in turn, gave learners 

opportunities to explore new roles (phase 5), plan courses of action (phase 6), and research topics 
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in-depth to acquire the knowledge and skills for implementing their plans (phase 7).  The action-

based nature of the projects pushed students to take risks and try new roles (phase 8), and the 

culminating presentations in front of peers and panel members provided chances for participants 

to build their competence and showcase their self-confidence (phase 9).  

As mentioned in Chapter 2, underpinning Mezirow’s 10 phases of transformative 

learning was the notion of critical reflection.  In addition to the internal reflections and group 

discussions that prompted learners to gauge their understanding throughout the capstone projects 

(discussed briefly above in connection to Dewey’s interpretation of the reflective process), IGS 

students were also expected to submit bi-monthly check-ins in the form of journal entries.  

Below is a list of some of the journal prompts that learners were required to submit throughout 

the capstone project process.  These prompts were purposely selected because of their 

appearance in transformative learning literature pertaining to incorporating critical reflection into 

the classroom (Mezirow, 1994): 

How did you learn about this issue? 

Describe how this issue makes you feel? 

How do you interpret what is happening?  How would you prefer this to be different? 

What is your intention with this project? 

What obstacles do you see preventing this action from happening? 

What will you need to know/accomplish/overcome for this to occur (more often)? 

How will you gauge success?   

What did you learn throughout this process?   

Annie referenced her capstone journals in her narrative and specifically discussed how 

the written reflections helped her to clarify her thinking and deepen her understanding.   
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The fact that we had structured written reflections or “Chronicles” due every two weeks 

kept us accountable and also made me really think about what we were doing and why 

we were doing it.  These journals also helped us put together our presentation, which, if I 

remember, was supposed to share what we had learned and how our thinking and project 

evolved. (Annie) 

To summarize, it appears as if the process of designing, researching, implementing, and 

presenting the capstone projects was a vital aspect of the overall IGS experience for a number of 

participants.  Data reveals that the capstone projects gave participants a sense of autonomy over 

their education and created a space where their passions could drive their learning.  Participants 

reiterated how they were proud of their projects and how the process of working together in 

small teams to tackle tangible, real-world issues continued to resonate years later.  The narratives 

also suggest that the process of seeing their projects through from start to finish gave participants 

ample opportunities to reflect on what they had learned.  For most of the participants, it appears 

as if their capstone projects met Dewey’s criteria for an educative experience.   

The stories that emerged from the narratives also suggest that the depth of reflection that 

occurred during the capstone process aligned with the three categories of reflection—content 

(What is happening here?  What is the problem?), process (How did this come to be?) and 

premise (Why is this important to me?)—developed by Mezirow (1978) and refined over the 

years as the dialogue, literature and research regarding perspective transformation evolved 

(Cranton, 2016b; Mezirow, 2000; Mezirow & Taylor, 2011).  For a number of participants, the 

data indicate that the capstone process challenged them to question their beliefs, values, and 

assumptions and explore new perspectives.  The collaborative nature of the project allowed the 

participants both to examine and explore their issue of concern internally and also to hear 

opinions from a diversity of individuals.  Lastly, most participants described the process as one 
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that gave them the confidence to test out ideas and communicate their findings in a sophisticated 

manner.   

While the capstone projects received the most attention in participant narratives, there 

were references to other outcomes or “products” which left an impression.  Among these were 

the student work projects at Haliburton Farm and wetland, Rails to Relevance/Resilience 

documentaries, and TED-style student presentations.  Like the capstone projects, these 

assignments were largely student-driven and usually took place over an extended period.  In 

addition, each of these projects included a presentation component.  The following excerpts 

reveal how these projects appear to have given participants a sense of autonomy and provided 

opportunities for ongoing reflection at an individual, group, and community level.   

I think I sort of learnt that the hands-on approach to learning is what works for me 

through IGS, with exposure to things like Haliburton Farm and the field studies and all 

the trips.  And when you’re doing things and learning things, hands-on in the moment . . . 

like, right there, like in Haida Gwaii, you remember things a lot better.  It’s the hands-on 

thing and you are in charge; and I can’t just sit down at a desk and study.  Like, my 

brother, he studies for hours and he just sits there and he writes and he studies, and I 

really can’t do that.  So, I have to go out and I have to talk to people and figure things 

out.  And one of the things, actually, in our IGS videos—we were told to interview 

people.  And, before, I was really frightened [laughs] to go and talk to people.  But when 

you do go up . . . and you kind of learn that people are . . . most people are really open to 

answering questions.  Learning to put myself out there with the different projects was big 

for me.  So that really helps, especially when I’m writing papers now, is to talk to people 

and, you know, get new ideas from everyone. (Maya) 

IGS projects were just more real.  We had to actually put our minds to work, make a plan, 

and execute it.  And it was really. . . messy.  We couldn’t just remember some facts or 

copy and paste.  And, I guess, at the end it was on us.  We were given the freedom to 

choose what we wanted to do, but this also meant that if we didn’t step it up there wasn’t 
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going to be anyone but ourselves to blame.  I really think that more teaching should be 

this way. (Victor) 

Ultimately, the data reveal that the interaction of push and pull factors created a close-

knit community that appeared to foster risk-taking and creativity and enabled participants to 

design, implement and present a number of meaningful projects, or products, during their time in 

IGS.  Examining the narratives through the lens of Mezirow’s 10-phase framework reveals that 

the IGS program helped trigger varying degrees of perspective transformation among seven of 

the 12 participants.  As discussed in Chapter 4, the literature examining how social environments 

can initiate, support, or deter transformative learning experiences is limited (Logan, 2013; Taylor 

& Snyder, 2012).  While the findings of this study pertain to the stories of 12 high school 

students who shared their experiences of being in a niche program that exists in only one school, 

they do, nonetheless, contribute to the emerging literature regarding the social nature of 

transformative learning.  By offering insights into how social dynamics in the classroom may 

influence perspective transformation—specifically how social acceptance and acknowledgement 

by peers and teachers may influence the transformative process—this study addresses an 

important gap noted in the literature (Taylor & Snyder, 2012; Logan, 2013; Lundgren & Poell, 

2016).  The following section explores how the confluence of push, pull, and product or the 

“3Ps” (which participants described helped foster a social environment that was conducive to 

perspective transformation) aligns with Mezirow’s 10-phase framework of transformative 

learning.   

Integrating the “3Ps” of IGS with Mezirow’s Phases of Transformative Learning: The 

Confluence of Push, Pull, Product, and Perspective Transformation 

Built upon external structural factors and internal pedagogical decisions, my findings 

indicate that the cohesive community environment that existed within the IGS program played a 
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central role in facilitating perspective transformation among participants.  I further sought to 

examine whether the “3Ps” (push, pull, and product) of the model could be integrated with 

Mezirow’s 10-phase framework.  Figure 7 illustrates the interaction of factors that helped create 

and sustain the unique sense of community within the IGS program and reflects how they appear 

to interact with the different phases of Mezirow’s transformative learning framework.  The data 

suggest that the participants interacted with Mezirow’s 10 phases in four key domains.  
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Figure 7. The interaction of push, pull, and product with Mezirow’s phases of transformation. 
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Domain #1: Field Studies, Educational Travel, and Guest Speakers 

According to the narrative accounts, the experiential nature of the field studies and 

educational travel opportunities (i.e., Rails to Relevance/Resilience) combined with the 

knowledge shared by guest speakers often initiated phases 1 (a disorienting dilemma) and 2 (self-

examination with feelings of guilt or shame) among study participants.  Findings suggest that 

activities that either took students out of the classroom or brought experts in often served as 

catalysts for the process of perspective transformation to begin.  Participants often faced 

dilemmas when engaging with or being presented with real-world experiences that did not fit 

their expectations, a process that challenged some to explore their feelings of inconsistency.   

Domain #2: Relevant Curriculum and the Student-Centred Approach 

Narratives suggest that the relevant nature of the IGS curriculum coupled with the 

student-centred approach prompted participants to re-evaluate assumptions, both internally and 

in collaboration with one another.  The combination of engaging, practical content and learner 

autonomy appears to have facilitated the transition through phases 3 (a critical assessment of 

assumptions) and 4 (recognition that one’s discontent and process of transformation are shared 

and that others have negotiated a similar change) for some participants.   

Domain #3: Affording Learners with Time and Space 

The data reveal that the time and space afforded by the structure of the cohort-based 

model and the overlapping curriculum combined with the self-selected nature of the program and 

the competitive application process appears to have promoted opportunities for content, process, 

and premise reflection.  These conditions provided an environment that was conducive for some 

participants to advance through phases 4–6 (recognition that one’s discontent and process of 
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transformation are shared and that others have negotiated a similar change; exploration of 

options for new roles, relationships, and actions; and planning of a course of action).   

Domain #4: Fostering Risk and Creativity 

Lastly, the interaction of push and pull factors that created a sense of community and 

helped facilitate the movement of some participants through phases 1–6 coalesced to produce a 

learning environment that appeared to foster risk and creativity and allowed a number of 

participants to advance through phases 7–10 of Mezirow’s framework (acquisition of knowledge 

and skills for implementing one’s plans; provisionally trying out new roles; building of 

competence and self-confidence in new roles and relationships; and a reintegration into one’s life 

on the basis of conditions dictated by one’s new perspective).  This was evident in the outcomes 

or products that participants described such as the capstone projects, Rails to 

Relevance/Resilience documentaries, work at Haliburton Farm/wetland, and the TED-style 

presentations. 

Seven Out of 12: The Missing Five 

Transformative learning takes place when learners experience shifts in perspective and 

meaning.  An analysis of the narrative accounts using Hoggan’s (2015) typology indicates that 

seven of the 12 participants transitioned through phases of challenging circumstance, reflection, 

and personal development that align with criteria set out in the relevant literature.  Across the 

board, participants referred to their experience in IGS as something different from what they had 

encountered in other classes at the secondary level.  In all cases, participants described their 

experience within the cross-curricular offering as a positive one that left a long-lasting 

impression.  Other general findings, in terms of what was gained from the experience of 

participating in IGS in Grades 11 and 12, included but were not limited to the creation of lasting-
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friendships with students and teachers, knowledge about sustainability, and the improvement of 

research and presentation skills.  10 out of the 12 participants alluded to how their time in IGS 

impacted their academic lives after secondary school by influencing their subsequent selection of 

courses, programs, and in some cases, universities.  However, while all 12 participants that took 

part in this study described engaging in various phases or degrees of perspective transformation 

that align with the relevant literature as a result of their time in the IGS program, only seven 

clearly articulated how their experience prompted them to assess their value systems and 

assumptions, and, ultimately, re-evaluate how they fit into the world around them.  For those 

individuals, my results reveal that the student-centred learning environment, and specifically, the 

strong sense of community within it, was instrumental in fostering their shifts in perspective.  

What follows is a brief summary documenting how each of the other six participants, in addition 

to Annie, shifted their thinking.  Instead of charting their progress through Mezirow’s ten phases, 

I have highlighted the thinking and acting at the highest stages and connected them with 

Hoggan’s (2015) typology of transformative learning.   

Sammy 

Sammy’s shift in thinking largely falls under Hoggan’s worldview category.  She 

consistently described how her experience in IGS prompted her to question her assumptions and 

attitudes regarding how the world works as well as how it should work.  Specifically, Sammy 

outlined a number of examples describing how she became more aware of social and political 

contradictions in our society.  Almost all of her references were in regards to ecological 

sustainability and included discussions of climate change targets, pipeline projects, and carbon 

pricing. 
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Sammy’s narrative also clearly depicted an increased sense of empowerment that resulted 

from her time in IGS.  This sense of empowerment appeared connected to a heightened sense of 

social accountability and responsibility, and was reflected in her confidence to take part in post-

secondary competitions in her business program where she used her knowledge of sustainability 

principles to win funding for her team.   

Victor 

Much of Victor’s shift falls under Hoggan’s category of self, specifically related to 

changes in self-knowledge.  Victor’s narrative clearly articulates how his experience in the IGS 

program allowed him to come to know himself more fully and enabled him to find a greater 

congruence between his actions and who he really is.  Victor credited this shift to the open-ended 

nature of the model, specifically the on-going opportunities for oral reflection and classroom 

discourse on controversial topics.  He specifically referenced discussions on industrial 

agriculture, wealth distribution, and the war on drugs.  

Daniel  

Like Sammy, Daniel’s shift in thinking related to his worldview becoming more inclusive 

and better justified, especially with regards to concepts around ecological sustainability. His 

narrative also suggests that his time in the IGS program encouraged him to develop a more 

discriminating lens for examining social and environmental issues, whch falls under Hoggan’s 

category of epistemology.  Daniel also described how he put into place actions that were 

consistent with his new perspective; a clear example of this was in his description of voting for 

change “with his wallet”.  He concluded that he now views shopping as an opportunity to put his 

values into play and uses his purchasing decisions to send price signals through the system.  I 
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believe that Daniel’s actions meet the transformative criteria, as he is using his more-inclusive 

frames of reference to affect the way he goes about his daily life.   

Jun 

Jun’s evolution in thinking is mostly closely related to Hoggan’s category of capacity.  

Jun spent his time before IGS in the South Korean educational system, which he consistently 

described as being very different from his experience in British Columbia.  He explained that in 

Seoul, much of his school work revolved around rote learning and memorization.  According to 

Hoggan (2015), capacity refers to outcomes whereby learners experience systematic, qualitative 

changes in their abilities that allow for greater complexity in the way they see, interpret, and 

function in the world.  Jun consistently described how his time in IGS challenged him to 

perceive and interpret the content he was learning in very different ways.  For example, he 

referenced having to study the idea of bias, and spending time trying to figure out which position 

a particular player, organization or lobby group was coming from and then determining if this 

aligned with his own values.  While Jun made it clear that this type of learning brought him out 

of his comfort zone, he described how it has helped him think more critically and continues to 

impact how he engages with material in his post-secondary studies.   

Fernando 

Fernando clearly articulated how his experience in IGS had a transformative impact on a 

number levels.  Fernando’s shift in thinking was less connected to the content he studied, as it 

was to the way he was encouraged to share his knowledge.  When viewed through Hoggan’s 

typology, Fernando’s change in thinking appears to fall predominantly under the category of 

behaviour.  Many scholars in the field of transformative learning point to social activism as 

evidence of a profound shift in thinking, especially work that aims to change social structures 
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and promote democracy.  Fernando’s narrative makes it apparent that his time in the program 

inspired him to engage with social activism, both within the school, as the head of student 

government, but also in the greater community, as a campaign organizer for the provincial Green 

Party and presenter for Al Gore’s Climate Reality Project.  However, while his experience as 

part of the IGS community stoked his passion for politics, it also appeared to give him a greater 

sense of self-confidence, or as Hoggan refers to it in one of his subcategories, identity—view of 

self.  Fernando discussed at length his issues with bullying and self-esteem during his earlier 

school years in Mexico.  He credited the IGS program, and in particular the unique sense of 

community at its heart, with helping him to reimagine his own sense of identity.  He recounted 

how he had spent much of his life being punished or ostracized for his academic abilities and 

intelligence by his peers, only to have these same attributes celebrated at Claremont.  Fernando 

clearly articulated how this shift in thinking has empowered him to feel more comfortable in 

social settings and has given him the confidence to share his intellect rather than trying to 

conceal it.  In a particularly emotional part of his narrative, Fernando credited the IGS program 

with helping him to emerge from a very dark period in his life where he had been contemplating 

self-harm to a space where he feels proud of sharing his abilities in a number of social settings.   

Gabe 

Gabe’s shift in thinking as a result of his experience in the IGS program appears to fall 

under Hoggan’s sub-category entitled utilizing extra-rational ways of knowing.  Gabe’s narrative 

account suggests that his transformative process was largely rooted in his ability to incorporate 

artistic ways of knowing into his IGS work.  He points to his ability to share his knowledge 

through film, podcast, and other visual mediums, and the acknowledgement and value that his 

peers and teachers ascribed to this work, as something that had a profound impact on his sense of 
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self.  He credits the acceptance of his artistic ways of knowing within the IGS space as one of the 

key motivators pushing him to continue on with filmmaking.   

Of the five participants who did not explicitly reference or allude to exhibiting critical 

self-reflection, rational discourse, and reflective action as a result of their experience in the 

program (Maya, Jazminne, Melanie, Jemma, and Amy), I felt that two of them (Jazminne and 

Maya) simply felt uncomfortable or awkward with the open-ended nature of the interview.  For 

these two participants, while they both referenced that the IGS program had a significant impact 

on their lives and influenced their post-secondary education decisions, neither discussed the 

importance of dialogue, reflection, or adopting behaviours more consistent with their changed 

perspective.  Had I used a semi-structured interview guide with questions that directly asked to 

what extent the IGS program had been a transformative learning experience or what impact, if 

any, the program had on students since they graduated, my final tally of seven may have been 

higher.   

Conclusions 

As referenced in Chapter 1, transformative learning is considered a holistic approach to 

learning that “leads to a deep shift in perspective during which habits of mind become more 

open, more permeable, more discriminating, and better justified” (Kroth & Cranton, 2014, p. 9).  

While transformative learning theory has given rise to different strands of theory development 

(Cranton, 2016b; Dirkx, 1998; Mezirow, 1991; O’Sullivan, 2003), all are “predicated on the idea 

that students are seriously challenged to assess their value system and worldview and are 

subsequently changed by the experience” (Quinnan, 1997, p. 42).  Based on the analysis of 12 

narrative accounts of IGS alumni, this study revealed that seven participants experienced varying 

degrees of perspective transformation as a result of their time in the IGS program.  My results 
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indicate that the unique sense of community created by various external and internal factors was 

pivotal in sparking and supporting the process of perspective change that occurred among the 

participants.  The narratives described two key outside forces—the cohort-based model and the 

course combinations—and five internal forces—the student-centred approach to learning, the 

self-selection of students, the field studies and educational travel, the relevant curriculum, and 

the diversity of guest teachers—that together helped to shape and maintain the IGS community 

between 2013 and 2016.  Analysis of the data reveals that the interplay between the push and 

pull factors seems to have empowered participants and given them the confidence to apply their 

learning in a variety of real-world settings.  According to the narrative accounts, this application, 

in the form of end products like capstone projects and documentary work, helped cement the 

process of perspective transformation for many of the study’s participants. 

The goal of this research was to identify those learning environments or experiences 

within the IGS program that had the greatest impact on learning, as perceived by participants.  

While this study adds to research (Kerr, 2014; Larson, 2017; Logan, 2013) that challenges long-

held assertions in the field of transformative learning pertaining to age and cognition 

requirements, the most significant aspect of this dissertation relates to insights regarding the 

social nature of transformative learning and the implications they may hold for practice at the 

secondary school level.  Every review of transformative learning to date identifies the 

significance that relationships play in the process of transformation (e.g., Taylor, 1998, 2007; 

Taylor & Snyder, 2012).  Taylor (2007) wrote that transformative learning happens “through 

trustful relationships that allow individuals to have questioning discussions, share information 

openly and achieve mutual and consensual understanding” (p. 179).  So, whereas it is well 

documented that transformative learning occurs at the intersection between the personal and the 
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social, and that work by scholars such as Taylor (1998, 2007) and Cranton (2006, 2016b) have 

outlined a number of largely theoretical ways to foster transformative learning environments, my 

findings indicate that the interactions of specific external and internal components can create a 

close-knit sense of community among adolescents in a public secondary school setting.  The 

ability to create and sustain such a community within the context of students taking required 

senior level courses is significant in light of the insights derived from the 12 narrative accounts, 

which revealed that social aspects such as acceptance, acknowledgement, and appreciation by 

peers and teachers were important elements in triggering processes of perspective 

transformation.  Although the context of this study was very specific, it does suggest that the IGS 

model, specifically the interaction of the “3Ps,” may serve as a reference point for other 

secondary school educators and administrators seeking to introduce elements of transformative 

learning and sustainability education into their schools.  Although future offerings must be 

tailored to fit the philosophies, practices, and issues that impact a given school, I suggest that 

combining specific structural elements with student-centred pedagogy can produce learning 

environments, grounded by a strong sense of community, that are conducive to promoting and 

supporting elements of perspective transformation.   

Implications for Practice 

The first major practical contribution of the present research is that it provides additional 

data to help inform how future offerings of IGS can be delivered.  Reviewing the findings will 

allow current and future IGS practitioners to design initiatives and curriculum based on what 

alumni suggested helped foster transformative learning.  This information is important given that 

there are only a handful of comparable studies connecting transformative learning and 

sustainability education at the secondary school level.  Specifically, we will be working to 
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incorporate three key findings into all future offerings of IGS from grades 9-12 starting in 

September 2018:  

1. to allocate additional work time for learners to focus on assignments such as 

Capstone and Do-Good projects.  The goal is an additional one block per week at the 

senior levels (for a total of two and a half blocks per week), and one block every two 

weeks at the junior levels (for a total of two blocks biweekly);  

2. to carve out more time for students to take part in field studies in the local 

community, especially at the junior levels.  In addition to weekly excursions to the 

farm/wetland, we are aiming to have our Grade 9 & 10 cohorts leave the grounds at 

least once every two weeks (up from once every three weeks) to take part in 

educational opportunities in the community;  

3. to increase the number of guest lecturers our students are exposed to from 

approximately 16 to 20 per semester at the senior levels and 10 to 14 per semester at 

the junior levels.   

A second important implication of this study derives from its response to the calls made 

by Logan (2013) and Taylor and Snyder (2012), among others, who highlighted the need for 

more research into the role that social environments and one’s community play in initiating, 

supporting, or deterring transformative learning experiences.  In this sense, I believe that this 

research is especially timely in the aftermath of the 2015 BC Ed Plan report, which calls on 

educators across the province to focus on personalized learning “where students have more 

opportunity to pursue their passions and interests while maintaining B.C.’s high standards on 

foundational skills like reading, writing and numeracy” (BC Ministry of Education, 2015a, p. 3).  

By pointing to a specific combination of external structural factors and internal pedagogical 
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decisions that appear to have fostered perspective transformation and facilitated a highly 

personalized learning environment within the existing public school system, I feel these findings 

could be used to help guide practitioners through the sweeping changes being legislated by the 

Ministry of Education.  Although analysing this data with a view of informing future iterations of 

the BC Ed Plan goes beyond the scope of this current project, contacts have already been 

established with individuals at the Ministry of Education to explore how these findings might be 

piloted in other schools across a variety of grade levels and subject areas.   

A third implication revolves around how other practitioners around the province of BC 

can use the findings of this study in their own classrooms.  As it stands, our IGS teaching team 

routinely consults with teachers from other schools about different aspects of our model, from 

logistics involving timetabling and teacher scheduling to trip planning and curriculum 

development.  Over the past three years we have worked with teachers from seven different 

school districts and are currently working with educators from Victoria, Nanaimo, and Maple 

Ridge to share what we have learned as a result of our IGS experiment.  The findings from this 

study, specifically those pertaining to the importance of building and sustaining a close-knit 

academic community, will undoubtedly be shared with our colleagues.  Lastly, since our IGS 

team often takes part in local and provincial professional development conferences, these 

findings will also be shared with a wide variety of educators throughout British Columbia. 

Lastly, I feel that this study contributes to the literature on transformative learning, 

specifically on how youth experience perspective transformation in formal education 

environments.  My findings indicate that seven of the participants exhibited adult-like 

capabilities of critical self-reflection, rational discourse, and reflective action.  This reinforces 

the findings of Grider (2011), Kerr (2014) and Larson (2017) which challenged long-held 
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assertions in the field of transformative learning pertaining to age and cognition requirements.  In 

terms of the nexus between transformative learning and sustainability education, the results from 

my study align with Logan’s (2013) findings which outlined three realms from which students in 

the Expeditionary Learning program experienced transformative learning, which included 

community, academic challenge in the real world, and deep experience of people and place.  

However, whereas Logan appeared to give equal weight to all three realms in terms of their role 

in facilitating transformation learning, in my study I found that the sense of community was the 

most significant aspect underpinning the perspective transformations that took place.  This 

deviation might be explained by the self-selected nature of the IGS program and/or the course 

combinations that make-up the offering. 

What follows are specific recommendations that may guide secondary school 

practitioners to develop and implement learning environments which are characterized by high 

levels of cohesion among students and teachers and that provide opportunities for relevant 

learning and reflection and immersive experiences of people and place. 

Recommendations 

Community-building. 

While participants described aspects of the IGS program that continued to resonate years 

later, such as the cross-Canada trips and influential guest speakers, it was the ability to create and 

sustain a sense of community between learners and educators that underpinned all aspects of 

their experience.  By creating a space where students felt accepted, acknowledged and 

appreciated by their peers and teachers, participants recounted that they felt confident to take 

risks, experiment, reflect, and apply their learning in ways that impacted people and places 

outside of our school.  The cohesive nature of the IGS learning environment was based on 
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carving out time and space within a timetable to allow for specific courses to be integrated and 

team-taught.  This gave learners more time to spend with their peers and educators and provided 

opportunities to explore the curriculum in more depth and from a variety of perspectives.  It also 

gave teachers an opportunity to collaborate on a consistent basis and share the responsibilities 

associated with organizing, implementing, and assessing curriculum.   

Employing a cohort-based approach helped streamline the timetabling logistics allowing 

for students and staff to stay together for prolonged periods of time (in the case of IGS, across 

two blocks every day for two straight years).  This time provided opportunities for participants to 

experience supportive adult relationships and to form close bonds with their peers.   

Finally, the fact that participants self-selected the IGS program and successfully 

completed a competitive application process appears to have reinforced the sense of community.  

Emulating the structural factors that shape the IGS program—namely designing interdisciplinary 

offerings that encourage team-teaching environments composed of learners who genuinely want 

to take part and have the time and space to go deeper—may prove useful for other secondary 

schools seeking to develop cohesive classrooms capable of fostering the social aspects involved 

in the transformative learning process. 

Relevance and real-world experience. 

In addition to the aspects above, which participants described as critical components that 

led to the creation of a safe, supportive learning environment or “community” within the IGS 

program, there were elements related to making the learning engaging and applicable which may 

be helpful to other educators hoping to foster perspective transformation with adolescents.  The 

first is getting learners outside of the classroom on a consistent basis.  The narratives suggested 

that getting students into settings where they could experience first-hand real-world challenges 
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and solutions at work was impactful.  This was especially evident at the Grade 12 level, where 

participants took part in field studies at least once a week.  The luxury of having two blocks of 

time every day also made it easier to bring guest speakers into the classroom.  Consistently 

complementing classroom learning and field studies with interactive presentations from 

prominent individuals was something that stood out for IGS alumni.  Giving students the 

opportunity to engage with leaders and innovators, from academics and politicians to 

entrepreneurs and activists, is something that can be adopted by most classes or programs.   

Lastly, educators or schools seeking to implement highly effective learning environments 

capable of providing transformative experiences should also consider including educational 

travel opportunities for learners.  As described in Chapter 5, educational travel is defined as 

school-based educational trips that last longer than a day and involve elements that include 

guided-tours, hands-on learning, interactive tasks, and community service.  Data from the 

narrative accounts suggest that participants saw great value in educational travel opportunities 

such as Rails to Relevance and Rails to Resilience, revealing how the trips helped them develop 

confidence, broaden curricular understanding, and build more cohesive relationships with their 

peers and teachers.  While costly and logistically challenging, the benefits of including 

educational travel appear to help foster the process of perspective transformation.   

Applying knowledge in meaningful ways. 

I feel that educators or schools seeking to maximize their chances of fostering perspective 

transformation among their students should consider integrating learning with solving real-world 

challenges that exist outside of the classroom.  My data suggests that participants felt empowered 

when given the opportunity to design, implement, and present projects that were driven by 

problems they wanted to address.  In addition to motivating students to take control of their 
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learning, narrative accounts of IGS alumni reveal that emphasizing problem- and project-based 

learning provided ongoing opportunities for team-building, conflict resolution, and self- and 

group reflection, and gave participants ample opportunities to step outside their comfort zones.  

Perhaps most importantly, these projects facilitated events and experiences that allowed learners 

to individually and collectively form and express their own opinions on a range of important 

issues.  Based on the stories shared by the 12 IGS alumni, giving students the autonomy to 

follow their passions and conduct community-based problem-solving initiatives should be a 

central component of any program or class hoping to promote principles of transformative 

learning.   

Further Research 

If I had the opportunity to continue or expand upon this research, there are two directions 

I would explore.  First, I would like to examine the sustainability competencies of graduating 

IGS students.  While participants in this study often remarked that the IGS program gave them a 

greater understanding of sustainability principles, it would be beneficial to compare their levels 

of competency against Claremont students who did not participate in IGS or students who 

graduated from other sustainability-focused programs (i.e., Expeditionary Learning) to gauge 

levels of expertise.  Such research might shed light on where IGS students (who underwent 

perspective transformations) would fit on Sterling’s sustainability education framework (See 

Figure 2), which was adapted from Bateson’s four-level framework and other derivative models 

of staged learning.  More specifically, this research could indicate whether IGS alumni meet 

Sterling’s criteria of third-order learners who are capable of perceiving the world in more 

relational and ecological ways.  Secondly, I would like to test out the “3P” community model 

that emerged from this study on cohorts of IGS students taking part in our newly revamped 
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junior (Grade 9 and 10) offerings that combine Social Studies and Science.  Such research could 

add credibility to the findings of this study and explore whether aspects of perspective 

transformation can occur with adolescents under the age of 16. 

Beyond what I would do differently, future research is recommended into the social 

nature of transformative learning, specifically around how issues such as recognition by peers 

and relationships within the classroom impact perspective transformation.  It also seems clear 

that additional research exploring the capabilities of adolescents to experience, describe, and 

interpret transformative learning is still needed.  I suggest the following questions for future 

consideration: 

1. Should educators explicitly inform learners of their goals to foster 

transformative learning within their classrooms?   

2. What role does peer/teacher acceptance play in the process of perspective 

transformation? 

3. How does an individual’s perspective transformation affect other learners 

in the classroom?  Is there a knock-on effect or peripheral consequences? 

4. How do educators assess and document the many facets of transformative 

learning in a meaningful way? 

5. What steps are current teacher training programs taking to develop the 

capacity of future teachers to nurture critical reflection in their practice?  

Final Thoughts 

My research study explored the confluence between transformative learning, 

sustainability education, and the Institute for Global Solutions model with the objective of 

determining whether participation in the IGS program at Claremont Secondary School in 
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Saanich, British Columbia, Canada, resulted in perspective transformation among program 

alumni, and, if so, identifying the distinct structures and pedagogical approaches within the 

program that supported this process.  By studying the narrative accounts of 12 IGS graduates, I 

concluded that seven participants experienced a shift in thinking that would align with 

Mezirow’s conception of perspective transformation.  Data reveals that the close-knit sense of 

community created by various external and internal factors was pivotal in sparking and 

supporting the process of perspective change that occurred among the participants.  By offering 

insights into how social dynamics in the classroom might impact perspective transformation—

specifically how social acceptance and acknowledgement by peers and teachers may influence 

the transformative process—this study addresses a significant gap in the literature and serves as a 

reference point for other secondary school practitioners seeking to introduce elements of 

transformative learning into their design.   

And, for me, forming those connections with people in IGS and building those bridges, 

and having a class that really exemplifies values that I hold dear, which is open-

mindedness and this curiosity—intellectual curiosity—and, more than anything, a love 

and compassion for everyone who enters the doors and the sense of “home.”  And, for 

me, IGS was like the closest thing to my home when I was in Canada.  And from that 

point on, for me, the first sense of home I had in Canada was in that class.  And the 

teachers around it, the students around it, and the physical space, for me, I hold it very 

dear and I will always do, because it was . . . it is a home for those who feel that they 

don’t have one, and a space where everyone can talk if they feel that, at home, they can’t; 

and a place where the teachers will be there to support you and where you will learn. 

(Fernando)  
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Appendices 

Appendix A: Information and Consent Letter 

 

 

 
 
 

Towards Transformative Learning: 
Documents for Prospective Interview Participants 

 
As an alumnus of the Institute for Global Solutions Program, you have been selected to take part 
in the study, Towards Transformative Learning.  The study is being conducted in order to 
examine your perspectives regarding the Institute for Global Solutions program at Claremont 
Secondary School.  If you decide to take part, your view of your experience will be used as data 
for a research project conducted by Graeme Mitchell, a current IGS teacher and Graduate 
Student in the Doctorate of Social Sciences Program at Royal Roads University.  Your responses 
will also provide valuable feedback to improve the overall effectiveness of the IGS Program.   
 
 
The objectives of the research project are to describe the personal views of the alumni with 
regard to their experiences as students in the IGS Program, with particular reference to the: 
 
      - nature of the curriculum 
   
      - educational influence and potential benefits of the program. 
 
Data will be collected via a face-to-face interview and will be recorded.  The interview will take 
place in the IGS classroom at Claremont Secondary School and will require approximately 30-45 
minutes to complete.  In cases where participants are unable to attend in person, interviews will 
be conducted via Skype and audio recorded.  The recorded interviews will be analyzed and will 
become part of a data set and may be used later to create a webpage/iBook to share findings with 
educational practitioners, most notably in professional development settings.   

For further information, find attached to this letter the general guiding question that will be used 
as the basic framework for the interview.  Your participation in this research is entirely voluntary 
and you can choose to withdraw from the research at any time, without prejudice.  If you wish to 
withdraw at any time, please inform one of the following people: 
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Graeme Mitchell 

(current IGS teacher and Graduate Student) 

Phone:  

E-mail:  

Mailing Address: 
IGS Program Alumni Interviews 
Attn: Graeme Mitchell 
Claremont Secondary School 
 

 

Dr. Richard Kool 
(Project Supervisor) 

 
E-mail:  

 

If you wish, any comments, notes and/or recorded video footage can be discarded during or 
following the face-to-face interview up until the first draft of the dissertation is submitted. 
 
If you have any questions or concerns about this research project please do not hesitate to call me 
at (250) _________.  If you wish to verify the authenticity of this research project you can 
contact Dr. Rick Kool or the Office of Research at Royal Roads University at (250) ______ 
 
If you accept this invitation to participate in my study, please fill in the required information 

and submit the consent section of the form found at the following address:  
 
Sincerely, 
 
Graeme Mitchell 
 
Teacher 
IGS Program at Claremont Secondary School 
SD63 
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Appendix B: Information and Consent Letter Interview Guide 

 
 

 
 
 

Towards Transformative Learning: 
Interview Guide for Prospective Interview Participants 

 
 

As an alumnus of the Institute for Global Solutions Program, you have been selected to take part 
in the study, Towards Transformative Learning.  The study is being conducted in order to 
examine your perspectives regarding the Institute for Global Solutions program at Claremont 
Secondary School.  If you decide to take part, your view of your experience will be used as data 
for a research project conducted by Graeme Mitchell, a current IGS teacher and Graduate 
Student in the Doctorate of Social Sciences Program at Royal Roads University.  Your responses 
will also provide valuable feedback to improve the overall effectiveness of the IGS Program. 
 
The objectives of the research project are to describe the personal views of the participants with 
regard to their experiences as students in the IGS Program, with particular reference to the: 
 
 

• nature of the curriculum and strategies that promote transformative learning;   
 

 
• educational influence and potential benefits of the program. 

 
The interview will be divided into two sub-sessions.  The first question will involve me asking 
one open-ended question.  After a short break, the second session begins and I will ask you more 
questions which are directly related to the experiences recounted by you in the previous session.   

 

The following question will provide a general framework for the interview: 
 

“Tell me the story of your IGS experience.” 
 

The goal of this approach is to give you the freedom to choose what aspects of your IGS 
experience you will share and how the story will take form.  Before proceeding to analyze the 
interview, I will first transcribe the interviews and email them back to you so that you can verify 
that you are happy with how I have transcribed your answers. 

Your participation in this research is entirely voluntary and you can choose to withdraw 
from the research at any time, without prejudice.  If you wish to withdraw at any time, please 
inform one of the following people: 
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Graeme Mitchell 

(current IGS teacher and Graduate Student) 

Phone:  

E-mail:  

Mailing Address: 
IGS Program Alumni Interviews 
Attn: Graeme Mitchell 
Claremont Secondary School 
 

 

Dr. Rick Kool 
(Project Supervisor) 

Phone: 

E-mail:  

 

If you wish, any comments, notes and/or recorded footage can be discarded during or following 
the face-to-face interview. 
 
If you have any questions or concerns about this research project please do not hesitate to call me 
at (250) _________.  If you wish to verify the authenticity of this research project you can 
contact Dr. Rick Kool or the Office of Research at Royal Roads University at (250) _________  
 

Sincerely, 
Graeme Mitchell 
Teacher 
IGS Program at Claremont Secondary School 
SD63 

 

 


